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RESUMO 

 

 

 

 

Embora seja amplamente aceita a natureza dinâmica da criação de valor nos relacionamentos 

interorganizacionais, a maior parte da pesquisa apresenta abordagens transversais, com foco na 

díade ou em uma das partes envolvidas no relacionamento. Este estudo adota uma abordagem 

mais dinâmica ao examinar como e por que uma empresa compradora transfere pedidos de 

compras de um fornecedor para outro em um contexto de fornecimento estratégico durante um 

período de tempo. Exploramos a situação gerencial onde dois fornecedores competem pela 

preferência da mesma empresa compradora, assim como o processo de escolha do comprador 

entre dois fornecedores em busca de maior criação e apropriação de valor. Analisamos seis 

casos de fornecimento estratégico, cada um formado por uma tríade (duas díades ligadas por 

um comprador comum), em uma abordagem longitudinal-retrospectiva. Integrando duas 

vertentes teóricas de criação de valor (marketing industrial e gestão estratégica), além da teoria 

de capacidades dinâmicas, propomos um modelo conceitual que inclui perspectivas de criação 

de valor e apropriação tanto do comprador como do fornecedor. De acordo com o modelo, há 

quatro estágios consecutivos de criação de valor em um contexto de fornecimento estratégico. 

A empresa compradora elege o estágio de criação de valor em que deseja atuar para cada 

fornecimento estratégico, levando em conta o grau de incerteza no ambiente de negócios, suas 

demandas internas e oportunidades de negócios. O fornecedor escolhido será aquele que possui 

os atributos necessários para atuar neste estágio de criação de valor. Por outro lado, as empresas 

fornecedoras procuram estabelecer relacionamentos comerciais com os compradores que lhes 

permitem expandir suas vendas, graças principalmente à reputação de serem fornecedores de 

um cliente exigente. Estabelecer relacionamentos comprador-fornecedor em estágios 

superiores de criação de valor pode levar a uma maior apropriação de valor e, eventualmente, 

à vantagem competitiva. No entanto, este movimento exige investimentos das partes para 

fortalecer as competências operacionais e desenvolver capacidades dinâmicas. Lançamos luz 

sobre os tradeoffs enfrentados pelos gerentes de compras em sua busca por vantagem 

competitiva, bem como nos fatores contingentes presentes no fornecimento estratégico. O 

modelo pode orientar gerentes de compras e profissionais de vendas a encontrar o estágio mais 

adequado de criação de valor para as relações de fornecimento estratégicas, de acordo com seu 

nível de incerteza ambiental, necessidades internas e capacidade de investimento. 

 

 

 

 

Palavras-chave: criação de valor, apropriação de valor, fornecimento estratégico, tríade, 

pesquisa baseada em processos. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

ABSTRACT 

 

 

While is widely accepted the dynamic nature of value creation in business relationships, 

most of the research presents cross-sectional and dyadic approaches. This research takes 

a more dynamic approach by examining how and why a buyer-firm transfers orders from 

a supplier to another in a strategic sourcing context through a certain period of time. We 

explore the managerial situation of two suppliers competing for the buyer preference, 

and the process of buyer’s choice between two suppliers in search of higher value 

creation and appropriation. We analyze six cases of strategic sourcing, each one formed 

by a triad (two dyads linked by a common buyer), in a longitudinal-retrospective 

approach. Integrating two different streams of value creation theories (industrial 

marketing and strategic management), and dynamic capabilities theory, we propose a 

conceptual model that includes both buyer’s and supplier’s perspectives of value 

creation and appropriation. According to the model, there are four consecutive stages of 

value creation in a strategic sourcing context. Buyer-firms choose the most suitable stage 

of value creation for a given strategic sourcing according to the degree of uncertainty in 

the business environment, its internal demands and business opportunities. The chosen 

supplier will be the one that has the attributes to transact at this stage of value creation. 

On the other hand, supplier-firms seek to establish business relationships with buyer-

firms that enable them to expand sales, thanks mainly to the reputation of being a 

supplier of an exigent customer. Moving to superior stages of value creation can lead to 

a higher value appropriation and, eventually, to competitive advantage. However, this 

movement requires investments of the parties to strengthen operational capabilities and 

developing dynamic capabilities. We shed light on the tradeoffs faced by purchasing 

managers in their search for competitive advantage, as well as the contingent factors 

present in strategic sourcing.  The model may guide purchasing and sales managers in 

finding the most suitable stage of value creation to strategic sourcing relationships, 

according to their level of environmental uncertainty, internal needs, and investment 

capacity.  

 

 

 

 

Key words: value creation, value appropriation, strategic sourcing, triad, process-based 

research design 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The economic downturn that began in mid-2014 has been severally affecting many Brazilian 

firms’ revenues of virtually all the sectors, after a decade of moderate economic growth. Several 

macro- and microeconomics factors lead to a general consumption reduction, even within 

industries, such as the cosmetics industry, that used to benefit from an average annual growth 

much higher than the Brazilian GPD – Gross Domestic Product (Valor Econômico, 2015a). 

Many firms reduced purchases, cut inventories, and laid off employees, while others went out 

of business. These effects have deeply impacted firms’ supply chains and provided the scenario 

for the present research, which examines the dynamics of value creation and appropriation in a 

context of strategic sourcing.  

One of the most interesting examples of how the economic crisis has shaken buyer-

supplier relationships includes the Brazilian automotive industry. Cars and trucks production 

declined 20,4% from July 2015 to July 2016,a total reduction of 1,2 million units (Valor 

Econômico, 2016b), affecting all the industry supply chain, weakening several auto-parts 

manufacturers. Large multinational auto-parts firms have benefited from this scenario and the 

favorable exchange to foreign investment, buying several firms in Brazil. As an example, the 

Prevent Group, a German-based auto-parts firm and also a strategic global supplier for 

Volkswagen AG has bought others traditional Volkswagen suppliers in Brazil (Valor 

Econômico, 2016c). Besides the consolidation movement in the industry, the prevailing 

instability in orders has been undermining the relationship between auto-parts manufacturers 

and automakers in general, since smaller volumes incited up the discussions on price due to the 

reduction of economies of scale within auto-parts production.  

In an unprecedented case, the Prevent Group suspended deliveries to the Brazilian 

Volkswagen factories, and further to the German factories, leading the parties to a judicial 

dispute. The production delay threatens to reduce Volkswagen’s earnings by as much as 40 

million euros a week in Europe (Bloomberg, 2016), and the loss of about 100.000 cars 

production in Brazil (Valor Econômico, 2016c). The conflict seems to center on a contract that 

Volkswagen signed with the supplier, and then later canceled. The auto-parts maker, which 

builds seat and transmission parts, asks the automaker to pay for the plant alterations that has 

been made to provide the services. In response, the automaker considers it an abusive claim, 

without contractual or economic support (Bloomberg, 2016). According to a communications 

agency on behalf of the Prevent Group, the supplier “… regrets the escalation of the current 
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conflict, especially since the Prevent DEV GmbH and Volkswagen AG have a long-standing 

and successful cooperation with each other” (Archywordys, 2016). 

Although this example can represent an extreme case of business relationship 

dissolution, it adds to the extant anecdotal evidence in corporate practice and academic research 

that buyers and suppliers periodically assess their business relationships and renegotiate new 

contracts searching for greater value creation and appropriation (e.g., Ramsay, Wagner, & 

Kelly, 2013; Terpend, Krause, & Dooley, 2011; Wagner, Eggert, & Lindemann, 2010), then 

choosing to strengthen or weaken the relationships in the next future (Gadde & Snehota, 2000).  

The assessment of business relationships is a complex task for at least two reasons. The 

first is that buyers and suppliers evolve different expectations from their business relationship 

overtime (Nyaga, Whipple, & Lynch, 2010; Hald, Cordón, & Vollmann, 2009), and 

renegotiated agreements or new biddings processes often reflect an assessment of the past 

performance and the future expectation (Medlin, 2004). The second is that business context 

(internally and externally to the firm) is constantly changing, bringing different degrees of 

uncertainty, constraints and opportunities to both supplier and buyer-firms. Previous research 

suggests that contextual events, such as increased competition in the marketplace or regulatory 

changes, as well as changes internal to the buyer-firm can lead to a necessary assessment of the 

relationship (e.g., Mahapatra, Das, & Narasimhan, 2012; Ellis, Henry, & Shockley, 2010; Flint 

et al., 1997) and a search for suppliers that can provide additional benefits. Even the most 

collaborative relationships may present variable performance along their life cycle, leading the 

buyer-firm to manage its supply base to assure value creation and appropriation (Wagner et al., 

2010). This very dynamic nature of the buyer-supplier relationships is poorly explored within 

supply chain management research (Vanpoucke, Vereecke, & Boyer, 2014; Autry & Golicic, 

2010). 

Buyer-supplier relationships have been empirically examined through different 

theoretical lenses and methods, such as Relational View (e.g., Mesquita, Anand, & Brush, 2008; 

Dyer & Singh, 1998); Social Exchange Theory (e.g., Narasimhan, Nair, & Griffith, 2009; Hald 

et al., 2009), Resource Dependence Theory (e.g., Zhao, Huo, Flynn, & Yeung, 2008; Gulati & 

Sytch, 2007; Crook & Combs, 2007), Network Theory (e.g., Kim, 2014), and Transaction Costs 

Economics (e.g., Liu, Luo, & Liu, 2009; Grover & Malhotra, 2003), for decades, focusing on 

the performance implications of firms when engaged in business relationships. Despite the 

important theoretical and managerial contributions, the majority of the literature has taken only 

a perspective on the buyer or the supplier. Few researches had a dyadic and most of all presented 
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a cross-sectional approach, ignoring the dynamic nature of the business relationships variables 

overtime (Autry & Golicic, 2010). These studies fail to capture the effect that changes in the 

business environment and into the firms bring to the strategic sourcing relationships, when 

firms are compelled to reassess their purpose and objectives (Terpend, Tyler, Krause et al., 

2008;Cousins & Menguc, 2006). 

This study purposed to fill this gap: we uncovered the dynamics aspects of buyer-

supplier relationships by exploring the situation of two suppliers competing for the buyer 

preference, as well as the process of the buyer’s choice between two strategic suppliers. This 

triadic approach allowed us identifying which drivers the buyer and supplier-firms in their way 

to achieving superior value creation and appropriation within strategic sourcing, in a 

longitudinal perspective.  

We also developed a different performance approach to assessing strategic sourcing 

relationships. Instead of the traditional performance metrics, such as operational performance, 

financial performance, or market growth, we focused on the value drivers that buyer and 

supplier firms pursue in a strategic sourcing context over time. Value drivers may help to inform 

how firms build value creation and appropriation within strategic relationships over time 

(Wagner et al., 2010). We assume that for-profit firms pursue profitability or growth, or both, 

when engaging in a sourcing relationship. Buyer and supplier firms make choices driven by 

their goal of achieving operational performance, then competitive advantage. We consider that 

a firm has a competitive advantage if it can create more economic value than the marginal 

competitor in its product market (Peteraf & Barney, 2003). In addition, the firm could be able 

to appropriate part of the value it has created to achieve superior performance (Coff, 1999). 

Value drivers guide the firms’ choices on their way to superior performance (Wagner, Eggert, 

& Lindemann, 2010).  

This study analyses the dynamics underlining the managerial decision of a buyer-firm 

transferring value from a strategic supplier to another when these suppliers are capable of 

offering the equivalent or interchangeable product or service. We name “transfer of value” 

between suppliers the change of the suppliers’ share in strategic sourcing, i.e., when a supplier 

lost part of the orders to another supplier. In this situation, we would assume that the buyer’s 

choice was driven by a perception of higher value creation regarding the supplier who held the 

preference.  

By exploring the process that yields the buyer’s choice, we uncover the nature of the 

buyer’s value driver within a strategic sourcing context. Strategic sourcing refers to making 
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supply management decisions with the intent to create superior value and to achieve a 

competitive advantage (Ketchen, Crook, & Craighead, 2014). A view of sourcing as strategic 

recognizes that sourcing can help firms create value not only by managing costs and 

availability, but also by collaborating with other supply chain members to reduce risk, improve 

customer responsiveness, and develop innovations in products and processes (Ketchen et al., 

2014; Day & Lichtenstein, 2006). Indeed, strategic sourcing decisions are usually made by the 

top management team within firms (Paulraj, Chen, & Flynn, 2006).  

Conversely, we also analyze the suppliers’ value drivers, i.e., the reasons that led 

suppliers to establish a business relationship with a buyer-firm and, eventually, an increasing 

share within the strategic sourcing. Thereby, our research question is: “Why buyer-firms 

transfer value from a supplier to another in a strategic sourcing context?” Included in the 

question, we also want to know what triggers and shapes the buyer’s choice of transferring 

value from a supplier to another. Thus, the unit of analysis is the buyer-firm’s choice process 

of transferring value among strategic suppliers. 

In this study we explore the value creation and appropriation dynamics in a context 

where the buyer-firm adopts a sourcing strategy known as parallel sourcing (Cousins & 

Stanwix, 2001; Richardson, 1993), which combines the benefits of sole and multiple sourcing, 

by allowing for competition between suppliers, while maintaining collaboration between buyer 

and each supplier, respectively (Dubois & Fredriksson, 2008). Parallel sourcing is a mean to 

create “controlled competition” among suppliers (Zirpoli & Caputo, 2002), allowing control 

over price and quality, while exposing the buyer-firm to several sources of learning.  

Structurally, the parallel sourcing strategy is similar to the tertius gaudens strategy 

(Burt, 1992), where two nodes in a triad may have no direct links except through a common 

third node. This common node (the tertius) plays the role of a broker, actively separating the 

disconnected nodes and benefiting from information and resource asymmetry between them 

(Burt, 1992). We benefit from this conceptualization to describe our unit of observation: a triad 

formed by one buyer and two suppliers, i.e., two dyads which common node is the buyer. The 

two suppliers are not expected to have a direct link. 

Research on triads has emphasized the link between suppliers (Wu, Choi, & 

Rungtusanatham, 2010; Choi & Wu, 2009; Wu & Choi, 2005), instead of the connections 

between the suppliers and the buyer. Although several transactional and relational mechanisms 

developed within dyadic approach may be transferred – given certain limits - to a triadic 

scenario (Choi & Wu, 2009), the same cannot be said about value creation and appropriation. 
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The influence one dyad exerts over another dyad – typically, two suppliers linked to a common 

buyer – regarding creating and capturing value is largely unknown. While studies on alliance 

portfolios have brought interesting insights on sharing value (e.g., Wassmer & Dussauge, 2011; 

Hoffmann, 2007), alliances and buyer-supplier relationships belong to different types of inter-

organizational relationships, mainly on the property rights issue (Mayer & Teece, 2008).  

According to recent theorizations on triads (Choi & Wu, 2009), the buyer-firm gathers 

power by being the gatekeeper of information and can induce relationship between two 

suppliers to serve its purpose. Wu et al. (2010) found evidence that buyers can influence the 

relational behavior between competing suppliers. Thus, while having a collaborative 

relationship with both suppliers, the buyer may intensify an adversarial relationship between 

the suppliers. Working closely with two competing suppliers has obvious benefits for the buyer. 

It not only reduces the buyer’s supply risks but also gives the buyer access to complementary 

resources and expertise from suppliers (Wu et al., 2010). 

Our research questions address the control a buyer-firm intend to exert over two 

suppliers, orchestrating the value creation and appropriation by different contractual 

agreements, e.g. volume, price, responsiveness or even technological knowledge transfer. There 

is a considerable body of literature that examines value creation in various fields of 

management, including strategy, finance, accounting, and marketing. Regarding value creation 

research on interorganizational relationships, more specifically buyer-supplier relationships, 

two research streams emerge from literature:  industrial marketing and strategic management. 

The two streams address value creation and appropriation, although presenting complementary 

approaches. The literature review suggests that industrial marketing research contributes more 

to understand value creation while economics view of strategic management literature gives 

important insights regarding value appropriation.   

The first stream derives from industrial marketing studies (e.g., Eggert, Ulaga, & 

Schultz, 2006; Haas, Snehota, & Corsaro, 2012). Value is “a trade-off between benefits and 

sacrifices” (Walter, Ritter, & Gemünden, 2001, p.366). This definition does not include the idea 

of value being a measurable monetary unit, but a subjective perception of what has been gained 

when compared to what has been given away or sacrificed in long-term business relationships. 

For marketing scholars, value is perception (e.g., Zeithaml, 1988). Industrial marketing 

literature offers a developed conceptualization about the content of different perspectives, from 

buyers and suppliers, regarding perceived value in a relationship exchange (e.g., Ulaga, 2003; 

Walter et al., 2001), including how value creation evolves over time (Eggert et al., 2006; Flint, 
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Woodruff, & Gardial, 1997, 2002). However, most of the research considers perceived value 

only after its creation and sharing among exchange parties (Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005), 

leaving the interaction between value creation and value appropriation relatively unexplored 

(Wagner et al., 2010). Consequently, the industrial marketing framework does not provide 

enough conceptual support to distinguish value creation from value appropriation and their 

interaction (Wagner et al., 2010).  

The second stream of value research derives from strategic management, presenting 

different theoretical perspectives such as the value chain framework (Porter, 1985), and the 

resource-based view (e.g., Barney, 1991; Dyer & Singh, 1998). The concept of competitive 

advantage is a central issue in strategic management and has been understood as superior value 

creation rather than as superior performance (Peteraf & Barney, 2003). This conceptual 

approach distinguishes competitive advantage from economic rent or profitability (Grahovac 

& Miller, 2009). Firms may have a competitive advantage but not superior performance if they 

are unable to appropriate part of the value created (Coff, 1999, 2010). To prosper, firms must 

not only be able to create value, but “must also be able to capture the value they create” 

(Saloner, Shepard, & Podolny, 2001, p.39).  

To define value creation and value appropriation, we adopt the concepts of willingness-

to-pay and opportunity costs, two subjective concepts based on the principle that every good or 

service presents both a perceived value and an effective value (Bowman & Ambrosini, 2000; 

Grahovac & Miller, 2009). Brandenburger and Stuart (1996) offer definitions for both concepts 

focusing on their economic logic, that is, their effective value. This approach presents 

challenges to concepts’ operationalization since the perception of value is barely explored. To 

fill this gap, we use the value perception conceptualization developed in industrial marketing 

research to better inform willingness-to-pay and opportunity costs concepts, integrating both 

literature streams. 

To answer the research questions, we conducted a multiple-case research, using a 

process-based research design (Van de Ven, 1992; Pettigrew, 1992), and a longitudinal and 

retrospective data collection approach (Pettigrew, 1990). Longitudinal research enables to 

capture the underlying dynamics present in the value creation and appropriation process within 

business relationships, over time (Eggert et al., 2006; Medlin, 2004). Moreover, the 

retrospective approach will allow linking contextual events (such as industry changes, 

environment uncertainty, buyer-firm strategy changes) to the buyer-firm trajectory in search of 

superior value creation. An initial open-coded analysis indicated that the dynamic capabilities 
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theory (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Teece & Pisano, 1997) would bring important explanatory 

power to the data analysis. Thus, after doing a literature review on dynamic capabilities theory, 

we used this theoretical lens to codify data, allowing us to answer the research questions. 

By analyzing data from six strategic sourcing cases through the dynamic capabilities 

theory lens and the conceptual junction of economic and perceived value, we suggest that 

buyer-firms create value according to four consecutive stages and that these stages follow a 

cumulative logic. That is, a higher stage of value creation includes a new set of value drivers 

while carrying those contained in the preceding stages; as well as crescent strength capabilities, 

obeying a “sand cone” analogy. The conceptual model also describes the internal and external 

constraints and opportunities the buyer and supplier firms face to move to different stages of 

value creation. Industry, firm and sourcing contexts play a central role: the greater the 

environmental uncertainty, the greater the need to develop stronger operational capabilities, as 

well as dynamic capabilities to assure superior value creation. 

This research also shed light on how decision-makers in authentic managerial situations 

cope with the complexity of choosing the most suitable stage of value creation among strategic 

suppliers, in an effort of linking the business relationship attributes and their context to value 

creation and appropriation processes. Another managerial contribution is related to the buyers’ 

apparent advantages, regarding value creation and appropriation, when implementing a parallel 

sourcing instead of a sole sourcing strategy.  

This study builds on previous research (Miguel, Brito, Fernandes et al., 2014), including 

the PhD dissertations of Priscila L.S. Miguel (2012), Guilherme S. Martins (2013), and Fabio 

V.C.S. Tescari (2015), as well as on the master’s theses of Aline R. Fernandes (2013) on value 

creation and appropriation in collaborative buyer-supplier relationships. This study also 

answers calls for research on development process of value creation in buyer-supplier 

relationships (Wagner et al., 2010; Walter et al., 2001), using a longitudinal approach as means 

to investigate how contextual conditions may affect the evolvement of buyer-supplier 

relationships and their outcomes (Autry & Golicic, 2010; Terpend et al., 2008).  

This study is organized in sections. After this introduction, we introduce the strategic 

sourcing literature, followed by the value creation and appropriation literature through 

Industrial Marketing view. In the fourth section we discuss the value creation and value 

appropriation concepts through the Strategic Management perspective, presenting this 

framework on a dyadic perspective and, in an effort to link our conceptual framework to the 

studied managerial situation, we apply the strategic management concepts to a triadic context. 
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In the fifth section, we link the value concepts from both perspectives, offering an integrative 

conceptual framework of value creation and appropriation, considering both buyer and the 

supplier approaches. The sixth section is dedicated to the literature review of the dynamic 

capabilities theory, which concepts have emerged from an open-coded analysis and further used 

to recodify raw data. Next, we present the research design, detailing how the cases were 

selected; data was collected, and the analysis strategy used in this study. In the eighth section, 

we describe and discuss the six within-cases analysis. The results of the cross-case analysis are 

presented in the ninth section. We conclude the discussion of the results including the 

contributions to theory and practice, ending with the limitations faced by this study and future 

research opportunities.  
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2. STRATEGIC SOURCING – THE STRATEGIC VIEW OF PURCHASING 

 
Purchasing has been showing increased relevance for organizations and academy, despite 

presenting a rather diverse and fragmented research field, covering different topics of the 

buying function and supply management. A recent literature review (Schneider & Wallenburg, 

2013) on relevant articles published between 1952 and 2010 showed that less than half of the 

articles (46%) stem from purchasing & supply chain journals; 26% stem from marketing 

journals, 8% are from SCM & logistics and from operations management journals respectively, 

and the remaining ones come from general management journals (6%).  

 

Table 1 – Definitions of Strategic Purchasing and Strategic Sourcing 

  Definition Authors 

Strategic 

purchasing 

(SP) 

 SP refers to the planning process purchasing follows as part of the 

strategic management process, that is the process of setting goals, 

establishing strategies, analyzing the environment, evaluating 

strategies, implementing and controlling strategies. 

Carr & 

Smeltzer 

(1997, p.200) 

The purpose of SP is to direct all purchasing activities towards 

opportunities consistent with the firm's capabilities to achieve its long-

term goals. 

Carr & 

Smeltzer 

(1999, p.44) 

Strategic 

Sourcing 

(SS) 

SS is a process that directs all sourcing activities toward opportunities 

that enable the firm to achieve its long-term operational and 

organizational performance goals. 

Eltantawy, 

Giunipero, & 

Handfield 

(2014, p.768)  

SS programs allow firms orchestrating their internal functions, 

suppliers, and customer operations, aligning sourcing activities with 

their corporate goals. 

Berard & 

York (2013) 

SS refers to making supply management decisions with the intent to 

create distinctive value and to achieve a competitive advantage. A 

view of sourcing as strategic recognizes that sourcing can help firms 

create value not only by managing costs and availability, but also 

collaborating with other supply chain members to reduce risk, improve 

customer responsiveness, develop innovative products and processes, 

and market innovations more effectively. 

Ketchen, 

Crook, & 

Craighead 

(2014, p.165) 

 

Indeed, the first challenge found when searching the extant literature is the diversity of 

nomenclature used to identify seemingly similar functions or activities. Purchasing, purchasing 

& supply management, procurement, strategic purchasing, strategic sourcing, are the most 

common expressions found. In this study we adopted the term “strategic sourcing” that refers 

to making supply management decisions with the intent to create distinctive value and to 

achieve a competitive advantage. A view of sourcing as strategic recognizes that sourcing can 
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help firms create value not only by managing costs and availability, but also collaborating with 

other supply chain members to reduce risk, improve customer responsiveness, develop 

innovative products and processes, and market innovations more effectively (Ketchen, Crook, 

& Craighead, 2014, p.165). Table 1 presents the definitions of strategic purchasing/sourcing 

offered by different authors. 

Regardless of the nomenclature used, we searched for articles aligned with the situation 

proposed in our research question, i.e., a strategic sourcing context involving competing 

suppliers. Through the search platforms Ebsco, Web of Knowledge, and Google Scholar, we 

identified 158 articles using the key words “strategic purchasing” and “strategic sourcing” and 

“purchasing portfolio”.  

 

Table 2 – Literature reviews on purchasing and supply management 

Year Authors # Articles Scope 

1994 Ellram & Carr 20 Purchasing strategy over 30 years 

2003 Carter & Ellram 764 Full review of JSCM publications according topics, 

methods, and contribution 

2005 Gunasekaran & 

Ngai 

n.i. Build-to-order SCM, including material procurement, e-

procurement, and partnership with suppliers 

2006 Burgess, Singh, & 

Koroglu 

100 Review of randomly selected SCM articles to clarify 

conceptual and methodological characteristics of the 

domain 

2006 Quintens, Pauwels, 

& Matthyssens 

123 Global purchasing 

2007 Dubois & Araujo n.i. Case research in purchasing and supply management 

2007 Jiang, frazier, & 

Heiser 

144 China-related POM research, including purchasing and 

sourcing systems 

2007 Zheng et al. 42 Identification of hot topics (strategy, structure, systems, 

and tasks) 

2008 Giunipero et al. 405 Identification of trends and gaps in SCM literature 

2009 Gosling & Naim 91 Engineer-to-order SCM 

2009 Johnsen 30 Supplier involvement in NPD 

2009 Pagano 47 Relational capabilities and international sourcing 

2010 Bygballe, Jahre, & 

Sward 

87 Partnering relationships in construction industry 

2010 Sarac, Absi, & 

Dauzère-Pérès 

142 Impact of RFID technology on SCM, including supply 

management 

2010 Wynstra 351 Full review of JSCM publications according authorship, 

content, and impact 

2013 Schneider & 

Wallenburg 

212 By content analysis, authors established 12 specific areas 

(derived from 27 identified topics) dealing with distinct 

aspects of purchasing organization  
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2013 Spina, Caniato, 

Luzzini, & Ronchi 

1055 Reviewing articles from 2002 to 2010, authors present 

trends on research methods, unit of analysis, and papers 

content (classified as processes, practices, organization, 

and competitive priorities) 

We eliminated articles which focus referred to: make-or-buy decisions processes; 

mathematical modeling on purchasing decision-making processes; role of ERP or IT systems 

on supplier selection/evaluation; bidding or reverse auctions processes; green supplier 

selection/evaluation; unethical behavior on supplier selection/evaluation; multi-tier suppliers; 

collaborative relationship between suppliers. While reading these articles, additional articles 

were identified through a “snowball approach” by consulting the references of the selected 

articles. Finally, we selected 35 articles covered a wide range of topics within strategic sourcing. 

The final list of articles is presented in Appendix A. 

The extant literature reviews on strategic purchasing are not extensive enough either in 

source coverage or in their breadth of topics to provide a comprehensive picture of the entire 

domain. (Spina, Caniato, Luzzini, & Ronchi, 2013). Consequently, most review authors decide 

to set some boundaries on either the time span, the number of sources considered, the number 

of papers analyzed, or even choosing a narrower subject. Table 2 provides a list of the most 

relevant literature reviews and respective scopes. 

 

2.1 Purchasing strategy 

 
During the 1970s and 1980s, purchasing slowly started gaining visibility in the firm by taking 

a supportive role, ensuring that suppliers could met the required quality and delivery standards 

for production. At this time purchasing decisions tended to be made independently of other 

units and at lower organizational levels, making the decisions more operational or tactical rather 

than integrated or coordinated (Giunipero & Monczka, 1990). The turning point, according to 

Ammer (1989), was the 1973-1974 oil crises, when top management reconsidered their vision 

of purchasing as having a passive role in the organization. However, the major point in the 

recognition of purchase strategy occurred when Porter (1980) emphasized the importance of 

the buyer in his model of the five forces that impact the competitive nature of an industry, 

leading to a shift in attitudes towards purchasing’s role in firm strategy (Carr & Smeltzer, 1997). 

The first movements of globalization, in addition to a rapidly changing competitive 

environment during the 1990s, have brought new opportunities to purchasing professionals 

become strategic to the firm (Spekman et al., 1994). At this time, articles were written that 

indicated how the purchasing process could be linked to corporate strategy planning (e.g., 

Watts, Kim, & Hahn, 1992), assuring strategy alignment between function, organization, and 
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business environment (Carter & Narasimhan, 1996). 

According to Terpend, Krause, & Dooley (2011, p.74): “…purchasing strategy is 

evidenced by the patterns of decisions made by purchasing professionals during the purchasing 

process and in response to internal and external constraints in the business environment”. Based 

on this definition, we can argue that purchasing strategy was born in the early 1980’s, when 

Kraljic (1983) proposed his portfolio model to help purchasing professionals manage large 

supply bases. Kraljic’s portfolio model posits that different types of purchases need different 

sourcing strategies, matching external resources provided by suppliers with the internal needs 

of the buyer-firm. 

The Kraljic’s seminal article, published by Harvard Business Review, attracted a great 

attention both from managers and academics, being still widely used by purchasing 

professionals (Gelderman & Van Weele, 2003), as well as marking a critical juncture for supply 

chain management (Pagell, Wu & Wasserman, 2010), despite severe criticism (e.g., Dubois & 

Pedersen, 2002).  

Themain objective of the purchasing portfolio model is the optimization of the buyer-

firm resources. The optimization is based on the trade-off between the costs of obtaining the 

products on the one hand, and the value achieved from obtaining them on the other (Dubois & 

Pedersen, 2002). According to Nellore and Soderquist (2000, p.264): “…the objective of the 

portfolio models – to optimize the use of capabilities of different suppliers – must be kept in 

mind.” 

Kraljic (1983) introduced the first portfolio approach for purchasing and supply 

management. Kraljic’s approach includes the construction of two portfolio matrices. The first 

matrix classifies a firm’s purchased products on the basis of two dimensions: Profit Impact 

(High/Low) and Supply Risk (High/Low). The former dimension was considered an internal 

factor, the latter, an external factor. The result is a 2 x 2 matrix and a classification in four 

categories: non-critical, bottleneck, leverage, and strategic items (Figure 1). Each of the four 

categories requires a distinctive strategy and tactics towards suppliers, including the required 

information and the decision level in organization per category. 
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Figure 1– Dimension and categories in the Kraljic’s portfolio model 

 

Non-critical items usually have a small value per unit. Many alternative suppliers are 

suitable. As a rule of thumb these products require 80% of the purchasing function’s time, while 

representing less than 20% of the purchasing turnover (Caniels & Gelderman, 2007). Non-

critical items require efficient processing, product standardization, order volume, and inventory 

optimization. Here, the purchase strategy is focused on reducing the logistic and administrative 

complexity (Olsen & Ellram, 1997). 

Bottleneck items may cause important problems and risks, posing a moderate influence 

on the financial results of a buyer-firm. Therefore, they are vulnerable with regard to their 

supply. The purchasing strategy is primarily focused on assurance of supply, if necessary even 

at additional cost (Kraljic, 1983). Keeping extra stocks of the materials or developing consigned 

stock agreements with suppliers are examples of this strategy. Contingency planning may help 

dealing with unpredictable situations (Caniels & Gelderman, 2007).  

Leverage items allow the buyer-firm to exploit its full purchasing power, by doing 

competitive biddings, target price, or product substitution, because they can be obtained from 

several suppliers. These products usually represent a relatively large share of the end product’s 

cost price in combination with a relatively low supply risk. The buyer has many incentives for 

negotiation, since small percentages of cost savings usually represent large sums of money 

(Olsen & Elram, 1997). 

Strategic items represent a considerable value to the organization in terms of a large 

impact on profit and a high supply risk. Often strategic products can only be purchased from 

one supplier (single source), causing a significant supply risk. In order to counterbalance this 
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risk, firms would aim at building a long-term oriented relationship (Kraljic, 1983). The mutual 

trust and commitment that comes with the intensified relationship is likely to reduce the supply 

risk to a minimum (Caniels & Gelderman, 2007). In addition, the lasting cooperation can lead 

to improvements in product quality, delivery reliability, lead times, product development, 

product design, likely leading to cost reduction  (Chen, Paulraj, & Lado, 2004; Lawson et al., 

2009). Terpend, Krause, & Dooley (2011) found that strategic items are purchased from supply 

market with the characteristics of a concentrated market, resembling a oligopoly, i.e., high entry 

barriers, high power of buyers, and high power of suppliers. 

The second matrix focuses on the relative power position of the firm in the 

corresponding supply markets. Three general purchasing strategies are distinguished, 

depending on the balance of power in the buyer-supplier relationship: exploit (in case of buyer 

dominance), balance (in case of balanced relationship), and diversify (in case of supplier 

dominance). According to Caniels and Gelderman (2007), Kraljic did not pay much attention 

to strategic aspects of products categories other than the strategic items. Some scholars refined 

the original matrix and elaborated recommendations for each category (Van Stekenborg & 

Kornelius, 1994, Olsen & Ellram, 1997; Bensaou, 1999; Gelderman & Van Weele, 

2000;Gelderman & Semeijn, 2006). 

The recommendations are built by the sequence of three steps: first, the creation of four 

categories from two dimensions. Second, each category was classified according additional 

dimensions, resulting in sub-categories. In the third step, purchasing professionals were able to 

develop action plans regarding each sub-category. Table 3 summarizes these studies, showing 

that authors started their portfolio models from different issues. While Krajik (1983) and 

Gelderman and Semerjin (2006) classified materials or products, Van Stekenborg and 

Kornelius (1994) opted for classifying supply situations; Olsen and Ellram (1997) classified 

purchases, Bensaou (1999) chose classify relationships, as well as Gelderman and Van Weele 

(2000) classified supply strategies. 

The portfolio approach also inspired studies regarding suppliers’ management and other 

functions than purchasing. For example, Wynstra and ten Pierick (2000) proposed a Supplier 

Involvement Portfolio that provides support for managing suppliers that would have greater 

responsibilities in new product development projects. The dimensions are: (1) the degree of 

responsibility for product development that is contracted out to the supplier, and (2) the 

development risk, generating four categories of supplier involvement: strategic development, 

critical development, arm’s length development, and routine development (Wynstra & ten 
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Pierick, 2000). 

 

Table 3–Comparison between six portfolio models 

  
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 

Kraljic 

(1983) 

Classify materials on two 

dimensions: (i) importance 

of the purchase, (ii) 

complexity of the supply 

market 

Map supplier strength vs. buyer 

strength for the categories created in 

Step 1: non-critical items, leverage 

items, bottleneck items, strategic items 

Develop action plans to 

diversify, exploit or enter a 

balanced relationship 

Van 

Stekenborg 

& 

Kornelius 

(1994) 

Classify supply situations 

on: (i) control need of the 

internal market demand, 

(ii) control need of the 

external supply market 

Determine purchasing activities for the 

categories created: (i) plain supply 

situation, (ii) internally problematic 

supply situation, (iii) externally 

problematic supply situation, (iv) 

complicated supply situation 

Develop action plans to 

purchasing (i) as effort 

manager, (ii) as demand 

manager, (iii) as supply 

manager, (iv) as integrative 

manager 

Olsen & 

Ellram 

(1997) 

Classify purchases on two 

dimensions: difficulty of 

managing the purchase 

situation, (ii) importance of 

the purchase 

Analyze the supplier relationships for 

the categories created in Step 1 on two 

dimensions: (i) strength of buyer-

supplier relationship, (ii) supplier 

attractiveness 

Develop action plans to match 

the purchasing requirements 

with the desired supplier 

relationships 

Bensaou 

(1999) 

Classify relationships on 

two dimensions: (i) buyer's 

specific investments, (ii) 

supplier's specific 

investments 

Identify contextual profiles in terms of 

products, market and supplier 

characteristics for the four relationship 

types: (i) market exchange, (ii) captive 

buyer, (iii) captive supplier, (iv) 

strategic partnership 

Design management profiles 

for each of the contextual 

relationship profiles in order to 

take action 

Gelderman 

& Van 

Weele 

(2000) 

Classify supply strategies 

on two dimensions: (i) 

supplier's dependence, (ii) 

buyer's dependence 

Identify resultant strategies: (i) 

efficient processing, (ii) exploit power, 

(iii) volume insurance, (iv) balanced 

relationship, (ii)  

Develop action plans to 

establish supply strategies 

properly 

Gelderman 

& Semejin 

(2006) 

Classify products on two 

dimensions: (i) value of 

purchase, (ii) number of 

suppliers 

Establish specific targets for items in 

the four quadrants. Per example: the 

value of all leverage and non-critical 

purchases should be at a minimum of 

65%. 

Develop action plans to match 

the established targets with the 

relative power and dependence 

between buyer and supplier 

 

Despite have been the most used tool to undertake category management and 

developing sourcing strategies, portfolio models have been criticized for providing very limited 

explanations of how to actually manage each category once a classification has been made 

(Nellore & Soderquist, 2000). Some authors argue that the complexity of business decisions 

does not allow for simple recommendations (Caniels & Gelderman, 2005). How could one 

deduce strategies from a portfolio analysis that is based on just two dimensions? (Dubois & 

Pedersen, 2002, p. 40). Others point to a lack of analytical rigor when segmenting categories of 
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supply, more specifically the measurement of the used dimensions (Gelderman & Van Weele, 

2003), as well the lack of robustness when making practical recommendations for managers to 

sourcing strategies development (Cox, 2015). 

 

2.2 Strategic sourcing 

 
Conducting the literature review, we found some authors using the terms “purchase strategy” 

and “strategic purchasing” in their articles with similar meaning. We quote Carr & Smeltzer 

(1997, p.200) to highlight the conceptual difference between the terms: “We believe a 

difference exists: purchasing strategy relates to the specific actions the purchasing function may 

take to achieve its objectives. For example, a purchasing management team might decide to 

establish long-term relationships with its key suppliers: it is a purchasing strategy. Strategic 

purchasing refers to the planning process purchasing follows as part of the strategic 

management process, that is the process of setting goals, establishing strategies, analyzing the 

environment, evaluating strategies, implementing and controlling strategies”. Thus, one of the 

objectives of strategic purchasing (or sourcing) is to establish purchasing strategies. Table 4 

presents current definitions of strategic sourcing and strategic purchasing for comparison. 

 

Table 4 – Definition of Strategic Sourcing and Strategic Purchasing 

  Definition Authors 

Strategic 

purchasing 

(SP) 

 SP refers to the planning process purchasing follows as part of the 

strategic management process, that is the process of setting goals, 

establishing strategies, analyzing the environment, evaluating 

strategies, implementing and controlling strategies. 

Carr & 

Smeltzer 

(1997, p.200) 

The purpose of SP is to direct all purchasing activities towards 

opportunities consistent with the firm's capabilities to achieve its long-

term goals. 

Carr & 

Smeltzer 

(1999, p.44) 

Strategic 

Sourcing 

(SS) 

SS is a process that directs all sourcing activities toward opportunities 

that enable the firm to achieve its long-term operational and 

organizational performance goals. 

Eltantawy, 

Giunipero, & 

Handfield 

(2014, p.768)  

SS programs allow firms orchestrating their internal functions, 

suppliers, and customer operations, aligning sourcing activities with 

their corporate goals. 

Berard & 

York (2013) 

SS refers to making supply management decisions with the intent to 

create distinctive value and to achieve a competitive advantage. A 

view of sourcing as strategic recognizes that sourcing can help firms 

create value not only by managing costs and availability, but also 

collaborating with other supply chain members to reduce risk, improve 

customer responsiveness, develop innovative products and processes, 

and market innovations more effectively. 

Ketchen, 

Crook, & 

Craighead 

(2014, p.165) 
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Strategic sourcing is reflective of a mature and proactive purchasing function, being 

highly involved in planning about strategic issues affecting the firm. Strategic sourcing is closed 

aligned with the internal business needs, highly regarded by top management and possess high 

skill levels and knowledge. Thereby, strategic sourcing is more focused in supply chain issues, 

rather than managing contracts, showing high levels of integration with suppliers in 

communication channels and IT (Cousins, Lawson, & Squire, 2006). Effective management of 

supplier relationships is central to a competitive advantage achievement (Dyer & Singh, 1998).  

Recent research suggests that higher level of strategic sourcing indicates higher buyer 

and supplier's performance. Moreover, when purchasing is strategically oriented, it can 

engender as well as protect the sustainable competitive advantages of both buyer and supplier 

firms (Yeung, 2008; Paulraj, Chen, & Flynn, 2006), thereby ultimately maximizing transaction 

value (Zajac & Olsen, 1993) instead of minimizing transaction cost. 

A number of studies have empirically explored different conceptual dimensions on 

strategic sourcing (e.g., Yeung, 2008; Khan & Pillania, 2008; Krause, Handfield & Tyler, 2007; 

Cousins et al., 2006; Paulraj et al., 2006). From the analysis of the selected articles (Appendix 

A) four dominant themes emerged: (1) the role of power and dependence, (2) the antecedents 

of strategic sourcing, (3) the contextual factors empirically observed in strategic sourcing, and 

the (4) outcomes of strategic sourcing. 

 

2.2.1 Power and dependence in strategic sourcing 

The fundamental assumption of all portfolio models seems to be the occurrence of differences 

in power and dependence between buyers and suppliers (Terpend, et al., 2011; Dubois & 

Pedersen, 2002), though only two portfolio models explicitly assume this condition. Despite 

the portfolio models proposed by Bensaou (1999) and Gelderman and Van Weele (2000) start 

from different dimensions (see Table 3), both models explore the power-dependence between 

buyer and supplier to explain different types of relationships. Doing that, they bring into focus 

that the fundamental assumption for their models is the power-dependence argument. The other 

purchasing portfolio models are silent about their theoretical assumptions on power and 

dependence, though there is a common view on the power-dependence argument at the core of 

the models (e.g., Dubois & Pedersen, 2000). Indeed, Kraljic (1983, p.114) recommends 

exploitation of the suppliers’ dependence whenever possible: “To reduce the long-term risk of 

dependence on a single source, […] the company should also search for alternative suppliers or 
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materials or even consider backward integration to permit in-house production. On the other 

hand, if the company is stronger than the suppliers, it can spread volume over several suppliers, 

exploit price advantages, […]”. 

Mutual dependence and power are closely related concepts. The buyer’s dependence on 

the supplier is a source of power for the supplier, and vice versa. The relative power of a firm 

over another is the result of the net dependence of the one on the other. If A depends on B, then 

B has power over A (Pfeffer, 1981). 

Empirical studies have tested the power-dependences assumptions present in the 

portfolio models: for example, Caniels and Gelderman (2005) found a significant difference in 

the power positions between the purchasing strategies within each quadrant. In short, positions 

in the bottleneck quadrant and the strategic quadrant are characterized by supplier dominance. 

The highest level of supplier dominance within strategic quadrant occurs when the buyer 

accepts the locked-in relationship. Yet the lowest level of supplier dominance in the strategic 

quadrant is found in the situation that a strategic partnership is maintained. On the other hand, 

positions in the leverage quadrant and the non-critical quadrant are perceived to be of a more 

power-balanced nature. The leverage quadrant represents the better power position for the 

buyer, i.e., lower supplier dominance (Caniels & Gederman, 2005). 

In a second study, Caniels and Gederman (2007) confirmed the results for the strategic 

quadrant of their previous study. Indeed, the results suggest that buyers and suppliers engaged 

in a strategic relationship have an asymmetric power balance. From the buyer’s perspective, 

the supplier dominates the relationship. The authors traced back these results, and found 

medium level of supplier’s dependence, and the high level of buyer’s dependence. Cox et al. 

(2003) offer a possible explanation for this phenomenon: a pre-contractual situation of balanced 

power shifts to a post-contractual situation of supplier dominance, when the supplier refuses to 

offer balance in the relationship and locks the buyer in. Another explanation is that buyer-firms 

may face higher switching costs than the suppliers, and have fewer alternative suppliers than 

the supplier does (Caniels & Gederman, 2007).  

 

2.2.2 Strategic sourcing conceptual dimensions 

Research on strategic sourcing is largely fragmented, showing a knowledge field in progress. 

However, some concepts are repeatedly tested, building the theoretical base of strategic 

sourcing. Studies generally test different concepts that can moderate strategic sourcing and 

performance outcomes. We focus in the most studied construct found in the literature review: 
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strategic alignment, supply relationship management, communication, integration, flexibility, 

responsiveness (both customer and supply base), and agility. 

Firms presenting strategic sourcing orientation are able to foster proactive, long-term, 

cooperative relationships (Paulraj et al., 1998), and communication (Carr & Smetzer, 1999), 

and achieve greater supplier responsiveness (Lawson et al., 2009). Effective communication 

contributes to the development and maintenance of inter-organizational routines, integration 

with suppliers, as well as developing and leveraging tacit knowledge (Hult, 1998). When 

communication is open and frequent, buyer and suppliers can expand their knowledge and 

understanding complex competitive issues through disclosure of information (Chen et al., 

2004). According to Hult (1998), customer satisfaction, relationship commitment, and cycle 

time of the sourcing process are antecedents of strategic sourcing. 

Firms with a stronger strategic sourcing present a true long-term focus (Paulraj et al., 

2006). They assume a proactive role in working with other functional departments in 

formulating the competitive strategies for the firm. This long-term focus leads to building 

strategic and collaborative supplier relationships, influencing the competitive factors including 

quality, cost/price, timely and reliable delivery, and cycle-time reduction (Paulraj et al., Hult, 

1998). Yeung (2008) recognizes strategic supply management as a Quality Management 

initiative that requires bilateral efforts, impacting time-based and cost-related operational 

efficiency.  

Strategic sourcing is strongly related to higher levels of socialization and supplier 

integration, which has a significant indirect effect on buyer performance improvements 

(Lawson et al., 2009). Integration with suppliers may result in greater innovation performance 

in different phases of the development of a new product, as well as during the manufacturing 

phase  (Luzzini et al., 2015; Wagner & Johnson, 2004). 

Strategic sourcing has a central role in strategic alignment (Carter & Narasimhan 

(1996), by playing a key liaison role between suppliers and internal customers in creating and 

delivering value to final customers (Novack & Simco, 1991). Supply management alignment 

may be a dynamic capability that is developed from the establishment of common goals, aligned 

metrics, and defined processes that occur in parallel between purchasing and other functions, 

and purchasing with suppliers, promoting greater supplier agility and buyer’s performance 

improvement (Handfield et al., 2015).Greater supply chain agility is also related to key 

dimensions of strategic sourcing: strategic supplier partnership, sourcing flexibility, supplier 

evaluation, and trust (Khan & Pillania, 2008). In a similar vein, Chiang et al. (2012) suggest 
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that strategic sourcing and strategic flexibility are strongly related to the firm’s supply chain 

agility. 

 

2.2.3 Contextual aspects of strategic sourcing 

Few studies emphasize the contingent factors in strategic sourcing. Globalization (Gelderman 

& Semejin, 2006), technological uncertainty (Luzzini et al., 2015), outsourcing and e-

commerce (Zheng et al., 2007) can be considered the key drivers of rapid and substantial change 

in the status of purchasing, as well as the purchasing job roles, and organizational design, 

bringing strategic orientation to purchasing. Thus, context can be described in terms of 

corporate strategy, purchasing maturity, organizational structure, and business context. 

 

2.2.4 Strategic sourcing outcomes 

Recent meta-analyses (Zimmermann & Foerstl, 2014; Foerstl, Franke, & Zimmermann, 2016) 

have showed that purchasing and supply management performance effect is larger than the 

performance effects of other strategic resources, such as research and development (Crook et 

al., 2008), or human capital (Crook et al., 2011). Strategic sourcing exhibits the highest 

performance in innovation, flexibility, and purchasing efficiency (Terpend et al., 2011). 

In parallel with financial and operational performance (e.g., Elantawy, Giunipero, & Handfield, 

2014; Yeung, 2008; Cousins et al., 2006) other strategic sourcing outcomes emerge from 

research: customer’s responsiveness (Chen et al., 2004), supply chain agility (Handfield et al., 

2015; Chiang et al, 2012; Khan & Pillania, 2008), and product innovation (Lazzini et al., 

2015;Koufteros et al., 2012). 
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3. VALUE CREATION – THE INDUSTRIAL MARKETING APPROACH 

 

The industrial marketing literature contains a vast number of contributions examining value 

and value creation in business exchanges (Walter et al., 2001; Ulaga & Eggert, 2006). Most of 

research on value creation outweighs that on value appropriation (Ellegaard, Medlin, & 

Geersbro, 2014; Wagner et al., 2010). Presently, most of the literature treats value appropriation 

only implicitly; with limited construct development and discussion, and some lack of clarity 

regarding the actual mechanisms and activities of appropriation (Lepak, Smith, & Taylor 2007; 

Wagner et al., 2010). An overview of the literature focused on business-to-business 

relationships reveals that marketing journals concentrate on the customer’s perspective on the 

concept of value (e.g., Flint et al., 1997; Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005). More recently, the 

supplier’s perspective on value has been developed (e.g., Smals & Smits, 2012; Walter et al., 

2001) as well as research looking to both sides of the dyad (Aminoff & Tanskanen, 2013). To 

cover the relevant literature, we carried out a literature review on two scholar data basis – Web 

of Knowledge and Scopus – using the key words “value creation”, “value appropriation”, 

“buyer-supplier relationship”, selecting the articles from the top academic journal in industrial 

marketing, strategic management, and operations management.  The articles are listed 

according the knowledge area: in the Appendix A comprises the IMM papers, the Appendix C, 

the operations management articles, and the Appendix D include the strategic management 

articles. 

In the context of business exchange relationships, the terms value and relationship value 

are usually found in an interchangeably way in industrial marketing literature. Among several 

slightly similar definitions of relationship value, we identified two different approaches: one of 

them understands relationship value as the ratio between sacrifices made and benefits enjoyed 

in the context of a business relationship (e.g., Ulaga & Chacour, 2001; Zeithaml, 1988). The 

other set of researchers defines relationship value as the received benefits perceived by buyers 

and suppliers in terms of their expectations from a business exchange relationship, i.e., their 

needs and wants (Cheung, Myers, & Mentzer, 2010; Flint et al., 2002; Ulaga & Eggert, 2006). 

Both definitions carries an implicit “net result logic”: the former, a net result between benefits 

and sacrifices; the latter a net result between the expected value and the received value, showed 

in the Table 5. The benefits and sacrifices can stem from the relationship itself as well as from 

connected relationships, as other suppliers and customers (Walter et al., 2001). 
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Table 5 – Value concepts according to industrial marketing approach 

Concept Definition Supporting literature 

Value 

Value is a positive effect, advantage or benefit that is 

associated with the exchange of resources, and perceived 

or enjoyed by the recipient buyers and sellers of those 

resources. 

Ramsay, 2005 

Value Value is the ratio between sacrifices made and benefits 

enjoyed in the context of a business relationship 

Ulaga & Chacour, 2001; 

Zeithaml, 1988 

Relationship 

value 

RV is defined from a managerial perspective as the 

received benefits perceived by buyers/suppliers in terms 

of their expectations from a business exchange 

relationship, i.e., their needs and wants. 

Cheung et al., 2010; Flint 

et al., 2002; Ulaga and 

Eggert, 2006 

 

The value of a business relationship is a multi-dimensional concept that goes beyond 

the price vs. quality trade-off prevalent in consumer research (Gassenheimer, Houston, & Davis 

et al., 1998). Empirical research has evidenced that value of a relationship can originate from 

numerous elements, such as product quality, delivery performance, service support, personal 

interaction, supplier know-how, time-to-market, and reduction of operational costs (Ulaga & 

Eggert, 2006). The value reflects the product/services characteristics exchanged, but also 

employees and their response capacity, flexibility, reliability, and competencies (Lapierre, 

2000).  

Building on previous studies, Eggert et al. (2006) propose three sources of value 

creation in business relationships: (1) the core offering, described in terms of the quality and 

delivery performance; (2) the sourcing process, as the service support and personal interaction; 

and (3) the customers firm’s internal operations, described in terms of supply know-how and 

time-to-market. 

More recently, marketing scholars have been interested about the underlying reasons 

two firms present when engaging in an exchange relationship. Establishing and developing 

business relationships involves both choosing others to collaborate with and being chosen by 

others. This movement of searching and choosing a partner refers to attraction, or attractiveness 

between two firms to engage in a business relationship (Mortensen, 2012). We adopted this 

framework because it provides conceptual support to different dimensions of value perception 

from both buyer and supplier’s perspectives. Attraction is an alternative approach to managing 

business relationships based on the creation of voluntary motivation and commitment between 

the relationship parties (Mortensen, Freytag, & Arlbjorn, 2008), which differs from the 

traditional approach of managing relations by power (Cox, 1999). As attraction is a 
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multidimensional construct, different authors interpret and understand attraction in slightly 

different ways. Other terms describe similar phenomenon, such as “preferred customer” (e.g., 

Nollet, Rebolledo, & Popel, 2012; Schiele, Calvi, & Gibbert, 2012).  

Attraction has been described as a dynamic concept, since it may explain the creation 

of trust and commitment and how attraction can influence the development of a business 

relationship, both positively and negatively (Harris, O’Malley, & Patterson, 2003), and 

changing over time (Ellegaard, Johansen, & Drejer, 2003). Mortensen et al. (2008) propose a 

maturity model of attraction, which depends on two dimensions: the maturity of the company 

and the complexity of the relationship. Dwyer, Schurr, & Oh (1987) use attraction to explain 

the different stages of relationship development and propose a five-stage model of relationship 

development. These authors view attraction as the degree to which buyers and suppliers can 

work together to exceed some minimum reward-cost outcome. Actually, attractiveness seems 

to be an attribute of a relationship, not of an actor (Emerson, 1976). Characteristics that make 

a firm attractive for some business partners do not necessarily have an effect on other business 

partners (Arminoff & Tanskanen, 2013). 

Some authors argue that attraction is about perception (Hald et al., 2009). Thus, success 

in influencing suppliers by being attractive is expected to depend on supplier actors’ perceptions 

(Ellegaard et al., 2003). Attraction has been explored from both the buyers’ and suppliers’ 

perspectives. Attractiveness can be seen in dyads where there are two perspectives: (i) the 

attractiveness of the buyer as perceived by the supplier (defined as buyer attractiveness), and 

(ii) the attractiveness of the supplier as perceived by the buyer (defined as supplier 

attractiveness). These two perspectives are theoretically independent from one another, but may 

be highly correlated with each other (Aminoff & Tanskanen, 2013).  

Hald et al. (2009) present a dyadic view of attractiveness and base their approach on 

social exchange theory (SET). In their conceptual model, attraction is constructed as the 

combined output of complex interactions among three behavioral constructs: perception of 

expected value, perceived trust, and perceived dependence of a firm related to the other (Hald 

et al., 2009). The authors define attraction as “the force fostering voluntarism in purchasing and 

marketing exchange, and further pushing a buyer and supplier closer together in a mutually 

advantageous relationship” (Hald et al., 2009, p. 968).  

We discuss the first component, the value a buyer or supplier perceives when engaging 

in a relationship. Perceived value is the ratio between multiple benefits and sacrifices that is 

gained through a relationship, or the comparison “what you get” or expect to get and “what you 
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give” or expect to give (Zeithaml, 1988). The perceived value can come in monetary forms, but 

can also have an intangible nature, making it difficult to measure quantitatively. Several non-

monetary forms of value have been found to be relevant, such as reputation, reliability of a 

product or business partner, and other capabilities of business partners (Ford, Gadde, 

Hakansson et al., 2011). However, buyers and suppliers may present different value 

expectations. 

The next two sections we present the sources of the buyer-perceived value (buyers as 

targets of value offered by suppliers), and the sources of the supplier-perceived value (suppliers 

as targets of value offered by buyers). 

 

3.1 Buyer-perceived value 

 

Recent literature has identified key components of buyer-perceived value when working closely 

with key suppliers: cost reduction, time compression, safeguard, quality of the product/service, 

volume, access to new market and suppliers, information, motivation, and capability 

development.  

Cost reduction relates to the supplier's ability to reduce their joint total cost, enabling 

the buyer to compete on selling price. The focus is on the supplier's ability to reduce the buyer's 

total product cost (Hald et al., 2009), or the total cost ownership. A suppliers’ flexible structure 

of payment is also considered valuable to buyers (Ritter & Walter, 2012). In a qualitative study 

based on purchasing managers’ interviews, Ulaga (2003) identified that the most valuable 

attribute is the suppliers’ ability of annually decrease prices. The supplier's ability to help the 

buyer reduce supply chain costs is also considered a valuable asset (Ulaga, 2003). 

Flexible suppliers enable buyers change orders volume at short notice. This valuable 

attribute is known as safeguard (Ritter & Walter, 2012). Quality is determined by the extent to 

which the product fits into the customer’s operations: the better the fit, the higher the perceived 

quality, and then, the higher the perceived value (Ritter & Walter, 2012, Ulaga, 2003). Many 

firms move from wide supplier bases, where they have fragmented purchasing power, to smaller 

supplier bases. The allocation of a larger purchase volume to selected suppliers allows 

customers to influence suppliers, to reduce variations among them, and reducing 

communication costs. These selected suppliers present a volume perceived value (Ritter & 

Walter, 2012). 

Time compression refers to the supplier's ability to achieve higher market 
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responsiveness, both in product development and in supply chain execution. Time-to-market, 

response to unexpected end customer demands and reducing inventory investments all require 

time compression and coordinated dyad planning (Hald et al., 2009; Ulaga, 2003). Time 

compression in the supply chain directly results in supply chain inventory reductions — and 

potentially to reductions in the bullwhip effect (Lee, Padmanabhan & Wang, 1997). 

Innovation relates to the supplier's ability to improve the buyers’ product portfolios. A 

supplier's proactive ability to develop new or improve existing products is seen as valuable by 

buyers (Hald et al., 2009; Ulaga, 2003; Walter et al., 2001).  

Access to new markets or suppliers regards the supplier's ability to act as a bridge to 

new and potentially valuable supply chain partners. This allows the buyer to increase the 

number of customers — and perhaps to work with new suppliers as well (Hald et al., 2009; 

Ulaga, 2003; Walter et al., 2001).   

Capabilities development relates to the fact that the buyer-firm might learn from the 

capabilities of its best suppliers, learning and leveraging this learning with other suppliers (Hald 

et al., 2009). Indeed, learning applies equally to the supplier's value perceptions (Dyer & Hatch, 

2004). Essentially, a supplier is attractive to a buyer if the supplier develops new capabilities 

that can be leveraged in other relationships. In fact, capability development has been discussed 

as a dyad-based source of perceived value or as “relational rent” (Dyer & Singh, 1998). The 

greater the dyad investments in inter-firm knowledge sharing routines and the greater the 

specific knowledge absorptive capacity, the greater is the potential for relational rent (Dyer & 

Singh, 1998).  

 

3.2 Supplier-perceived value 

 

The more tangible form of value perceived by suppliers are the volume, profit and safeguard 

functions provided by the buyer-firm in an exchange (Möller & Törrönen, 2003; Smals & 

Smits, 2012; Walter et al., 2001). This more concrete perception of value is related to monetary 

issues: volume is valuable to secure the necessary break-even, profit to assure positive cash 

flow and safeguard to obtain stability and control in sales among other customers. Indeed, a 

supplier perceives as valuable a buyer that is growing in its market (Hald et al., 2009), because 

of the expected growth in volume. 

There are other sources of value that create benefits to suppliers: a buyer may provide a 

supplier with new customers, it may help a supplier become more innovative or developing 

new capabilities due to the technological knowledge accumulated in repeated exchanges with 
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the buyer-firm (Hald et al., 2009; Möller & Törrönen, 2013; Smals & Smits, 2012). A buyer-

firm might also facilitate the suppliers’ access to third parties, such as government and 

regulatory agencies, allowing a gain of critical information, and making them reachable and 

understandable. Möller & Törrönen (2003) describe this perceived value as scout. Reputation 

by doing business with demanding customers may represent an indirect, but relevant form of 

perceived value (Castellucci & Ertug, 2010; Ramsay & Wagner, 2009). Finally, Ramsay and 

Wagner (2009) suggest that a good inter-organizational staff relations and customer 

attentiveness are also recognized as sources of value to the supplier. 

 

3.3 Changes in value perception 

 

This study seeks to understand why a buyer-firm transfers value from a supplier to another. One 

possible reason is that the buyers’ perceived value has changed due to a new supplier with a 

better offer, and the still preferred supplier is unable to accomplish this new expectation (Flint 

et al., 1997; 2002). Consequently, the buyer-firm needs to strength the relationship with the 

secondary supplier. Other reason might be relationship-specific: the supplier has been failing 

to achieve the buyers’ expected value, probably due to a deterioration process of the business 

relationship (Gassenheimer et al., 1998; Ring & Van de Ven, 1994). Next we present the two 

sources of change in value perception: contextual (market or organization related), and business 

relationship-specific.  

 

3.3.1 Contextual and organizational changes 

Customers periodically change what they value, and for some customers in some industries, 

quite rapidly and extensively. Flint et al. (1997) suggest that some trigger events play a role 

throughout the buyer-supplier relationship by affecting the values pertaining to the both firms, 

buyers’ perceived value and value judgment.  A trigger can be either a singular event or a 

culmination of a series of events. These events must trigger something (e.g., awareness, a 

change in view of the market, recognition of an opportunity, heightened sensitivity to problems 

with a supplier, reassessment of the value of a supplier). These trigger events may be located at 

the customer, the supplier or the environment.  

The supplier-located events could be changes in product attributes (product 

performance, quality, availability), service attributes (e.g., service quality, service availability, 

management procedures), or interpersonal attributes (e.g., personnel turnover, training, 

availability) (Flint et al., 1997). 
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The customer-located events occur within the buyer’s firm. They can pertain to 

strategic, operational, or tactical levels. Strategic level events might include changes in 

ownership, changes in the focus of top management, or reengineering of the organization. 

Operational levels events might include changes in management teams, opening or closing 

facilities, changes in operational procedures, or changes in financial situations.  

Environmental-located events occur outside of the customer and supplier’s 

organizations. May be macro-environmental changes (e.g., regulatory issues, technological 

innovations, and natural disasters), marked-based changes such as actions by customers’ 

competitors (e.g., product or service innovations, pricing, arising of new suppliers, new 

customers or new alliances) (Flint et al., 1997). 

Flint & Woodruff (2001) and Flint et al. (2002) conducted two additional grounded 

theory studies seeking to understand the nature of customers’ expected value change and related 

contextual conditions. The authors suggest that the phenomenon customers’ expected change 

typically occurs in an emotional contextthat managers try to cope with feelings of tension. 

 

3.3.2 Relationship-specific changes 

Likewise contextual conditions, buyers’ perceived value might change as a response to a 

declining relationship value. Several marketing scholars suggest that the interactions between 

buyers and suppliers and their outcomes are contingent on the stage of the buyer-supplier 

relationship (e.g., Jap & Ganesan, 2000; Medlin, 2004; Wagner, 2011), proposing several ways 

of categorizing the phases of buyer-supplier relationships.  

Dwyer et al. (1987) and Ring and Van de Ven (1994) provide two different frameworks 

of how inter-organizational relationships develop over time. Both models present similarities: 

building a relationship takes time and involves creating mutual dependence and shared norms. 

Additionally, both approaches highlight the role of trust, the notion of equity and idiosyncratic 

assets in creating superior performance. Vanpoucke, Veeecke, & Boyer (2014) found that the 

Ring & Van de Ven (1994) and Dwyer et al. (1987) models are not so much incompatible as 

complementary in nature. They suggest that in the beginning stages the process is linear, once 

the expansion stage is reached, this process evolves into a cyclical process, with recurrent cycles 

of negotiation-commitment-execution. According to Palmatier, Houston, Dant et al. (2013), the 

velocity of these recurrent cycles is the dynamic component of the process and they are highly 

correlated to performance. In other words: buyer-supplier relationships that present a high 

frequency of new projects or new orders are likely living their more fruitful phase in terms of 
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commitment, trust, knowledge sharing, interdependence and value creation. Vanpoucke et al. 

(2014) support this finding: according to them, relationships that continue to grow by 

continuously working on new integration initiatives, will most likely continue this growth trend 

in the future.  

Palmatier et al. (2013) and Vanpoucke et al. (2014) studies suggest that relationship 

duration (age of the relationship) does not offer a good proxy for relationship strength, neither 

provides a precise indication of the relationship development stage. An older relationship could 

have already peaked, being on its flat or negative trajectory, which degrades performance. 

Relationship value seems to play a pivotal role in the evolutionary dynamics of business 

relationships. It interacts with factors such as trust and commitment to create a reinforcing 

system that draws partners together and intensifies relationships (Smals & Smits, 2012). 

Conversely, Ellegaard et al. (2003) also observed that both the offering and the perception of 

value might change within a long-term relationship, with potential negative repercussions for 

the success of the relationship. Using a buyers’ perspective, Zerbini & Castaldo (2007) found 

that performance satisfaction and trust are the greatest in the last two stages of the business 

relationship life cycle. Mutual goals are important in the initial stages, as well as adaptation in 

the last ones. 

In a quasi-longitudinal design research, Eggert et al. (2006) investigated whether the 

relationship life cycle moderates the role of the various sources of value creation in business 

relationships from the buyers’ perspective. Their findings suggest that in the early stages of the 

relationship life cycle, the strongest supplier’s potential for value creation is service support 

and personal interaction dimensions. Likely, buyers perceive a stronger need for service 

support and personal interaction in the sourcing process during the build-up phase, as opposed 

to the maturity and decline phase of business relationships. The opposite seems true for value 

creation at the level of buyers’ operations: their findings show that know-how transfer and time-

to-market explain more variance as the relationship moves through its life cycle. Interestingly, 

the relationship life cycle does not affect the role of a supplier’s value creation through the core 

offering. Therefore, it appears reasonable that buyers value a supplier’s product quality and 

delivery performance independent from the life cycle phase. Their findings reinforce the notion 

that buyer-supplier relationships are dynamic phenomena (Eggert et al., 2006).  
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4. VALUE CREATION – THE STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT APPROACH 

 

Value is a term often linked to the resource-based view of the firm literature (Peteraf, 1993; 

Wernerfelt, 1984), being used as the adjective “valuable” resources. A resource is valuable if 

“it exploits opportunities and/or neutralizes threats in a firm’s environment” (Barney, 1991, p. 

105), or if it enables a firm to satisfy needs at lower costs than competitors (Peteraf, 1993). 

Barney (1991, p. 106) also suggests that resources are valuable “when they enable a firm to 

conceive of or implement strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness”. Generally, 

the term value appears accompanied by an adjective: for example, in Wassmer and Dissauge 

(2011, p. 49), “a resource combination creates monetary value for a firm when: (1) it renders 

such a benefit creating service; and (2) the benefits exceed the costs incurred for producing 

them”.   

Economic value creation is also positioned on the debate about the definition of 

competitive advantage. Ghemawat and Rivkin (1999, p.49), e.g., state “A firm…that earns 

superior financial returns within its industry (or strategic group) over the long run is said to 

enjoy a competitive advantage over its rivals”. Although Porter (1985, xvi) provides no explicit 

definition of competitive advantage, he states “competitive advantage grows fundamentally out 

of the value a firm is able to create for its buyers”. Indeed, Peteraf & Barney (2003), in a 

response to a critic by Foss and Knudsen (2003) redefine competitive advantage stating that a 

firm has a competitive advantage if it is able to create more economic value than the marginal 

competitor in its product market. Thus, it is possible that a firm possess competitive advantage 

but not superior performance if it is unable to appropriate the value that it has created (Coff, 

1999).  

The widespread use of value creation concepts in academic research resulted in a lack 

of consensus about its meaning and how it can be achieved (Lepak et al., 2007). According to 

these authors, such difficulties are sourced in three important aspects: first, scholars from 

different management disciplines emphasize different aspects of value creation, highlighting 

the differences in targets or users for whom value can be created, as well on different sources 

of value creation. Second, very often value creation concept refers both to the content and 

process of new value creation. On the content side, questions regarding what is valuable, who 

values what, are frequently mixed with questions regarding the process side, that is, how value 

is created and where it resides (Lepak et al., 2007). Third, the process of value creation is often 
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confounded with the process of value capture. Actually, both concepts are tightly connected, 

representing two sides of the same coin (Chatain, 2011).  

Bowman & Ambrosini (2000, p.2) conceptually distinguish between what they call use 

value (buyers’ perceptions concerning the benefits of a product or service related to their needs), 

and exchange value (the monetary amount paid by a buyer to a seller for the use value). Viewed 

together, these definitions suggest that value creation depends on the relative amount of 

subjectively value realized by the buyer, and the buyer’s willingness to exchange a monetary 

amount for the value received. Moreover, Lepak et al (2007, p.182) posit that value creation 

activities only can remain if two economic conditions are fulfilled: (i) the monetary amount 

paid by the buyer must exceed the costs of the seller for producing value; and (ii) the monetary 

amount paid by the buyer is determined by the perceived performance differential between the 

buyer’s use value and the buyer’s second best alternative.  

More specifically, Brandenburger & Stuart (1996) point out that value is created by a 

firm in its relationships with customers and suppliers and can be measured as the difference 

between the customer’s willingness to pay and the supplier’s opportunity cost. The components 

of the value creation concept, opportunity cost (OC) and willingness to pay (WTP), are 

theoretical concepts that try to capture the perception of value from customers and suppliers 

respectively, being determined by subjective aspects and highly influenced by context (Coff, 

1999). Within the boundaries of value creation, there is more than one share of value: besides 

the firm’s stake, there is the supplier’s share and the customer’s surplus (Brandenburger & 

Stuart, 1996). The Figure 2 shows this reasoning schematically. 

 

 

Figure 2: Value creation and appropriation 

Source: Brandenburger and Stuart, 1996, p. 10 

 

Value appropriation is the next step once value is created, and is influenced by the 

relative bargain power of the supplier, the firm and the customer. Bargaining between the 

supplier and the firm determines the price the supplier receives for providing resources to the 
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firm or, equivalently, the cost to the firm of acquiring those resources. Similarly, bargaining 

between the firm and the customer determines the price the customer pays for the firm’s product 

or, equivalently, the price the firm receives for selling its products (Brandenburger & Stuart, 

1996). 

Thus, the exchange value arises from the player’s definition of price and cost for their 

products and services, defining the firm’s profit. Firms with competitive advantage have better 

opportunities for value appropriation, while other firms not are able to (or may not choose to) 

appropriate value depending on the competitive context (Coff, 1999). There are two ways a 

firm can create more value than its competitors. First, by rising willingness-to-pay for its 

products without incurring a proportional increase in the opportunity costs. Second, the firm 

can devise a way to reduce opportunity costs without sacrificing proportional willingness-to-

pay. Either establishes the wider wedge that defines competitive advantage (Ghemawat & 

Rivkin, 2006). In this study, we adopt the Brandenburger & Stuart’s (1996) economic value 

concepts because it provides clear definitions of value creation and value appropriation and 

enables accessing both buyer’s and supplier’s perspectives.  

 

4.1 Value creation and appropriation: a dyadic perspective 

 

The framework presented in the last section is applied to a focal firm that purchases inputs from 

several suppliers, which are transformed into outputs to be sold to several final customers. Now 

we apply the same model to a specific buyer-supplier relationship, i.e., a dyad. Thus, the final 

consumer will not be part of the model. The buyer’s WTP for a product or service is the 

maximum monetary amount that a buyer could be willing to give in order to obtain a product 

or service, comparing with the available alternatives. It is an integrative net perception of 

benefits and costs of different natures translated to monetary value. The concept of supplier OC 

is symmetrical to the WTP. It is the smallest amount that a supplier will accept for the services 

and resources required to produce a good or service. We can say that the OC is the supplier’s 

second-best alternative relative to supplying this buyer (Ghemawat & Rivkin, 2006). 

The framework representing the exchange value in a specific buyer-supplier relationship 

(Miguel et al., 2014) is outlined in the Fig 3. The upper line represents the buyer, and the lower 

line the supplier. Consider that the supplier sells its product to the buyer at a certain price, and 

the buyer presents a WTP equal to the price. In this situation, the buyer does not perceive the 

transaction as valuable. If the buyer-firm has sourcing alternatives, it will look for other 

suppliers’ offerings, choosing an alternative in which transaction the buyer perceives a WTP 
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higher than the price. The difference between the WTP and the price really paid is the value 

appropriated by the buyer in this specific relationship, and created by the supplier. The value 

appropriated by the buyer is indicated as A, based on the assumption that the price is equal to 

the buyer’s cost (Miguel et al., 2014).  

The upper line in the Figure 3 represents the buyer, who purchases goods or services 

from the supplier, incurring a cost. The supplier considers this relationship advantageous 

relative to other alternatives. The supplier’s second-best alternative is represented by the OC 

given in the buyer line. The difference between this OC and the cost is the value created by the 

buyer and captured by the supplier, contributing to the supplier’s individual value creation, 

indicated as B in the lower line (Miguel et al., 2014). If the supplier has other sales alternatives, 

the supplier could choose the one it perceives with the lowest OC.  

 

 

Figure 3: Value creation and appropriation in an exchange relationship 

Source: Miguel et al. (2014, p.564) 

 

The total value created in the transaction outlined in Figure 3 is represented by A+B. 

This total value has two different origins: the first is sourced in the resources owned by the 

buyer and the supplier firms. When the two firms start transacting, the value created by each 

firm’s resources spills over to the other. The second source of value in the relationship may 

stem from cooperation and effective coordination between the firms (Crook & Combs, 2007). 
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This value is relationship-specific and neither the buyer nor the supplier can capture it in case 

of relationship dissolution. This additional value is created in contexts where both the buyer 

and the supplier share trust and a perception of relationship continuity may emerge. From the 

buyer side, a perception of a reliable supply may increase its WTP. To the supplier, the 

perception of continuity is also valuable, leading to a lowered OC. In the next section, we 

introduce another dyad to this framework. Doing that, we brought the value concepts according 

the strategic management approach into a triad formed by two dyads, having a common buyer 

linking them. 

 

4.2 Value creation and appropriation: a triadic perspective 

 

In the preceding section we discussed the value creation and appropriation concepts in a dyad 

context. Now, we bring these concepts to a triad defined by two suppliers (S1) and (S2) linked 

to a common buyer-firm (B) sourcing the same offering, as outlined in the Figure 4. Here we 

ask: what would be the total value created in the triad S1-B-S2? Remembering that the total 

value created is the difference between WTP and OC, the value created within a triad is the sum 

of the value created into the dyad (B-S1) and the dyad (B-S2).  

 

 

Figure 4 – Triad of two suppliers linked to a buyer 

 

 

B 

B 

B 
S1 

S2 
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S2 
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If the buyer has only two suppliers to source a given item, we may say that the total 

value created by this sourcing is the sum of the value of the two dyads. The reasoning described 

below is one simulation besides several alternatives a buyer may choose to accomplish a firm’s 

purchasing strategy. In this study we follow the incrementalist perspective of strategy 

(Mintzberg, 1978), which posits that strategy formation is subject to the bounded rationality of 

managers and that strategies emerge over time in response to internal and external constraints 

in the business environment. 

In the Figure 3 we present three different situations: on the left, the triad outlining the 

situation of a main supplier (S1) and a secondary supplier (S2) linked to the same buyer. This 

situation may change after a bidding, leading to an opposite position: as a result of new 

negotiations, S2 might become the main supplier and S1 a secondary supplier (right and 

superior part of the figure 3). It may also happen that both suppliers divide the business volume 

in a balanced way (right and inferior part of figure 3). These three situations represent distinct 

value creation and appropriation for the parties.   

Starting from the simplest scenario where the buyer B pays the same price (supplier’s 

price = buyer’s cost) to both suppliers S1 e S2, having a total and constant demand of 100 units 

of the item. B buys 80 units from S1 and 20 units from S2, and S1 products present similar 

quality to S2. B has engaged in a business relationship with S2 because B fears to become 

dependent of S1 and suffer the consequences of an eventual S1 opportunism. Thus S1 keeps 

the quality and is refrained to increase its price, since B can transfer part or total demand to S2. 

The Fig. 5 represents this situation applying WTP and OC concepts to a triad. In this 

representation B presents an equal WTP to both suppliers. Once we have defined the total value 

created by the triad, we would ask: what should be the S1 strategy to enhance its value 

appropriation?  
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Figure 5 – Representations of value creation and value appropriation in a triad.  

Based on Brandenburger & Stuart (1996) and Miguel et al. (2014) 

 

First, S1 can enhance its value creation by means of three alternatives: (i) increasing the 

buyer’s willingness-to-pay and eventually the price; or (ii) reducing its production cost and then 

its opportunity cost. By reaching the first alternative, S1 has to add some valuable attribute 

(through buyer’s perception) to sourcing, leading to an increase of the price paid by the buyer. 

This added value should be higher than the increased cost production necessary to produce the 

added value. Alternatively, to reduce its opportunity cost, S1 can improve its operational cost, 

keeping the original price to B. If S1 is a high performance supplier, it can do both: increasing 

the buyer’s willingness-to-pay and reducing its own opportunity cost. Similar reasoning could 

be developed to the S2.  

However, we can suppose that B suspects that S1 has improved its operational costs 

without proposing a price reduction. B may, among other alternatives, decrease the S1 trading 

volume from 80 to 60 units to pressure S1 to a price reduction. Necessarily, B needs to increase 

S2 order to 40 units, probably requiring a price reduction as a reward to the increase in trading 

volume. This buyer movement leads to an increase of S1 opportunity cost again, since trading 

volume is considered a direct value, leading to an immediate impact on suppliers’ operations. 

Once opportunity cost can be considered the second-best choice of S1 selling its products, S1 

may start considering others customers’ alternatives. Alternatively, S1 might agree reducing 
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the price in the next bidding, returning to the original situation. In this case, B will capture the 

additional value created by S1. 

Thereby, willingness-to-pay and opportunity cost remain the key concepts of the value 

creation definition (Brandenburger & Stuart, 1996). Although subjective (because they sum-up 

all the direct and indirect values, current and potential values perception), context and actor-

specific, these concepts can be assessed and compared along successive biddings or 

negotiations.  

The dynamics described above may be better resumed in the example showed in the 

Fig. 6, showing a sequence of two biddings involving the same actors. The first bidding 

(outlined on the superior part of the figure 6) occurred between the buyer and two similar 

suppliers resulted in the following situation: the price negotiated to both suppliers is the same 

and the buyer presents a similar WTP facing both suppliers. However, the suppliers have 

different OC concerning this buyer. Due to the trading conditions negotiated, S2 perceives a 

greater value creation within this transaction (red band), presenting a lower OC when compared 

to S1. 

After a period of time, the buyer calls these suppliers to a second bidding. The three 

parties have already assessed the benefits and sacrifices incurred by everyone during this period 

of time and each presented a different OC, WTP and price proposition as a result of this past 

experience and future expectations. The result of the second bidding shows a change on the 

buyer’s WTP regarding S2, reducing the buyer’s WTP, though the price still remains the same. 

What could have happened? Some possibilities among many: S2 may have become supplier of 

a B’s competitor. Despite being satisfied with the offer of S1, a fear that any leaking information 

to the competitor reduces the enthusiasm of B with S2. Furthermore, S1 lowered its OC 

regarding this buyer. One possibility among several is that S1 improved its operational costs, 

thus lowering its OC. Determined to become the main supplier, S1 offered a price reduction to 

the buyer in exchange for a higher volume. The increased economy of scale would allow a 

further reduction on its OC, enhancing the S1’s value capture perception (green band in the 

inferior part of the figure 6). 
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Figure 6 – Example of two successive biddings and their effects on value creation and appropriation of 

two suppliers linked to the same buyer. 

 

Other possibility is that S1 perceived a new potential value from B in the next future. B 

may have started a merging process with another firm, leading S1 to decrease its OC, prevailing 

an increase of business volume. Offering a reducing price, S1 allows B to capture more value 

from the relationship, becoming a preferred supplier. Of course S1 expects to be compensated 

in the next future for the current sacrifices with a higher volume order. 

Some situations derived from the buyer’s bargain power on determining the sharing 

value (Crook & Combs, 2007), fear of dependence (Gulati & Sytch, 2007) and eventual 

supplier’s opportunism (Williamson, 2008) are also determinants on the OC and WTP 

perception. In the same vein, several empirical studies point out trust and perception of fairness 

as strong predictors of value creation in collaborative relationships (e.g., Blonska, Storey, 

Rozemeijer et al., 2013; Coley, Lindeman, & Wagner, 2012; Fang, Palmatier, & Evans, 2008). 

The value exchange dynamics here includes tangible values as price, volume, payment 

conditions, as well intangible values, such as reputation, access to new customers or to new 

markets(Smals & Smits, 2012). According to Brandenburger and Stuart (1996), this reasoning 
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may be considered “inside the game”. That is, the sources and the targets of value creation are 

within the triad (Lepak et al., 2007). 

It is not uncommon that a firm – buyer or supplier – choose to sacrifice part of the 

economic value it deserves within a negotiation, in favor of a potential higher value 

appropriation in the future or in another dyad. Actually, sometimes this higher perceived value 

is concerned with a third firm not included in the triad. For instance, some suppliers choose to 

establish a seemingly unfair relationship with a buyer-firm, in economical terms, because being 

a supplier of this firm may leverage their competitiveness among others firms (Castellucci & 

Ertug, 2010; Möller & Törrönen, 2003; Smals & Smits, 2012). In fact, this supplier captures 

part of the reputational value belonging to the buyer-firm, and expects to transform this 

reputational value in economic value over future transactions. Alternatively, this not profitable 

exchange may represent a supplier’s safeguard against sales fluctuation among other customers 

(Walter et al., 2001).  

Similarly, a buyer-firm may offer a higher value appropriation to a supplier within a 

transaction, since the supplier can be prevented from sourcing for a buyer-firm competitor, per 

example. Indeed, this “sacrificed value” may potentially returns in terms of market growth. 

Brandenburger and Stuart (1996) consider these value exchanges “outside the game”, since the 

sources or the targets of the value is not within the triad (Lepak et al., 2007). These situations 

provide a good example of how the assessment of OC and the WTP considers and captures both 

the tangible and direct benefits (monetary), as well as the more abstract and indirect (non-

monetary) benefits in a whole perceived value. Although Ramsay (2005, p. 560) suggests that 

“potential value is a purely metaphysical or mental phenomenon arising for the stimulus of the 

nexus of technical, personal, organizational and market elements of resources offered by buyers 

or suppliers”, the perceived value can be assessed by comparing successive (longitudinal) 

negotiations between buyers and suppliers, in order to figure out the evolvement of their 

individual OC and WTP over time within the same business relationship (dyad) and strategic 

sourcing (triad). 

However, what is comprised into the concepts of WTP and OC, given their subjective 

nature? How does the buyer calculate the WTP in a specific transaction? How can the supplier’s 

OC vary? In the next section we integrate these concepts rooted in the economic value 

framework with those rooted in the industrial marketing research.  
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5. LINKING STRATEGY AND INDUSTRIAL MARKETING CONCEPTS 

 

Economic value has been the main consideration in decisions regarding alternative courses of 

action in management. In supply management in particular, the economic consequences are the 

dominant criterion in decision-making. To answer the research question proposed in this study, 

we build on the concepts of economic value creation and value appropriation proposed by 

Brandenburger & Stuart (1996). Although opportunity costs (OC) and willingness-to-pay 

(WTP) are concepts clearly defined (Ghemawat & Rivkin, 2006), their subjective nature limit, 

to some extent, the theoretical and managerial application of the concept of value creation. 

Industrial marketing management scholars have been explored the multifaceted nature of value 

perception in business relationships. We brought these concepts to the economic value 

framework looking for a better understanding of the conceptual content of OC and WTC. 

According to the framework described in the Figure 3 (Miguel et al., 2014), value 

creation is the difference between OC and WTP. The value appropriated by the supplier is the 

difference between OC and the price, as well as the value appropriated by the buyer comprises 

the interval between price and WTP. To enhance its value capture the supplier needs to lower 

its OC, or enhances the price, or both. In turn, the buyer captures more value to the extent that 

enhances its WTP, or lowering the price, or both. Thus, what kind of perceived value informs 

OC and WTP, and in which extent?  

In the sections 3.1 and 3.2 we presented the drivers of buyer and supplier-perceived 

values, rooted in the industrial marketing research. We argued that this conceptual approach 

might offer a substantive support to the OC and WTP economic concepts. Some of the 

perceived values previously described have a more concrete nature, being easily measured, such 

as volume, price, or cost. They are the direct values (Smals & Smits, 2012), because they exert 

a direct and immediate effect on buyer or supplier financial performance. Otherwise, more 

abstract values such as scout, reputation, or capabilities development are named indirect values, 

since their effects may be delayed and being realized outside the business relationship (Ritter 

& Walter, 2012; Hald et al., 2009).  

It is not uncommon a buyer-supplier negotiation that prevents or hinders a supplier to 

capture part of the value it has created within the sourcing, in a certain period of time. The 

supplier may be using the relationship with the buyer as a strategic springboard to access a new 

market in the future, e.g. by developing a new product offering for the present buyer and 

marketing that at a later time to other potential customers. In that case, the value for the supplier 

lies not so much in the present, monetary value of the relationship, but it lies in the strategic 
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bridgehead function the first customer represents. The realized economic value is then 

dependent on the future relationships the supplier may develop (Smals & Smits, 2012). 

 

Table 6 – Direct and indirect values perceived by buyers 

  
Bayer-perceived 

value 
Contextual meaning Supporting Literature 

Direct 

values 

Cost reduction 
Reduction of total cost ownership, 

flexible payment structure.   
Hald et al., 2009; Ritter & 

Walter, 2012; Smals & 

Smits, 2012; Ulaga, 2003. 
Time compression 

Ability to achieve higher market 

responsiveness, as product 

development and inventory reduction. 

Safeguard 
Flexible suppliers that can change 

orders volume at short notice. 
Ritter & Walter, 2012. 

Quality 
Extent to which the product fits into 

the customer's operations. 

Ritter & Walter, 2012; 

Ulaga, 2003. 

Volume 
Allocation of larger purchase volume 

to few and selected suppliers.  
Ritter & Walter, 2012. 

Indirect 

values 

Capabilities 

development 

Technological knowledge from 

supplier, innovation know-how. 
Hald et al., 2009. 

Access to new 

markets, new 

suppliers 

Provide suppliers of possibilities for 

future expanding business. 

Hald et al., 2009; Ritter & 

Walter, 2012; Walter et al., 

2001. 

Innovation 
Supplier's ability to improve buyers' 

product portfolios 

Hald et al., 2009; Ulaga, 

2003; Walter et al., 2001. 

Information 

Suppliers can pass on relevant 

technical or market-related 

information. 

Ritter & Walter, 2012; 

Ulaga, 2003. 

Motivation 

Refers to buyer-employee's 

motivation by working with a supplier 

known by special attributes in the 

market. Similar to the reputation 

function. 

Ritter & Walter, 2012 

 

Direct and indirect values are also described as direct and indirect functions (Ritter & 

Walter, 2012; Walter et al., 2001). The relationship functions reflect the areas in which 

suppliers or buyers contribute to each other’s businesses. In other words, relationship functions 

are the categories of suppliers or buyers’ specific inputs into each other operations. As such, 

they represent the reasons why buyers and suppliers are interested in engaging in an exchange 

(Ritter & Walter, 2012). These functions can be divided into direct, operation-oriented 

functions, and indirect, change-oriented functions. The operation-related functions have an 
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immediate effect on buyer/supplier financial performance because they contribute to the 

buyer/supplier’s operational processes and improve its operational performance. These 

operations-related functions represent a direct and immediate reward (Hald et al., 2009).  

 

Table 7 - Direct and indirect values perceived by suppliers 

  
Supplier-perceived 

value 
Contextual meaning 

Supporting 

Literature 

Direct  

values 

Profit Profit through price/cost level 

Hald et al., 2009; 

Möller & Törrönen, 

2003; Smals & 

Smits, 2012; Walter 

et al., 2001. 

Volume 

Increased volumes allow fewer buyers 

to manage, lower transaction costs, 

higher efficiency 

Safeguard 

Safeguard to obtain some stability and 

control on sales through a diverse 

customer portfolio 

Growth Buyers' growth leads to higher volumes. Hald et al., 2009 

Financial payment 
Effective financial compensation, 

respect for payment deadlines. 

Smals & Smits, 

2012 

Indirect 

values 

Capabilities 

development 

Technological knowledge from buyer, 

innovation know-how. 
Hald et al., 2009; 

Möller & Törrönen, 

2003; Smals & 

Smits, 2012; Walter 

et al., 2001. 

Access to new 

markets, new 

customers 

Provide suppliers of possibilities for 

future expanding business. 

Scout 

Access to third parties (government, 

regulatory agencies, professional 

associations). 

Möller & Törrönen, 

2003; Walter et al., 

2001. 

Reputation 
Reputation by doing business with 

leading-edge firms. 

Smals & Smits, 

2012. 

 

The change-related functions, in turn, exert an indirect and delayed influence, as their 

effects depend on changes or adaptations to be made in the firm (buyer or supplier), in the 

specific relationship, or other business relationships. The economic impact of such functions 

occurs outside of, or later on in the business relationship (Ritter & Walter, 2012). Table 6 

summarizes the direct and indirect values perceived by the buyer. 

The buyer-perceived values may exert influence on the WTP in mixed and different 

ways. Direct values are more easily assessed to raise or lessen the WTP, since they may directly 

affect the buyer’s operational efficiency in the short-term. In turn, the indirect values 

evaluations are dependent of several factors, once its materialization and effectiveness might 

be uncertain. The direct and indirect values are interrelated, dynamic, meaning that the 

perception of value profile of buyer-supplier relationship evolves over time. The direct values 
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may be realized within a specific dyad, whereas the indirect values rely on the linkages provided 

by the buyer-firm to a larger network environment (Hald et al., 2009; Möller & Törrönen, 

2003). 

From the supplier side, the table 7 summarizes the direct and indirect values that 

influence the suppliers’ formation of OC. 

The Figure 7 shows schematically how the buyers’ direct and indirect values may 

compose WTP (on the right side of the figure), as well as OC may be composed by the 

suppliers’ direct and indirect values (the left side of the figure). The supplier’s operational-

related functions (direct values) are profit, volume and safeguards. These are supplier-perceived 

values that have a great influence on determining its OC in relation to a buyer, once they have 

an immediate economic impact in the supplier’s operations.  

 

 

Figure 7 – Linking economic value with industrial marketing concepts 
Based on Brandenburger & Stuart (1996); Ritter & Walter (2012); Smals & Smits (2012); Walter et al. (2001) 

 

On the other hand, reputation, innovation, and access are change-oriented functions: 

they need some sort of change or adaptation within the supplier-firm to be realized as an 

economic value. The realization of the economic value may happen within supplier-firm, as per 

example, the development of innovative capabilities sourced from repeated exchanges with a 

specific buyer. The realization of the economic value may materialize into the business 
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relationship or in other relationships, with a time delay. To the suppliers, the greater the 

perception of value regarding a buyer, the lower the OC. 

Similar reasoning can be made concerning the buyer-firm: the most powerful buyer-

perceived value is the supplier’s influence on cost reduction, time compression, and quality, 

since this operations-related functions have an immediate economic impact in the buyer’s 

operations, strongly influencing its WTP. Furthermore, suppliers owing a wide customers 

portfolio can be a valuable source of market information. In the same vein, skilled suppliers 

can bring innovation and capabilities development to the buyer-firm, which may provide in the 

future a higher buyer’s value creation and appropriation. To the buyers, the greater the 

perception of value regarding a supplier, the higher the WTP. 

However, buyers and suppliers are constantly changing their value expectations, as a 

response to organizational, industry, or countries’ economic challenges. The direct and indirect 

values described in the Figure 7 can change of importance, depending on the context and needs 

of the firm. Indeed, they may present a different hierarchy among different suppliers and buyers. 

Three theoretical lenses seemed to be especially appealing to the study of this 

phenomenon due to their characteristics: resource dependence theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 

1978), social exchange theory (Blau, 1964; Thibaud & Kelley, 1959), and transaction costs 

economics (Williamson, 1981). Initially, we used the concepts of these theories to codify and 

analyze data. Although some interesting processes emerged from analysis, mainly regarding 

social exchange theory, these theories have not given us enough support to advance through 

conceptual abstraction. Thus, these theories were abandoned as analytical support in this study. 

An open-coded analysis carried out on raw data led us to the dynamic capabilities framework, 

which literature review is presented in the next section.  
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6. DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES THEORY 

 

The aim of dynamic capabilities research is ambitious: to understand how firms can sustain a 

competitive advantage by responding to and creating environmental change (Teece, 2007). 

Consequently, it spans the domains of strategy process and content, involving multiple levels 

of analysis, from managerial decision processes to organizational routines, to competitive 

interactions and environmental change (Helfat & Peteraf, 2009). Indeed, some scholars remain 

skeptical about the value of the concept of dynamic capabilities. While some place dynamic 

capabilities as essential to competitive advantage (e.g., Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997), others 

seem to doubt that there actually are such things (e.g., Arend & Bromiley, 2009). Others believe 

that dynamic capabilities exist, but they doubt that deliberate efforts to strengthen such 

capabilities are a genuine option for managers. And some believe that while they are a genuine 

option, they not necessarily lead to competitive advantage (Winter, 2003). 

Dynamic capabilities concept arose from one of the criticisms concerning RBT that it 

had an essentially static nature, being inadequate to explain firms’ competitive advantage in 

changing environments (e.g., Priem & Butler, 2001). It also suggests a response to the dark side 

of a resource-based advantage, when changing conditions turn core competences into core 

rigidities (Leonard-Barton, 1992). The complexity of the topic is matched by the complexity of 

the theoretical underpinnings, which has produced prominent critics, as such as lack of 

consistent definition, lack of coherent theoretical foundation, and weak empirical 

demonstration (e.g., Zahra, Sapienza, & Davidsson, 2006; Arend & Bromiley, 2009). Maybe 

these deficiencies only reflect the signs of early-stage development of an area of inquiry. New 

theoretical ideas tend to be rough around the edges. Emerging and evolving theories develop 

slowly, over long periods of time (Kuhn, 1970). This was the case of transaction costs 

economics (Williamson, 1981), which was initially viewed as a tautological concept with no 

testable or practical implications; it took 35 years to scholars were able to operationalize the 

theory and begin empirically testing it (Williamson, 1993).  

Although most of research emphasizes that dynamic capabilities framework derives 

from the resource-based theory of the firm (Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991, 1997), its 

theoretical roots can be traced from knowledge-based view (Kogut & Zander, 1992), behavioral 

theory of the firm (Cyert & March, 1963), evolutionary economics (Nelson & Winter, 1982), 

network theory (Granovetter, 1985), and Williamson’s (1975) views on markets and hierarchies 

(Ambrosini & Bowman, 2009, Teece, 2007). This literature review is organized as following: 

first, we present the conceptual debate rooted in the two seminal papers (Teece, Pisano, & 
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Shuen, 1997; Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000), and recent progress. Next, we discuss the dynamic 

capabilities concept and its link with the firm’s competitive advantage, and the types of 

capabilities explored in the literature. Lastly, we present the dynamics capabilities framework 

adopted in this study. 

 

6.1 The roots of dynamic capabilities theory 

 

Although Teece and colleagues had previously attempted to introduce the concept of dynamic 

capabilities (Teece & Pisano, 1994), it was only in 1997 that their paper drew remarkable 

attention within the management literature to the new concept (Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997). 

Teece and colleagues originally designed the dynamic capabilities construct to answer the 

question of how firms can achieve and maintain competitive advantage in contexts of rapid 

technological change. However, Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) offered a different concept, 

challenging the purpose and mechanisms of the original framework, as well as delimiting its 

boundary conditions.  

Since then, scholarship on dynamic capabilities has been one of the most active research 

areas in the field of strategy, as shown in its sharp rise in both interest (number of publications 

dedicated to it), and influence (number of citations related to it), as depicted in the Figures 8 

and 9, extracted from the ISI Web of Science database in April 2016. Despite the wide usage 

of the dynamic capabilities construct, a universally accepted definition has been slow to emerge 

(Easterby-Smith, Lyles, & Peteraf, 2009). 

 

 

Figure 8 - Number of articles dedicated to dynamic capabilities published by year.  

Extracted from ISI Web of Science database, elaborated by the author. 
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Figure 9 - Number of citations related to dynamic capabilities made by year.  

Extracted from ISI Web of Science database, elaborated by the author. 

 

The conceptual differences into the two seminal papers frameworks (Teece et al., 1997; 

Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000) initially yielded two “schools of thought” in the dynamic 

capabilities research, reflecting different research traditions from the scholars’ community 

interested in the construct development. An evidence of this theoretical divide was provided by 

Peteraf, Di Stefano, and Verona (2013), who generated a network structure from co-citations 

made from the 50 most influential first authors carrying out research on dynamic capabilities, 

by using Pathfinder analysis, and depicted in the Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Pathfinder analysis of core first authors of dynamic capabilities research.  

Source: Peteraf et al. (2013, p. 1399). 
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In many ways, the two dynamic capabilities approaches presented by Teece and 

colleagues and Eisenhardt & Martin are in agreement. Both focus on the role of organizational 

routines, both concern managerial as well as organizational processes, and both portray the 

dynamic capabilities framework as an extension of the RBT. But they differ in the central issue 

of whether or not dynamic capabilities have the potential to explain sustainable competitive 

advantage in rapidly changing environments.   

The divergence between the two theoretical approaches is more evident with respect to 

the conditions under which the dynamic capabilities construct is applicable. These are the 

boundary conditions that describe when and where dynamic capabilities may achieve a 

competitive advantage and allows firm to sustain it in the face of competition. For Teece and 

colleagues, these conditions are an integral part of their dynamic capability definition: “The 

firm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competences to address 

rapidly changing environments” Teece et al., 1997, p. 516). Eisenhardt & Martin (2000, p.1118) 

argue that the RBT consistency behind Teece’ definition “encounters a boundary condition in 

high velocity markets”. Furthermore, Eisenhardt and Martin argue that the Teece’s definition 

of dynamic capability may hold true when markets are moderately dynamic. In their view, in 

high velocity markets, where the strategic imperatives are speed and adaptability, dynamic 

capabilities take on a different character. There, dynamic capabilities are not complicated, 

detailed, analytic processes, but rather simple, experiential, unstable process with unpredictable 

outcomes (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000). 

Regarding the achievements of competitive advantage and its sustainability, Teece et 

al. (1997, p. 515) argue a direct link between dynamic capabilities and competitive advantage 

in saying, “we refer to this ability to achieve new forms of competitive advantage as dynamic 

capabilities”. Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) take a very different view of dynamic capabilities, 

asserting that dynamic capabilities are more homogenous than is usually assumed, representing 

best practices and exhibiting equifinality. As such, they argue, dynamic capabilities may not be 

a source of competitive advantage or superior performance because, as best practices, dynamic 

capabilities are substitutable; as simple rules, dynamic capabilities are instable.  

Using a different analytical approach on the same set of influential papers previously 

sampled by Peteraf et al. (2013), Di Stefano, Peteraf, and Verona (2014) provided additional 

perspectives on how the dynamic capabilities research domain has been socially constructed 

over two separate knowledge arenas rooted in the two seminal papers (Teece et al., 1997, 

Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000). In fact, the analysis of the disciplinary lenses and theoretical 
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perspectives used by the authors of the core papers on dynamic capabilities, showed identifiable 

theoretical foundations. Di Stefano et al. (2014) mapped the strong influence of RBT, 

evolutionary economics, behavioral theory, and knowledge-based view on the dynamic 

capabilities field. Important incompatibilities between the RBT and behavioral theory (e.g. 

Arend & Bromiley, 2009), as well as a greater affinity of behavioral theory and knowledge 

view, might help explain the tensions in the dynamic capabilities domain.  

Despite the great interest and influence of dynamic capabilities approach, this 

theoretical divide derived from these tensions led to a lack of consensus on basic theoretical 

elements and limited empirical progress (Easterby-Smith, Lyles, & Peteraf, 2009; Schilke, 

2014). On the other hand, having two seminal papers drawing on different disciplinary 

foundations may represent a positive aspect, since the heterogeneity of authors’ knowledge may 

contribute to the richness and complexity of the dynamic capabilities domain. Analyzing the 

theoretical approach of the 20 currently most cited papers on dynamic capabilities we find some 

balance among the influence exerted by the two seminal works on them, summarized on the 

Table 8.  

 

Table 8– Most 20 cited papers on dynamic capabilities and authors’ influence. 

Authors Year 
Total of 

citations 
Influenced 

by 

Teece, DJ; Pisano, G; Shuen, A 1997 5797  

Eisenhardt, KM; Martin, JA 2000 2800  

Zahra, SA; George, G 2002 1941 EM 

Zollo, M; Winter, SG 2002 1452 TPS 

Teece, David J. 2007 1146 TPS 

Benner, MJ; Tushman, ML 2003 858 EM 

Winter, SG 2003 815 TPS 

Amit, R; Zott, C 2001 799 TPS 

Helfat, CE; Peteraf, MA 2003 755 TPS 

Melville, N; Kraemer, K; Gurbaxani, V 2004 674 EM 

Subramaniam, M; Youndt, MA 2005 605 TPS 

Sambamurthy, V; Bharadwaj, A; Grover, V 2003 564 EM 

Wright, PM; Dunford, BB; Snell, SA 2001 514 EM 

Wade, M; Hulland, J 2004 511 EM 

Danneels, E 2002 495 TPS 

Teece, David J. 2010 456 TPS 

Knight, GA; Cavusgil, ST 2004 450 EM 

Aragon-Correa, JA; Sharma, S 2003 417 EM 

Jansen, JJP; Van den Bosch, FAJ; Volberda, 

HW 
2005 390 EM 

Zahra, SA; Sapienza, HJ; Davidsson, P 2006 384 EM 

Note: TPS= Teece, Pisano & Shueng (1997); EM= Eisenhardt & Martin (2000)  

Source: Number of citations extracted from ISI Web of Science as April 2016, elaborated by the author. 
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However, our literature review has shown that even into these two groups there are some 

inconsistencies and overlapping definitions. Some scholars have offered conceptual bridges to 

combine the two perspectives, even partially (e.g., Barreto, 2010; Peteraf et al., 2013; Di 

Stefano et al., 2014; Schilke, 2014). To conclude, the core of the current debate remains into 

the dynamic capability nature: for Teece and colleagues’ followers, dynamic capabilities may 

be unique and hence difficult to imitate, whereas for Eisenhardt and Martin’s view adopters, 

dynamic capabilities imply commonalities among organizations (although idiosyncratic in their 

details), meaning that only the resource and capability configurations created by dynamic 

capabilities can be unique. 

 

6.2 The concept of dynamic capabilities 

 

Resource-based theory (RBT) assumes that firms can be conceptualized as bundles of resources 

that are heterogeneously distributed across firms, and that resource differences persist over time 

(Amit & Schoemaker, 1993; Wernerfelt, 1984). Based on these assumptions, firms that possess 

resources considered valuable, rare, inimitable, non-substitutable (the VRIN attributes), and 

superior in use when compared to others, can achieve sustainable competitive advantage by 

implementing value-creating strategies that cannot be easily replicated by competitors (Barney 

1991; Wernerfelt, 1984). To sustain their competitive advantage, firms need to renew their 

stock of valuable resources as their environment changes. Dynamic capabilities allow firms to 

deal with these ongoing changes. Moreover, dynamic capabilities may govern the rate of change 

of a firm’s resources and notably its VRIN resources (Winter, 2003). If a firm possesses VRIN 

resources but does not use any dynamic capabilities, its superior returns may be short lived if 

the environment exhibits any significant change. Besides allowing firms sustain a competitive 

advantage, dynamic capabilities help firms to avoid developing core rigidities (Leonard-Barton, 

1992). Core rigidities are the dark side of VRIN resources: they are resources that used to be 

valuable, but become obsolete and inhibit the development of the firm, if they were not adapted, 

upgraded or restructured through dynamic capabilities (Ambrosini & Bowman, 2009). 

The definitions of dynamic capabilities listed in the Table 9, extracted from the most 

influential studies, give some guidance to analyze the main features of the concept.  Thus, we 

discuss the dynamic capabilities concept according to its nature, its role, the context where 

dynamic capabilities are relevant, and the mechanisms of capabilities development.  

Regarding its nature, dynamic capabilities have been defined as abilities, processes or 

routines. Following Teece et al. (1997), some authors have considered dynamic capabilities as 
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an ability or capacity (e.g., Helfat & Peteraf, 2009; Teece, 2000, 2007; Zahra et al., 2006; 

Winter, 2003). Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) presented dynamic capabilities as specific and 

identifiable processes, suggesting that the nature of dynamic capabilities varies according to 

market dynamics, from detailed analytical routines essentially relying on existing knowledge 

to simple, experiential routines mostly relying on situation-specific, new knowledge. Zollo and 

Winter (2002) considered dynamic capabilities as learned and stable patterns of routines or 

collective activity. These researchers agree that dynamic capabilities consist of repeated 

processes that have evolved through time, suggesting that dynamic capabilities are, in a given 

period of time, quite stable phenomena (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Zollo & Winter, 2002). 

While processes identifiable as dynamic capabilities might be routinized by a certain period of 

time, they are not easily imitated by competition, once they arise from a firm’s heritage, 

including its prior management actions, certain irreversible investments, and context-specific 

learning (Teece, 2007, 2012, 2014). Thus, we have a quasi-stable phenomenon (the dynamic 

capabilities) impacting on another stable phenomenon (the resource base). It becomes clear that 

the “dynamism” does not concern in either the dynamic capabilities or the resource base. The 

“dynamism” is concerned to how the resource base is changed in a dynamic environment by 

the use of dynamic capabilities (Ambrosini & Bowman, 2009).  

In more recent conceptual developments, Teece (2007, 2012, 2014) considered that 

dynamic capabilities involve a combination of organizational routines (or processes) and 

entrepreneurial management. The creative and entrepreneurial actions are, by their nature, often 

non-routine, making dynamic capabilities imperfectly imitable (Teece, 2007,2012,2014). 

The role of dynamics capabilities is to change the firm’s resource base. The role of 

dynamic capabilities is to impact on the firm’s extant resource base and transform it in such a 

way that a new bundle or configuration of resources is created so that the firm can sustain or 

enhance its competitive advantage. Dynamic capability is concerned with one type of change, 

the intentional, deliberate change of resource base. In this sense, luck does not constitute a 

dynamic capability (Zahra et al. 2006; Helfat, Finkelstein, Mitchell et al., 2007). Although the 

definitions show that dynamic capabilities are related to strategic change, they are not synonym 

for it. Dynamic capabilities describe intentional efforts to change the firm’s resource base, but 

they are not the only source of strategic change, resource creation, or resource renewal 

(Ambrosini & Bowman, 2009). These changes may occur as a result of other emergent 

processes that have not been deliberately deployed by managers (Mintzberg & McHugh, 1985), 

or they result from ad hoc interventions (Winter, 2003). They are not routine, not highly 
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patterned and not repetitious processes. They only are a response to novel challenges from the 

environment or other relatively unpredictable events (Winter, 2003), so these changes do not 

configure dynamic capabilities. 

The context (external environment) where dynamic capabilities are relevant presents 

important variation among the authors. Whereas Teece et al. (1997) link the existence of 

dynamic capabilities and the presence of rapidly changing environments, in Teece (2007) the 

context gains a broad treatment, considering the heterogeneity of international markets. Yet 

Eisenhardt and Martin (2000, p. 1110) argue that dynamic capabilities are important not only 

in high-velocity markets, but also in moderately dynamic markets, those where “change occurs 

frequently, but along predictable and linear paths”. Accordingly, they predicted different 

dynamic capabilities depending on whether firms reside in high-velocity or moderately 

dynamic markets. Conversely, Zollo and Winter (2002), and Zahra et al. (2006) have argued 

that changing environment is not a necessary component of a dynamic capability, although both 

studies conceded that dynamic capabilities might be more valuable in rapidly changing 

environments. 

Some mechanisms of dynamic capabilities development have been proposed. They are 

the processes by which the dynamic capabilities are created and put in use (Helfat et al., 2007). 

Following an evolutionary economics perspective, most of these processes are drawn upon 

learning mechanisms, as such repeated practice, past mistakes, and the pace of experience 

(Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000). Zahra et al. (2006) identified mechanisms for genesis and 

evolution rooted in experience, trial and error, improvisation, and imitation, making dynamic 

capabilities path dependent (Zollo & Winter, 2002), and embedded in the firm (Eisenhardt & 

Martin, 2000).  

 

Table 9– Main definitions of dynamic capabilities 

Author Definition of dynamics capabilities 

Teece & Pisano 

(1994) 

The subset of competences and capabilities that allow the firm to create new 

products and processes and respond to changing market circumstances. 

Teece, Pisano, & 

Shuen (1997) 

The firm's ability to integrate, builds, and reconfigures internal and external 

competences to address rapidly changing environments. 

Eisenhardt & 

Martin (2000) 

The firm's processes that use resources - specifically the processes to integrate, 

reconfigure, gain, and release resources - to match and even create market change; 

dynamic capabilities thus are the organizational and strategic routines by which 

firms achieve new resource configurations as markets emerge, collide, split, 

evolve, and die. 

Teece (2000) The ability to sense and then seize opportunities quickly and proficiently. 
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Griffith & Harvey 

(2001) 

A global dynamic capability is the creation of difficult-to-imitate combinations of 

resources, including effective coordination of inter-organizational relationships, 

on a global basis that can provide a firm a competitive advantage. 

Zollo & Winter 

(2002) 

A dynamic capability is a learned and stable pattern of collective activity through 

which the organization systematically generates and modifies its operating 

routines in pursuit of improved effectiveness. 

Rindova & Taylor 

(2002) 

Dynamic capabilities evolve at two levels: a micro-evolution through "upgrading 

the management capabilities of the firm" and a macro-evolution associated with 

"reconfiguring market competencies". 

Zahra & George 

(2002) 

Dynamic capabilities are essentially change-oriented capabilities that help firms 

redeploy and reconfigure their resource base to met evolving customer demands 

and competitor strategies. 

Winter (2003) Those that operate to extend, modify, or create ordinary capabilities. 

Zahra, Sapienza, & 

Davidsson (2006) 

The abilities to reconfigure a firm's resources and routines in the manner 

envisioned and deemed appropriate by its principal decision-maker(s). 

Helfat et al. (2007) The capacity of an organization to purposefully create, extends, or modifies its 

resource base. 

Teece (2007) Dynamic capabilities can be disaggregated into the capacity (a) to sense and shape 

opportunities and threats, (b) to seize opportunities, and (c) to maintain 

competitiveness through enhancing, combining, protecting, and, when necessary, 

reconfiguring the business enterprise's intangible and tangible assets. 

Wang & Ahmed 

(2007) 

A firm's behavioral orientation constantly to integrate, reconfigures, renew and 

recreate its resources and capabilities and, most importantly, upgrade and 

reconstruct its core capabilities in response to the changing environment to attain 

and sustain competitive advantage. 

 

The continuous renewal dimension behind the rational of dynamic capabilities 

development bears similarities to Nonaka’s (1994) knowledge spiral. In Nonaka’s (1994) 

theory of knowledge creation, individual tacit knowledge is shared (socialization), then made 

explicit (externalization) and synthesized with newly explicit knowledge from others 

(combination). This in turn gives rise to new tacit knowledge (internalization), and so on in a 

knowledge spiral. The Table 10summarizes the processes of dynamic capabilities development 

described by representative researchers. Each of the processes may result in different types of 

dynamic capabilities. For instance, some processes are used to integrate resources, some to 

reconfigure resources; some are about creating new resources, while others are about dropping 

resources (Bowman & Ambrosini, 2009). While these processes help us to understand how 

dynamic capabilities operate, they are not always easily identifiable (Moliterno & Wiersema, 

2007). According to Teece (2014, p. 334), in the dynamic capabilities framework, “the 

empirical phenomena being described are recognized as quite fluid, even if the underlying 

concepts are not”. 
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Table 10 – Mechanisms of dynamic capabilities development 

Mechanisms of dynamic capabilities 

development 
Authors 

Knowledge accumulation, knowledge integration, 

knowledge utilization, knowledge reconfiguration 

Eriksson (2014) 

Integration, reconfiguration, renewal, recreation Wang & Ahmed (2007) 

Sensing, seizing, transforming Teece 2007 

Structuring, bundling, leveraging Sirmon, Hill, & Ireland 

(2007) 

Reconfiguration, leveraging, learning, and creative 

integration 

Bowman & Ambrosini (2003) 

Experience accumulation, knowledge articulation, 

and knowledge codification 

Zollo & Winter (2002) 

Coordination/integration, guided learning, and 

reconfiguration 

Teece at al. (1997) 

 

Creating and developing dynamic capabilities are costly (Winter, 2003). These costs 

involve the consumption of organizational resources in devising new capabilities and in 

reconfiguring existing capabilities, not to mention the potential costs of wrongly estimating the 

need for change. The firm will then experience both the costs of the dynamic capabilities as 

well as the negative consequences of their deployment (Zahra et al., 2006). Dynamic 

capabilities development generally implies in a durable commitment of funds to support skilled 

personnel training, development of routines, specialized facilities and equipment, leading to a 

high degree of organization specificity. Thus, part of the upfront cost is likely to be sunk, non-

recoverable through sale in the short run (Helfat & Winter, 2011).  

Additionally, dynamic capabilities development involves substantial cognitive, 

managerial and operational costs, requiring high levels of time and energy from managers 

(Lavie, 2006). Since dynamic capabilities are directed at the creation of future resources, and 

their value can only be assessed ex post, they are typically vulnerable to short-term pressures 

of cost reduction (Ambrosini & Bowman, 2009). Therefore, an ad hoc approach may be less 

expensive: “dynamic capabilities typically involve long-term commitments to specialized 

resources…by contrast, the costs of ad-hoc problem solving largely disappear if there is no 

problem to solve” (Winter, 2003, p. 993). The value of a dynamic capability derives from its 
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outputs, that is, the creation of a new set of resources. There are different types of dynamic 

capabilities because different types perform different tasks, ranging from new product 

development to post-acquisition integration. In a general way, some dynamic capabilities can 

be used to integrate resources, some to reconfigure resources, some to create new resources, 

and others are about releasing resources.Helfat et al. (2007) recommend that researchers be 

specific in characterize them. For instance, Danneels (2008) describes dynamic marketing 

capability and dynamic NPD capability (also described by Parente, Baack, & Hahn, 2011); 

Jiang, Mavondo, & Matanda, 2014) operationalize dynamic integrative capabilities. 

 

6.3 Types of capabilities 

 

Dynamic capabilities and operational capabilities are considered to be distinct constructs, and 

some authors have proposed typologies to describe them. For instance, Collis (1994, p.145) 

proposed four levels of capabilities. The first level “are those that reflect an ability to perform 

the basic functional activities of the firm”. They are also named ordinary capabilities (ordinary 

in the sense of maintaining the status quo)by Teece et al. (1997, 2007, 2014), zero-level 

capabilities (Winter, 2003), first-order capabilities (Danneels, 2002), and substantive 

capabilities (Zahra et al., 2006). The Collis’ typology describes the second, third and fourth 

levels as dynamic improvements of capabilities in a sequential logic. These are the second-

order capabilities to Danneels (2002), and dynamic capabilities to Teece et al. (1997, 2007, 

2014), Winter (2003), Zahra et al., (2006), and Helfat et al., (2007).  

 

6.3.1 Operational capabilities 

 

Winter (2000, p. 983) defines an operational capability as “a high level routine (or collection 

of routines) that, together with its implementation input flows, confers upon an organization’s 

management a set of decision options for producing significant outputs of a particular type”. In 

this definition, the term routine refers to “a repetitive pattern of activity” (Nelson & Winter, 

1982, p. 97). An operational capability generally involves performing an activity in a some 

minimum level of functionality that permits repeated, reliable performance of an activity, such 

as manufacturing a given product, using a collection of routines to execute and coordinate the 

variety of tasks required to perform the activity (Helfat & Peteraf, 2003).  

According to Teece (2014), firms that have achieved best practices generally develop 

operational capabilities and its employee base includes the relevant skilled people and advanced 
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equipment. It means that building operational capabilities are also costly, requiring relevant 

resources, learning, human capital, and time (Leonard-Barron, 1992). Some researchers suggest 

that operational capabilities can be consistently compensatory in nature (Wu, Melnyk, & Swink, 

2012). This view considers that firms should have greater flexibility in building capabilities sets 

that create superior operations performance, developing different portfolios of operational 

capabilities that could produce similar level of performance, focusing its efforts on the 

development of only a few operational capabilities (Wu et al., 2012).  Indeed, in developing 

countries or in weak competitive environments, achieving operational efficiency can be enough 

to support competitive advantage for relatively long periods of time (Al-Aali & Teece, 2014). 

Conversely, in globally competitive markets, operational capabilities achievement through best 

practices are now close to universal, since the knowledge behind them can be bought from 

consultants or through a modest investment in training (Bloom & Van Reenen, 2007).  

 

6.3.2 Distinguishing dynamics capabilities from operational capabilities 

 

In the RBT, operational capabilities are a type of resources, making part of the firm’s resource 

base (Barney, 1991). In contrast, dynamic capabilities are processes (Eisenhardt & Martin, 

2000), or capacity (Helfat et al., 2007) that alter the resource base in a purposefully way. 

Contesting Helfat et al. (2007) that consider dynamic capabilities comprising the firm’s 

resource base of a firm, Ambrosini & Bowman (2009) argue that a dynamic capability is not a 

capability in the RBT sense; it is not a resource. Dynamic capability is a process that impacts 

upon resources. Dynamic capabilities are concerned to develop the most adequate resource 

base. They are future oriented, whereas operational capabilities are about competing today. 

Efficiency is at the heart of operational capabilities; dynamic capabilities are about adapting, 

orchestrating, and innovating (Teece, 2007, 2014).  

In an effort to distinguish them, Zahra et al. (2006) provide a simple but enlightening 

example: a firm possesses the ability of developing new products; so the firm possesses a 

substantive (or operational) capability of developing new products. Otherwise, if the firm 

possesses the ability to reform the way it develops new products, the firm possesses a dynamic 

capability of developing new products. A new routine for product development is a new 

operational capability, but the ability to change such capabilities is a dynamic capability. “Just 

as a firm has many substantive capabilities of varying strengths, it has many dynamic 

capabilities of varying strengths” (Zahra et al., 2006, p. 921).  
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However, the conceptual distinction between dynamic and operational capabilities is a 

blurry line (Helfat & Winter, 2011). Differently from operational capabilities, dynamic 

capabilities are often linked to a generic capacity to undertake change (e.g., Zahra & George, 

2002). The challenge here is how to differentiate the two sorts of capability whether change is 

always occurring to some extent?  To answer this question, Helfat and Winter (2011) point out 

two factors to be considered: first, the distance one observes a given phenomena involving 

capabilities. Sometimes, what looks from a distance like no change masks more granular change 

close up (Helfat & Winter, 2011).  

The semiconductor chips manufacturer Intel provides a classical example: Intel 

repeatedly developed new generations of semiconductor chips every 18-24 months for years. 

A distant observation could conclude that the lack of apparent radical changes between the 

generations does not suggest dynamic capabilities in use. However, at a more granular level of 

observation, one can see a capacity of repeatedly modifying and improving the design of a very 

complex product. Behind each new semiconductor design there is a large number of scientists 

working on multiple interconnected tasks pursuing greater processing speed and low defect 

rates, as well as managing complex relations with equipment suppliers and customers. Although 

these changes could be considered incremental, they are supported by dynamic capabilities that 

allowed Intel to achieve and maintain the leading position in the semiconductor industry for 

years (Statista, 2016). 

Second, the time period over which one assesses the extent of change matters as well. 

Change often takes time, and slow change takes time to build something readily perceptible. If 

a given capacity is examined over a too short period of time, a change may not be observed, 

yielding a possible incorrect conclusion that the firm lacks dynamic capabilities (Helfat & 

Winter, 2011). Levinthal’s (1998) analysis of the development of wireless telephony provides 

an instructive example, in which incremental changes in fits and starts over many years 

ultimately resulted in a completely new communication technology. Examining only a snapshot 

of time during this period would not have revealed the enormity of the eventual change (Helfat 

& Winter, 2011). 

Additionally, some types of capabilities within the firm can be used for both operational 

and dynamic purposes. Helfat and Winter (2011) provide the example from Procter & Gamble, 

regarding the P&G’s marketing capabilities. This set of capabilities supports the development 

and maintenance of the products brands in the marketplace, whatever old or new products. 

According to the authors, like other aspects of a marketing capability used to promote both old 
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and new products, it is difficult to divide brand management neatly into operational and 

dynamic components. Probably, brand managers rely on many of the same firm routines and 

processes to promote both old and new products, suggesting that brand management is a dual-

purpose capability, subject to economies of scope in its application (Helfat & Winter, 2011). 

 

6.3.3 Dynamic managerial capabilities 

 

Following the Teece et al.’s (1997) seminal paper, Rosenbloom (2000) argued that some CEOs 

might have dynamic capabilities that can aid strategic change. Building on this insight, Adner 

and Helfat (2003, p. 1012) proposed a type of dynamic capabilities named dynamic managerial 

capabilities. The authors defined the managerial dynamic capabilities as “the capabilities with 

which managers build, integrate, and reconfigure organizational resources and competences”. 

The dynamic managerial capabilities concept extends the dynamic capabilities perspective by 

directing attention to the role of managers, individually or in teams (Augier & Teece, 2009; 

Kor & Mesko, 2013; Martin, 2011, Teece, 2012), providing a singular and individual focus on 

managerial impact on strategic change. The concept explicitly links heterogeneity in managerial 

capabilities to heterogeneity in firm performance under conditions of change (Helfat & Martin, 

2015). Recently, Harris & Helfat (2013) expanded the term to indicate that dynamic managerial 

capabilities may affect not only the internal attributes of an organization but also its external 

environment.  

From this perspective, individuals in organizations may be seem as microfoundations 

of routines and capabilities in various ways. Individual-level components, such as choices and 

agency, characteristics, abilities, or cognition are one of many important building blocks for 

understanding collective phenomena such as routines and capabilities. As individuals and actors 

take actions informed, in part, by their beliefs, they gain feedback and experience and, in turn, 

learn about the environment. This learning is bounded by the cognitive limitations of actors and 

by their experiential data. Such experiential learning is a central facet of routines, since the 

emphasis on repetition, and one input to managerial capability development (Felin, Foss, 

Heimeriks, and Madsen, 2012). 

The functions of dynamic managerial capabilities include asset orchestration, which 

involves “the search for resources and capabilities; their selection, investment, deployment, and 

reconfiguration (Helfat et al., 2007, p. 24). Asset orchestration can create value through the 

development and bundling of assets that affects “firms’ abilities to adapt to changing conditions 

in their industry environments” (Sirmon & Hitt, 2009, p. 1376). In the same vein, Augier & 
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Teece (2009, p. 411) highlight managerial discretion in “orchestrating necessary responses to 

technological and market changes”.  

In a framework closely related to the concept of asset orchestration by top management, 

Teece (2007) separated the micro-foundations of dynamic capabilities into the capacity of (1) 

sense opportunities and threats; (2) seize opportunities by choosing among possible actions, 

making investments, and deploying resources; and (3) reconfigure and transform organizations 

and their resources and capabilities. The Teece’s (2012) thesis is that top management’s 

entrepreneurial and leadership skills around sensing, seizing, and transforming (the individual 

dynamic capabilities) are required to sustain organizational dynamic capabilities.  

Some researchers also consider that cognitive representations as heuristics may create 

high performance organizational processes, thus supporting the view that dynamic capabilities 

framework are not only centered on routines (Eisenhardt, Furr, & Bingham, 2010; Bingham, 

Eisenhardt, & Furr, 2007). These authors suggest that articulated learning takes the form of 

simple heuristics, that is, informal rules-of-thumb shared by multiple participants within the 

firm when there is limited time and information to decision making. Leaders might develop 

single, cognitively sophisticated solutions that are characteristic of expertise for capturing 

opportunities that flow in key strategic processes like acquisitions and alliances (Eisenhardt et 

al., 2010). Although research often emphasizes negative features of heuristics that lead to 

dysfunction and bias, previous research has presented a positive view (Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 

2002). 

As initially identified by Adner and Helfat (2003), three core underpinnings of dynamic 

managerial capabilities provide the capacity to direct strategic change: managerial cognition 

(Huff, 1990), managerial social capital (Burt, 1992), and managerial human capital (Becker, 

1964). Research suggests that managers differ with respect to the three underpinnings, and these 

differences are likely to result in differential outcomes. Helfat and Martin (2015) provide a 

comprehensive review of empirical studies addressing this issue, selecting the studies that 

provide direct evidence of the impact of managers on strategic change, or of the impact of 

managers under conditions of change. These selected studies avoided potential tautology in 

measuring dynamic managerial capabilities. Empirical findings point to heterogeneity in the 

impact of top managers, suggesting that some managers have more effective dynamic 

managerial capabilities than others and that some managers may lack these capabilities entirely.  
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6.3.4 Dynamic capabilities framework in a buyer-supplier relationship context 

 

Research on dynamic capabilities, strategy, innovation, and organization has identified several 

processes or routines that can be recognized as providing certain microfoundations for dynamic 

capabilities. Most of all are empirical works carried out within organization, identifying cross-

functional R&D teams, new product development routines (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000), 

product innovation (Danneels, 2002), selection of capabilities acquisition (Capron & Mitchell, 

2009), to name a few. 

Most of empirical studies on dynamic capabilities regarding inter-organizational 

relationship are focused on other types of relationship rather than buyer-supplier relationship. 

The majority of papers approach several aspects of alliance dynamic capabilities (e.g., Schilke, 

2014; Terjesen, Patel, & Covin, 2011;Vassolo & Anand, 2008; Kale, Dyer & Singh, 2002); 

others are concerned with stakeholder relationships (Ayuso, Rodríguez, & Ricard, 2006).We 

identified only two empirical studies describing dynamic capabilities in a buyer-supplier 

context (Revilla & Knoppen, 2015; Vanpoucke, Vereecke, & Wetelz, 2014).Both studies 

surveyed large firms and MNCs in cross-sectional studies, considering the buyer’s perspective.  

Vanpoucke et al. (2014, p.452) identified the dynamic component of supplier 

integration, defined as “the ability to use supplier integration practices to respond to changes in 

the supply environment by repurposing its supply chain resources”. Authors conceptualize three 

core processes underlying the dynamic capability: integration sensing, seizing, and 

transforming. Together they form a dynamic capability, referred to the supplier integrative 

capability (SIC). Vanpoucke et al. (2014)studyis based on the Teece’s (2007)framework of 

dynamic capabilities microfoundations. Here, microfoundations mean the distinct skills, 

processes, procedures, organizational structures, decision rules, and disciplines that give 

support to the firm-level sensing, seizing, and reconfiguration capabilities. These capabilities 

are difficult to be developed and deployed, but when firms possess strong dynamic capabilities 

they are intensely entrepreneurial (Teece, 2007).The Table11 presents the original definition of 

the processes (or sub-capabilities) of sensing, seizing, and transformation proposed by Teece 

(2007, 2009), as well as the Vanpoucke et al.’s (2014) adaptation to the supplier integration 

construct. 
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Table 11– Definitions of sensing, seizing, and transforming sub-capabilities 

  
Teece (2007, 2014) Vanpoucke et al. (2014) 

Sensing Identification, development, and 

assessment of technological 

opportunities in relationships to 

customer needs. 

It results from information sharing practices, 

enabling the buyer to sense what is happening 

in the SC. It entails processes for gathering and 

interpreting data, allocating resources, tasks, 

and information. 

Seizing Mobilization of resources to 

address needs and opportunities, 

and to capture value from doing so. 

Includes firm structures and procedures for 

process data to be able to identify, understand 

and share opportunities and threats on SC with 

partners. This capability helps firms to 

construct decision-making protocols, build 

loyalty, commitment and control the 

environment. 

Transforming Engagement in continuous or 

semi-continuous sensing, seizing, 

and transforming resources and 

capabilities. 

This sub-capability is the continuous alignment 

and realignment of operational practices. It is 

embedded in supplier development projects, or 

additional investments in coordination 

systems, which enable firms to learn from one 

another, co-specialize, make changes to their 

own internal processes when needed and 

continuously improve SC processes. 

Source: Teece (2007, 2009) and Vanpoucke et al. (2014) 

 

Vanpoucke et al. (2014) tested the impact of the SIC on market and financial 

performance by using process flexibility and cost efficiency as mediators, and using external 

dynamics and supply chain complexity as moderators. The results suggest that sensing, seizing 

and transforming sub-capabilities are complementary and can improve flexibility and cost 

simultaneously, then enhancing market and financial performance. Such benefits did not result 

from the separate sub-capabilities of sensing and seizing; they are linked to the transformation 

capability. Since flexibility and cost are two opposing dimensions of operational performance 

(Boyer & Lewis, 2002), SIC might help firms to breakthrough their current operating frontier 

(Schmener & Swink, 1998) by transforming their supplier integration processes. In short, this 

study offered an empirical validation of the dynamic capability Teece’s (2007, 2009) 

framework. 

The second study (Revilla & Knoppen, 2015), differently from the later, is rooted in the 

knowledge-based theory, using a capability-building perspective in a buyer-supplier 

relationship context. Authors empirically investigated the impact of knowledge integration, 
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operationalized as joint decision-making and joint sense making, on innovation and operational 

efficiency. They examined also the antecedents that might facilitate knowledge integration: 

strategic supply management, and trust. Knowledge integration capability is defined as “a 

dynamic capability that represents the firm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal 

and external competences to address rapidly changing environments”(Revilla & Knoppen, 

2015, p. 1411). 

 

Table 12- Definitions and applications of dynamic knowledge integration capabilities 

Knowledge 

integration 

capabilities 

Definitions and application 

 

 

Joint sense-making 

Joint sense-making as the capability reflected in practices that let companies learn, sense, 

filter, and calibrate in order to detect new opportunities. In the context of BSR, this sensing 

capability requires a more accurate and complete understanding of what the partner needs to 

move forward on a task, which, in turn, allows recognition of the need for new joint 

developments. Sensing capability requires information from the environment to determine 

when and how to react to change. When that information is shared in a BSR context, both 

firms experience joint sense-making. 

 

Joint decision-

making 

Joint decision-making refers to the application of acquired knowledge to jointly make 

decisions related to operational processes, such as demand development, marketing 

programs, shared production plans, or operative issues to improve their interdependence 

processes. Joint decision-making complements joint sense-making to form a constituent of 

knowledge integration. 

Source: Revilla & Knoppen (2015) 

 

Revilla & Knoppen’s (2015) findings suggest that both strategic supply management 

and trust are related to knowledge integration that, in turn, is linked to performance. 

Specifically, results indicate that joint sense-making only influences innovation, while joint 

decision-making significantly affects both dimensions of performance. According to the 

authors, the knowledge integration capability is reflected by the creation of joint teams to solve 

operational problems, as well as share information about critical, strategic issues. The definition 

of the concepts related to dynamic nature of knowledge integration is presented in the Table 

12.To conclude the discussion about dynamic capabilities concept, and to provide consistency 

to the empirical data analysis, we explicit the dynamic capabilities framework adopted in this 

study in the next section. 
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6.4   Dynamic capabilities framework adopted in this study 

 

In this study, we adopt the definition provided by Helfat et al. (2007), result of a joint effort of 

scholars, including Teece, Winter, Peteraf and other key contributors from dynamic capabilities 

literature. Working in concert, they have striven to define terms more precisely, eliminating 

logical inconsistencies from the framework, and suggesting some yardsticks for measuring the 

effects of dynamic capabilities. Thus Helfat et al. (2007, p.4) define a dynamic capability: 

“Dynamic capability is the capacity of an organization to purposefully 

create, extend, and modify its resource base”.  

 

The “resource base” includes the “tangible, intangible, and human assets (or resources) 

as well as capabilities which the organization owns, controls, or has access to on a preferential 

basis” (Helfat, 2007, p. 4), thus accommodating the Teece et al. (1997), Eisenhardt and Martin 

(2000), and Zollo and Winter (2002) definitions regarding the “object of action” of dynamic 

capabilities.  

The word “capacity” derives implicitly from Teece et al. (1997), and indicates some 

minimal ability to perform a task, regardless of whether it is done well or poorly. The term 

“capacity” has a second dimension, as well. It implies that the function that a dynamic capability 

performs is repeatable and can be reliably executed to at least some extent. Thus, a dynamic 

capability consists of patterned and somewhat practiced activity. As already mentioned, the 

word “purposefully” indicates that the use of dynamic capabilities is intentional, deliberate, in 

order to distinguish a capability from pure luck, a distinction also presented into the Zahra et 

al.’s  (2006) definition. The attribute of intentionality differentiates the patterned aspect of 

dynamic capabilities from rote organizational activities, those activities done by habit.  

As used in the Helfat et al.’s (2007) dynamic capability definition, the terms “capacity” 

and “purposeful” apply not only to dynamic capabilities, but also to operational capabilities that 

enable firms to perform their ongoing tasks of making a living. However, the words “create, 

extend, or modify” used in the definition do not apply to operational capabilities. Unlike 

operational capabilities, which pertain to the current operations of an organization, dynamic 

capabilities alter the resource base of an organization. 

According to Helfat et al. (2007), their definition incorporates the search and selection 

aspects of dynamic capabilities. For instance, the creation of resources through acquisitions 

fundamentally involves search for and selection of acquisition firm-candidates. Similar logic 

applies to search and selection through alliances, as well as the search and selection of strategic 
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suppliers. Extension of the current resource base also requires a selection decision, regarding 

which part of resources or capabilities should be enhanced. In the same vein, modification of a 

resource base requires search for and selection of any such modifications. Thus, a firm may 

choose to destroy part of its existing resource base by selling, closing, or discarding it. Search 

and selection involve decision making, that can occurs in groups, such as the top management 

team, or others, as well as concerning individuals (Helfat et al., 2007). 

Helfat et al. (2007) reject the view that dynamic capabilities are nothing more than best 

practices, with equifinal effects on performance. Although both concepts are considered 

“patterned processes”, dynamic capabilities are built on the unique firm’s history and its 

idiosyncratic learning paths, leading to a difficult or imperfect imitation by competitors. The 

authors argue that whether dynamic capabilities contribute to competitive advantage depends 

on the same sort of factors identified by Peteraf and Barney (2003) for the resource-based view.  

Helfat et al. (2007) propose two conceptual measures of performance for dynamic 

capabilities. The first metric is technical fitness, which denotes “how effectively a capability 

performs its intended function when normalized (divided) by its cost” (Helfat et al., 2007, p. 

7). Technical fitness measure allows separating the performance of a task from firm 

performance. The second metric is evolutionary fitness, which refers to “how well a dynamic 

capability enables an organization to make a living by creating, extending, or modifying its 

resource base”, measuring firm performance (Helfat et al., 2007, p. 7). Evolutionary fitness 

references the selection environment. Dynamic capabilities assist in achieving evolutionary 

fitness, in part by helping to shape environment. The element that involves shaping, and not 

just adapting to the environment, is entrepreneurial in nature (Teece, 2007). 

By suggesting these conceptual measures of performance, the authors removed the 

tautological direct association between competitive advantage and dynamic capabilities, 

decoupling the notion of dynamic capabilities and performance, arguing, “dynamic capabilities 

do not necessarily lead to competitive advantages” (Helfat et al., 2007, p. 140). They explain 

that, while the dynamic capabilities may change the resource base, this renewal may not be 

necessarily valuable, it may not create a new set of VRIN resources, then producing, at most, 

competitive parity. Change in the resource base of a firm implies only that the firm is doing 

something different, but not necessarily better, than before. 

In this study we analyze different business relationships and their processes of value 

creation. Capabilities are firm-resident processes (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Zollo & Winter, 

2002; Teece, 2007, 2014), whether operational or dynamic. Thus, we analyze the capabilities 
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that buyer and supplier-firms deploy in the business relationships to create value, using the 

framework proposed by Teece (2007, 2009) and tested by Vanpoucke et al. (2014). 

Dynamic capabilities, due their very nature, are not easily observable, unless it is put 

into use and processes are the mechanisms that make it happen. When dynamic capabilities are 

observed, in fact what is being observed are the underlying processes that support them 

(Maritan, 2007). The processes required to creating and supporting dynamic capabilities, 

although embedded in the firm (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000), may be observed through 

managerial activities, procedures and investments initiatives (Teece 2007, 2014). Moreover, 

capabilities that promote economically significant change are dynamic, even if the pace of 

change appears slow or unremarkable (Helfat & Winter, 2011).  

 

Table 13 – Underlying processes and activities related to dynamic capabilities 

Dynamic 

capability 

constituents 

Description of the concept and related activities 

Sensing sub-

capability 

Sensing new opportunities involves learning, scanning, creative, and interpretative 

activities. Requires investment in research to understand customer needs, 

technological possibilities, latent demand, as well as the structural evolution of 

industries and markets, and likely supplier and customer responses.  

Seizing sub-

capability 
Once a new opportunity is sensed (technological or market), it must be addressed 

through new products, processes, or services. This almost always requires 

investments in development and commercialization activity. Choices around how to 

capture value can determine the design of a business. That is, selecting a business 

model requires not just understanding the choices available, it also requires 

assembling the evidence needed to validate conjectures about costs, customers, 

competitors, and suppliers.   

Transforming 

sub-capability 
Sensing and seizing new opportunities, if successful, can lead to firm growth and 

profitability. The third dimension of the dynamic capabilities triad involves 

sustaining that growth and profitability, by enhancing, combining, and reconfiguring 

the firms' assets, its resources and capabilities. This transformation is done by means 

of an "asset orchestration" (Helfat et al., 2007) usually executed by the firms' top 

managers. 

Source: Teece (2007, 2014) 

 

For analytical purposes, dynamic capabilities can be broken down into the three primary 

clusters already discussed. To bring more concreteness to data analysis, we summarize in the 

Table 13 some activities and processes related to the sensing, seizing, and transforming sub-

capabilities (Teece, 2007, 2014). 

Dynamic capabilities are partly resident in the leadership team itself (Helfat & Martin, 

2015; Teece, 2007,2014; Adner & Helfat, 2003). In this study, the main source of data was the 

narratives of the interviewed managers, all of them pertaining to the top management team at 
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the studied firms. Thus, we add the concept of “asset orchestration” (Helfat et al., 2007; Helfat 

& Peteraf, 2003) to the data analysis. Orchestration directed at achieving new combinations and 

co-alignment of assets is the core of the dynamic capabilities framework (Teece, 2007). Asset 

orchestration concept helps to understand the role of strategic management regarding the choice 

and implementation of different governance structures, as well as the coordination of 

investment activities.  

 

Table 14 – Dimensions of asset orchestration construct 

Dimensions Definition and application Authors 

Search and 

selection processes 

Design business models, select configurations of co-

specialized assets, select investments (e.g. R&D, 

M&A), select organization, governance, and incentive 

structures. 

Helfat et al. 

(2007, pp. 19-

29) 

Configuration and 

deployment 

processes 

 

Orchestrate and coordinate co-specialized assets, 

nurture change and innovation processes 

Learning processes Learning is an outcome of practice and 

experimentation and allows tasks to be pe more 

effectively 

Teece (2014, p. 

333) 

Resource 

investment 

decision 

Determine how the firm invests to acquire and 

develop resources 

Sirmon & Hill 

(2009, p.1376) 

Resource 

deployment 

decision 

Determine the specific market segment(s) in which to 

engage those investments. 

 

Helfat et al. (2007) identify two primary processes in asset orchestration. First, search 

and selection processes, which require managers to design business models, identify assets and 

select configurations of co-specialized assets (assets employed in conjunction), select 

investments concerned with them under conditions of uncertainty and ambiguity, and select 

organization, governance and incentive structures. Second, the configuration and deployment 

of processes, which require managers to coordinate co-specialized assets, as well as nurturing 

change and innovation processes within the firm. Teece (2014) adds a third dimension to the 

construct: according to him, learning processes are pivotal to the asset orchestration function. 

Sirmon and Hitt (2009) also suggest two additional dimensions to the asset orchestration 

construct: resource investment (Maritan, 2001), and resource deployment (Sirmon, Hitt, & 

Ireland, 2007), emphasizing the necessary fit between both dimensions for firm performance. 

The Table 14 summarizes the asset orchestration dimensions.  
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7. RESEARCH DESIGN 

   

This study was designed as a multiple case research, more specifically, a theory-elaborating 

case research (Ketokivi & Choi, 2014), combining deductive reasoning (theory-driven) with 

inductive reasoning (data-driven) during data analysis. Case research as theory elaboration is 

ideally applied to cases where the context is not known well enough to obtain sufficiently 

detailed premises that could be used in conjunction with the theory in order to deduce testable 

hypotheses (Ketokivi & Choi, 2014).  

The essence of case research, according to Ketokivi and Choi (2014, p. 234), “is found 

in the duality of being situationally grounded, but at the same time, seeking a sense of 

generality”. Being situationally grounded means remaining empirically disciplined and alert to 

contextual idiosyncrasies already in the data collection phase. Seeking a sense of generality 

involves an attempt to transcend the empirical context and seek broader theoretical 

understanding through abstraction. Generality in this sense is not related to the capacity of the 

results being generalized to other empirical contexts. Rather, it means reconciling the theory 

with the empirical context, by connecting concepts not currently incorporated in a general 

theory (Gioia, Corley, & Hamilton, 2013).  

A process-based research approach was employed to allow the study of how and why 

some significant temporally evolving phenomenon unfolds over time (Langley, 2009). Process 

data therefore consist largely of stories about what happened and who did what and when 

(Langley, 1999) in which circumstances (Pettigrew, 1992). Process-based research is concerned 

with understanding and theorizing about their temporal patterning (Van de Ven, 1992). Process-

based research examines events, activities, choices, phases that unfold over certain period of 

time, involving multiple levels of analysis, whose boundaries are often ambiguous. Events are 

different from variables; thereby the analysis of process data requires a means of 

conceptualizing events and of detecting pattern among them (Langley, 1999). The pattern 

usually found in the literature is the linear sequence of phases that occur over time to produce 

a given result (Leonard-Barton, 1990). 

According to Pettigrew (1992), what makes process-based research powerful is that it 

takes into account the context, exploring the influence of different levels of analysis, thus 

bringing some complexity to the data analysis. A longitudinal-retrospective approach (Golden, 

1992) was employed in this study to capture the evolution of the buyer-firm choice of 

transferring value from a supplier to another into a strategic sourcing, identifying the elements 
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that informed this choice, as well as the events that might be triggered the buyer decision of 

switching suppliers.  

 

 

7.1Cases selection 

 

Cases selection followed the theoretical sampling rational (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007), that 

is, the cases suitable to illustrate the phenomenon and conceptual liaisons. To assure we were 

selecting strategic sourcing processes, our targets were buyer-firms presenting evidence of high 

level of purchasing maturity (Hartmann, Kerkfeld, and Henke, 2012).Evidence of purchasing 

maturity includes the deployment of a purchasing strategy that enables supplier management, 

cross-functional integration, human resource management, and purchasing and supply 

management controlling (Hartmann et al., 2012). A view of sourcing as strategic recognizes 

that sourcing can help firms create value not only by managing costs and availability, but also 

collaborating with other supply chain members to reduce risk, improve customer 

responsiveness, and develop innovative products and processes (Ketchen et al., 2014).  

The first step was to contact and invite large firms to participate, national and 

multinational from different industries, since research has indicated that larger firms are the 

ones that benefit the most from strategic sourcing (e.g., González-Benito, Rocha, & Queiruga, 

2010; Carr & Smeltzer, 1999). 

We initially invited two Brazilian subsidiaries of multinationals companies from the 

cosmetics industry, three firms from food industry (two Brazilian large dairy firms, and one 

Brazilian multinational company), two from the health devices industry (such as orthopedic 

implants, and hospital equipment), both Brazilian large firms, two large Brazilian 

pharmaceutical firms, one Brazilian multinational aerospace firm, one Brazilian multinational 

petrochemical firm, and one large Brazilian construction firm. From the twelve firms initially 

invited, six (two cosmetics, two food, one construction, one petrochemical firms) accepted to 

participate, and the first point of contact was typically a supply chain director, vice-president 

or procurement director. After additional explanation of the research’s objectives and data 

collection strategy, we requested the election of two to four cases of strategic sourcing that 

could meet the following requirements. 

First, unplanned disruptions in this sourcing can cause such damage to the business that 

would certainly lead to significant financial losses of the entire firm or within business unit. 

Second, few supplier-firms should be eligible to this strategic sourcing due to a high expertise 
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and/or high customization requirement. Third, business relationships with strategic suppliers 

must have been built in a long-term basis. Fourth, the two competing suppliers have, combined, 

at least a 70% share on the sourcing. Fifth, to assure the suppliers were able to compete with 

each other, we followed the criteria used by Pathak, Wu and Johnston (2014) in their study: two 

suppliers are competitors when at least one of the following three conditions was met: (i) The 

two firms can supply a product or service of equivalent functionality, (ii) The two firms require 

similar scarce resources or input, (iii) The two firms have overlapping and complementary 

technology. Lastly, the suppliers needed to participate in order to provide their perspective 

about the value creation process between firms, from the buyer-firm’s invitation initiative. 

The six firms described fourteen sourcing cases that, in their view, were considered 

strategic sourcing. However, eight of them failed on fulfill all required assumptions, mainly the 

first (unplanned supply disruption leading to relevant financial losses). Finally, six cases from 

two firms that fully met the research requirements were selected to maximize variation and 

allow comparison (Eisenhardt, 1989). These six cases were provided by two large MNCs 

(Multinational companies) of the cosmetics industry: Alpha is European-based, and Delta is 

North American-based, both firms operating in several countries for decades. 

Alpha offered two cases of strategic sourcing: the first was the sourcing of furniture for 

the point of sale, used to display the products. The second was the sourcing of specialty graphic 

design displays to be used as part of the strategy of marketing communication. These displays 

are large high-definition photos to be applied over walls, glass walls, and cartoons. Both 

sourcing are linked to the Alpha’s business unit responsible for the imports and sales of 

dermocosmetics products, covering a range of premium brands of skincare and hair care 

products. Dermocosmetics are usually recommended by healthy professionals for specific 

skincare needs, and are distributed in traditional healthcare channels such as pharmacies, 

drugstores, and clinics. Premium hair care products are distributed in upscale hair salons and 

specialty stores. The dermocosmetics market represents 4,4% of the global beauty market and 

is valued at about 7,6 billion euros (2013 basis). Alpha has been established as the global market 

leader in this segment (Euromonitor, 2015). The suppliers pertaining to the case #1, the 

furniture sourcing case, were named Furn_1 and Furn_2. Similarly, the suppliers of the case #2 

were named GraphDes_1 and GraphDes_2, all of them are Brazilian firms. Table 15 provides 

additional information. 
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Table 15 – Demographics information of Alpha’s cases 

Cases Suppliers Lifetime Ownership 
Scope of 

operations 

Employees 

(Global/Brazil) 

Revenues 

(2014) 

#1 

Furn_1 30 y 
Familiar 

Business 

1 plant, 

Brazil 
0/30 R$ 5 million 

Furn_2 20 y 
Familiar 

Business 

1 plant, 

Brazil 
0/200 NI 

#2 

GraphDes_1 34 y 
Familiar 

Business 

1 plant, 

Brazil 
0/180 R$ 50 million 

GraphDes_2 16 y 
Familiar 

Business 

1 plant, 

Brazil 
0/90 NI 

 

Otherwise, Delta provided four additional cases. Here, all the suppliers, except one, are 

MNCs. The case #3 is about the glass bottles sourcing. These bottles are used in the cosmetics 

and fragrances production. Glass bottles are central to the cosmetics industry. In addition to 

protect the product against environment, it has an important role on brand communication. The 

suppliers are named Glass_1 and Glass_2.  

 

Table 16 - Demographics information of Delta’s cases 

Cases Suppliers Lifetime Ownership 
Scope of 

operations 

Employees 

(Global/Brazil) 

Revenues 

(2014)  

#3 

Glass_1 60 y 
Familiar 

Business 

1 plant, 

Brazil 
0/3.000 NI 

Glass_3 119 y 

Investment 

fund 

ownership 

11 plants in 

6 countries 
4.600/600 

US$ 700 

million 

#4 

Print_1 150 y 
Publicly 

traded 

Plants in 39 

countries 
65.000/ NI US$ 12 billion 

Print_2 40 y 
Publicly 

traded 

11 plants in 

6 countries 
25.000/1.300 US$ 5 billion 

#5 

Pumps_1 75 y 
Publicly 

traded 

37 plants in 

18 countries  
13.000/ NI 

US$ 2,5 

billion 

Pumps_2 NI 
Publicly 

traded 

20 plants in 

12 countries  
16.000/ NI 

US$ 5,0 

billion  

#6 Log_1 125 y 
49% publicly 

traded 

Operations 

in 100 

countries 

60.000/1.600 US$ 23 billion 
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Log_2 NI 

Investment 

fund 

ownership 

Operations 

in 150 

countries 

42.000/5.300 US$ 8 billion 

 

The case #4 is related to the offset print service sourcing. To Delta, a global leader in 

direct selling channel, to have the catalogs printed on time and delivered to the sales 

representatives for every campaign “is everything, our representatives only can sale if they have 

catalogs in hand”, according the Latin America Sourcing director. The suppliers are MNCs 

named in this study as Print_1 and Print_2. 

The case #5 is about the pumps used over the glass bottles in fragrances and some 

creams. Pumps are technically sophisticated products, sometimes comprised of more than 20 

micro pieces, with few manufacturers worldwide. The suppliers are also MNCs, named here as 

Pumps_1 and Pumps_2. 

Finally, the case #6 is one of the Delta’s largest sourcing spends. It is the international 

logistics service sourcing. Delta is highly dependent of imports from different regions, mainly 

Asia. The direct selling channel strategy brings to Delta a certain fluctuation in demand. Thus, 

this sourcing directly impacts the Delta’s responsiveness to market. The suppliers are among 

the top global third party logistic operators, named in this study as Log_1 and Log_2.Table 16 

describes demographics information about Delta’s cases. 

 

7.2 Data collection 

 

We developed two sets of protocols for our interviews. The first set was an extensive interview 

protocol used in the first and main round of interviews, carried out between June and September 

2015. The second round of interviews had the purpose of validating the findings and, in a more 

structured way, to clarify some important points. The second round of interviews was conducted 

in April and May 2016. Protocols are shown in the Appendix E.  

The first set of protocols was developed specifically to buyers and suppliers’ 

respondents. The protocols were previously reviewed for clarity and coverage of the concepts 

for five practitioners occupying top management positions in procurement or supply chain 

management, and modified accordingly. The protocol provided a series of semi-structured, 

open-ended questions to guide the overall discussions. After presenting the objectives of the 

research, the interviews’ procedures (recording, transcriptions, and confidentiality agreement), 

we started asking the respondent to briefly tell his/her professional trajectory. The main purpose 

of this soft beginning was to identify how much closely involved was the manager with the 
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sourcing case and his/her professional experience and background. This approach also allowed 

to initiate the interview without making direct questions, allow him/her to bring new concepts 

to conversation, providing a fresh perspective. Typically, the first 30 to 40 minutes of the 

interview was quite unstructured, allowing respondent expressing their value-drivers using their 

own nomenclature and examples, while relating the story of the business relationship with the 

partners over a given period of time. Recalling the reported examples and situations, we usually 

introduced a more structured sequence of narrower questions to clarify and confirm the meaning 

of concepts and situations brought by the respondent. This more focused part of the interview 

usually lasted around 30 minutes. 

The data collection was divided in two groups of interviews: first, we interviewed the 

senior managers of the buyer-firm directly involved with the sourcing cases. All these 

professionals were vice-president, director, or senior managers of Supply Chain, Procurement 

or Purchasing functions. We also interviewed managers of others functions that were close 

involved to the sourcing case. Data about the relationship with suppliers were collected in a 

retrospective and inductive way, allowing for a focused data gathering process (Leonard-

Barton, 1990). Additional documents, reports, and publicly available data were used to 

construct a graphical representation of the chronology of the major events (Langley, 1999) 

within the triad studied. Besides the interview protocols, these visual mappings allowed to a 

more productive and insightful interview with other managers from different functions, 

indicated by the former respondent. 

The second group of interviewees was composed of supplier firms’ managers 

introduced by the buyer-firms’ managers, representing the main contact in the supply side of 

the sourcing case. Typically, these respondents were President, General Managers, and Sales 

Director of the supplier-firms. We used the same interview approach, i.e., initializing the 

interview in a more unstructured format, finalizing it with narrower questions. One year later 

from this first set of 28 interviews, we conducted four additional interviews to validate the 

findings and collecting additional data in a more structured way. Demographic data from 

interviewees are summarized in the Table 17. 

The second round of interviews were conducted one year later (May – June 2016) with 

the Alpha’s Procurement director (second time), the Delta’s Purchasing director for Latin 

America (first time), the Log_2’s Sales VP for Latin America (second time), and the Pumps_2 

President for the Brazilian subsidiary (second time). The interviews had threefold purpose: 

provide a feedback of the findings, gain additional understanding from discussion, and clarify 
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the gaps. These interviews were also recorded, transcribed, and coded. We conducted a total of 

32 interviews, recording around 35 hours of conversation.  

 

 

Table 17 – Demographic information about interviewees 

 

Buyer-firm 

Function 

Time in 

company 

Time in 

function 
Supplier-firm 

Supplier firm 

Function 

Time in 

company 

Time in 

function 

Case #1 Purchasing 

manager 

3y 2y Furn_1 General 

Manager/ 

owner 

30y 30y 

Merchandising 

coordinator 

3y 1y Furn_2 General 

Manager/ 

owner 

17y 10y 

Case #2 Purchasing 

manager 

4y 4y GraphDes_1 General 

Manager/ 

owner 

22y 18y 

Merchandising 

coordinator 

2y 1y GraphDes_2 Sales Manager 10y 6y 

Case #3 Purchasing 

Global Manager - 

Glass  

17y 3y Glass_1 Sales Manager 10y 4y 

NPD & 

Engineering 

LatAm Manager  

13y 10y Glass_3 Sales Manager 4y 4y 

Sourcing 

Planning 

Manager LatAm  

4y 2y     

Case #4 Purchasing 

Manager LatAm 

5y 2y Print_1 President 15y 4y 

Graphics 

coordinator 

20y NI Print_2 President 22y 19y 

      Print_2 Sales Director 15y 15y 

Case #5 Purchasing 

LatAm Manager 

- Pumps 

17y 3y Pumps_1 Sales Director 

LatAm 

14y 3y 

Production 

Engineer 

13y 10y Pumps_2 General 

Manager 

LatAm 

15y 4y 

Production 

Planning 

4y 2y     

Case #6 Purchase 

Manager LatAm 

15y 2y Log_1 President 3y 3y 
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Logistics 

Manager 

Air&Ocean 

LatAm 

13y 5y Log_1 Account 

Manager 

10y 4y 

      Log_2 VP Latin 

America 

3y 3y 

 

In addition to interviewing multiple respondents, we gathered other evidence, including 

the firms’ websites and financial statements, copies of articles about the buyer- and supplier-

firms in the most prominent business newspaper as The Economist, Financial Times, Valor 

Econômico, Exame, as well as in business research agencies as Euromonitor, Bloomberg, and 

Trefis.   

 

7.3 Data Analysis 

 

We used an inductive-deductive approach in the case analysis, combining within-case analysis 

with cross-case analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2003). N-Vivo software (Bazeley and Jackson, 

2013) was used to store, code, structure, and record the data throughout the iterative data 

collection and analysis processes. We also included all data sources (media reports, firms 

annual reports, memo writings) into the electronic database to be analyzed. The interviews were 

transcribed and stored in folders that contained all data concerning to each case.   

We begin our analysis according to standard coding procedures (Miles, Huberman, & 

Saldaña, 2014; Saldaña, 2013). The first step was identifying the major categories using the 

research questions as guides. We sought to understand how the value creation process is 

developed along one buyer and two strategic suppliers when there is a change in the buyer’s 

preference regarding one of them. This situation allowed us identifying which values the buyer 

was pursuing in each sourcing process, as well as the contextual elements that triggered the 

change. In addition, we tried also identifying which values the suppliers were pursuing, since 

we assume that strategic relationships between firms should bring value to both. As codifying 

is to arrange qualitative data in a systematic order, we first created three initial categories of 

codes and their sub-categories: firm’s value-drivers (buyer, and supplier), context (business, 

sourcing, and change), and attributes (buyer, supplier, the relationship). The Table 18 describes 

the initial categories and sub-categories. 

Using this approach, we sought to assign the interviews’ content into the described 

categories, creating new codes within categories. Similar codes were clustered to create a 

smaller number of pattern codes.  
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From the first inductive coding cycle carried out into these categories, in the first two 

cases (provided by Alpha), emerged more than twenty codes, and tentative connections between 

them. Subsequent coding cycles and iteration with theory revealed similarities and patterns that 

led to a refinement of the definition and scope of the emerging concepts, allowing a reduction 

of the initial categories. These techniques were not linear, but formed a recursive, process-

oriented, analytic procedure (Locke, 1996), until we reached the emerging theoretical 

relationships. The initial framework containing the concepts and connections between them 

were designed and applied to codify the cases from Delta, following replication logic (Miles 

and Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014). 

 

Table 18 – Initial coding categories 

Categories Subcategories Description 

Context Business 

context 

Describe the trajectory of the buyer and suppliers firms in a 

historical perspective, focusing its evolution into the 

business/industry context, the main changes in strategy and 

ownership structure, among others.  

Sourcing 

context 

Describe the sourcing main features, the strategic role a particular 

sourcing plays to the buyer firm. Also describes the competitive 

context of the main suppliers. 

Relationship 

context 

Describe attributes of the business relationship, from suppliers and 

buyers' perspectives. 

Change context Describe the context elements, internal or external to the firm 

(buyer and supplier), that could have triggered the event of 

preference change. 

Value-

drivers 

Buyer's 

perspective 

Describe the supplier's attributes or resources perceived as 

valuable by the buyer. 

Supplier's 

perspective 

Describe the buyer's attributes or resources considered valuable by 

the suppliers. 

Attributes Buyer's 

attributes 

Describe the main attributes (positive and negative) of the buyer 

through the supplier's perspective. 

Supplier's 

attributes 

Describe the main attributes (positive and negative) of the supplier 

through the buyer's perspective. 

Relationship's 

attributes 

Describe the main attributes (positive and negative) of the business 

relationship through the buyer' and supplier's perspective. 

 

However, the four subsequent cases (provided by Delta) presented more complex 

sourcing situations, large multinational firms as suppliers and multiplex contingencies affecting 

value perception. The theoretical lenses initially elected – Social Exchange Theory, Resource 
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Dependence Theory, and Transaction Cost Economics - proved conceptually limited for 

replication into these more complex cases. Applying these theories on the cases provided by 

Delta resulted in a granular and insufficient conceptual abstraction. Thus, these theories were 

abandoned. 

We still tried applying the network perspective from the Social Network Theory (Burt, 

1992; Granovetter, 1985; Gulati, 1995) on data. Recent Social Network Theory research related 

specifically to the supply chain context (e.g., Choi et al., 2001; Choi & Kim, 2008; Borgatti & 

Li, 2009; Galaskiewicz, 2011; Kim, 2014) showed conceptually appealing. However, the 

interview protocols did not cover with the required depth the network concepts that would allow 

us to explore this theoretical perspective on the data content. Although promising, we had to 

abandon this theory due to insufficient data scope. 

Finally, we separated six interviews whose contents looked substantially different and 

more complex from the other interviews. Then, we conducted an iterative open-coded analysis 

that generated categories which dimensions looked similar to the main constructs present in the 

dynamic capabilities framework. Next, we conducted new iterative coding rounds in all the 

cases using the constructs described in the dynamic capabilities literature until reaching an 

adequate level of conceptual abstraction. The final theoretical framework reached was 

considered both parsimonious and complete, providing conceptual explanation to all six cases. 

To summarize, the six cases are illustrated as six triads in the Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure11–Illustration of the six cases studies 
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Since this study has a longitudinal-retrospective approach, we followed the 

recommendation from Langley (1999) for process-based research analysis by adopting the 

visual mapping strategy that allows a simultaneous representation of different levels of analysis, 

showing possible precedence, parallel processes, and the passage of time. This strategy 

provided some anchor that helped determining which elements should receive more or less 

attention, while overcoming the overwhelming nature of dynamic and multi-level process data. 

This type of drawing is an intermediary step between the raw data and a more abstract 

conceptualization (Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña, 2014). 

 

 

Figure 12 – Visual mapping template 

 

Thus, to better visualize the sequence of events and contextual factors concerning the 

studied phenomenon, we elaborated a visual mapping drawing a frame containing horizontal 

bands, boxes of different formats and arrows, as depicted in the Figure 12. The location of each 

box in one of the bands indicates the issue domain with which an event is associated. In the 
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superior part of the map, there is an indication of time in years, and the approximate time period 

a certain supplier was the preferred supplier. The biddings are also showed in this timeline, 

marked as little white circles. The form of the boxes indicates whether the event described 

represents a decision (round-cornered rectangles), an information or data (sharp-cornered 

rectangles), or an event outside the control of the firm (ovals). The band grey shows macro-

economic information, such as annual GPD and average annual exchange rate. The orange band 

shows the annual growth of cosmetics and fragrance market, informing in a separate box the 

negative growth related to the period of Jan 2015 to Sept 2015. The frame informs also the 

introduction of an industry specific tax rate in May 2015. The blue band informs the events or 

information regarding the suppliers. Finally, the purple band concerns the events, decisions or 

information linked to the buyer-firm.  

The visual mapping described in the Figure 12 was used as a template in all the cases. 

In some cases, the country and industrial context exerted little influence on the buyers’ choices. 

In contrast, in other cases (the glass sourcing case per example), the macro-economic conditions 

played determinant role in the buyer’s choices.  

We also displayed the perception of value creation over time through buyer and 

suppliers’ perspectives by drawing a bar chart, as depicted in the Figure 13. This analysis 

considered how the buyer’s WTP and the suppliers’ OC could fluctuate in response to changes 

in the buyer’s preference. The value-drivers that inform WTP and OC are summarized in the 

Figure 6. The chart of the Figure 13 is an example of how we condensed this analysis. The 

example considers three changes on buyers’ choice through time (t1, t2, and t3). In t1, the 

sourcing was designed with a sole supplier (supplier_1). The length of each strip is proportional 

to the perception of value created in the sourcing process. From the buyer’s perspective, the 

longer the strip, the greater the WTP concerning the supplier. From the supplier side, the longer 

the strip, the smaller the OC regarding the buyer. 

Thus, in t1, the value creation (VC) from both parties seemed balanced: the buyer 

presented a relative high WTP related to the supplier_1, as well as the supplier seemed a low 

OC regarding this buyer. However, in t2, an internal or external factor lead the buyer decreases 

its WTP to supplier_1. As a result, supplier_2 entered into the sourcing. The entrance of the 

competitor provoked also an increase of the supplier_1’s OC, who felt threatened by the entry 

of a competitor, leading to a reduction of the total VC in the dyad. As the buyer seemed 

confident of the benefits brought by the supplier_2, its WTP was higher regarding this supplier. 

In t3, new facts or circumstances led both the buyer and the supplier_1 seem to recover the 
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previous confidence over their relationship, enhancing total VC. Supplier_2 keeps its 

perception of value creation over the buyer, presenting a relative smaller OC (a higher 

perception of value creation than the supplier_1), while the buyer WTP decreased regarding the 

supplier_2.  

This example shows that the entrance of a second supplier had improved the VC in the 

sourcing as a whole. Apparently, the supplier_1 remains, after all, the preferred supplier, since 

the buyer’s WTP regarding the supplier_1 is higher than the buyer’s WTP regarding the 

supplier_2. 

 

 

Figure 13 – Representation of value creation dynamics in the dyads 

Visual mappings and bar charts were designed in all the cases.  These graphical 

strategies offered a means of data reduction and synthesis and helped to produce useful analysis 

of process components.  

 

 

7.4 Criteria of trustworthiness for assessing research 

 

This study follows a quasi-foundationalism rational (Amis & Silk, 2008), more specifically, a 

critical realism approach, which generates and integrates conceptions of social ontology, 

causality, explanation and critique (Pozzebon et al., 2014). This approach seeks to combine 

recognition of the problems inherent in the foundational approach – bias, context, and multiple 
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voices – with a “perceived need to retain rigorous, standardized criteria by which high-quality 

qualitative research can be produced and externally verified” (Amis & Silk, 2008, p.464). 

A number of measures were used to enhance trustworthiness of the study, as resumed 

in the Table 19. The use of multiple respondents, triangulation of data, findings validationby 

key informants, interviews recording and their integral transcription, among other initiatives, 

added trustworthiness to the research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

 

 

Table 19 – Criteria of trustworthiness for assessing research 

Criteria Demonstration 

Credibility Most respondents belong to the firms' top management 

team, providing knowledge and accuracy to strategic 

issues.  

Respondents were from the buyers' and suppliers' firms, 

bringing different perspectives to the same phenomenon. 

Different functions were interviewed within buyer-firms. 

Recording and full transcriptions of interviews' content. 

Different sources of information: interviews, firms' 

websites, business research agencies, financial reports, 

and business newspapers. 

Transferability Detailed description of the buyer- and supplier-firms, 

including different levels of context description (firms 

level, industry and country levels). 

Dependability Traceability of all raw data sources are assured, 

including the codes and concepts generation, by use of 

the NVivo software.  

Confirmability Presentation of representative quotations from 

interviewed managers that allow corroborates the 

findings. 

Feedback meeting with key respondents to validate 

findings. 

 

Importantly, we presented the findings of the study to key respondents (second round 

of interviews), with the purpose of seeking validation, improving understanding of whole 

picture, and fill some conceptual gaps. The results of these meetings were incorporated within 

study. 
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8. WITHIN CASES ANALYSIS 

 

The two buyer-firms studied – Alpha and Delta – are multi-billion multinational cosmetics 

firms, publicly and centenarian companies, operating in more than 100 countries. Together, 

both firms had global revenues around US$ 40 billion in 2014. Brazil is the first market for 

fragrances and the third for makeup and cosmetics, and its market size is around US$ 43 billion. 

The current Brazilian weak economic environment, the increase of IPI taxes (industrial product 

related taxes) into cosmetics products, and foreign exchange rates have been pressing their 

margins, increasing rivalry and uncertainty (Valor Econômico, 2015a).  

Despite the economic slowdown, the Brazilian market for cosmetics and personal care 

products is expected to grow 30% between 2015 and 2018, below the 53% recorded in the 

previous four years, but still higher than other major global markets such as China (Valor 

Econômico, 2015b). According to the respective 2015 annual reports, both firms follow with 

important investment plans in the country. Alpha is building its first R&D center in Brazil (from 

a total of 19), while Delta has entered in a strategic collaboration with a large IT company to 

enhance Delta’s global hybrid information infrastructure, which may identify cost-effective 

tools and processes to boost the firm’s operational costs. Delta first target is the Brazilian and 

Latin America operations, responsible for around 50% of total revenues. 

 

8.1 Buyer-firm Alpha 

 

Alpha is among the three largest manufacturers of cosmetics in the world. It produces and sells 

makeup, fragrances, skin care, and hair care products through more than 30 brands. It caters to 

consumers across all income levels and distribution channels spanning mass volume retailers 

and drugstores, to upscale perfumeries, pharmacies, department stores, and e-commerce 

websites. Alpha segments its product range on the basis of price range and distribution channel 

into four categories: consumer, professional, active products, and luxury. Alpha introduced 

specialty retail channel in Brazil for its upscale products, as the traditional brands of cosmetics 

were usually distributed by direct sales. For instance, professional hair care products are sold 

in upscale hairdressing saloons; active cosmetics are distributed in pharmacies, and luxury 

fragrances are found in perfumeries and specialty stores. Consumer products (skin care, hair 

care, makeup, deodorants) are distributed through mass volume retailers and drugstores. 

Consumer products constitute approximately 50% of Alpha net sales in a global basis. Alpha 

has been heavily investing in innovation, registering almost 500 patents in 2015. 
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The Alpha’s Brazilian subsidiary has been consistently growing till 2014,above than the 

average growth of other 120 countries where the firm operates, employing about 5.000 

professionals. Around 90% of the products are produced in Brazil, most of them within the 

consumer category. Most of active cosmetics products, professional, and luxury products are 

imported. 

The two sourcing cases offered by the Alpha’s purchasing director was directly related 

to the specialty distribution channel, where a satisfactory display of products is considered 

strategic, affecting positive or negatively the sales. The first case is about the sourcing of POS 

furniture (special furniture for point-of-sale). The second case is about graphic design services 

that provide visual communication in upscale stores. Both cases start their timeline in an 

important change on purchasing policy occurred around 2011: materials and services used by 

marketing function were directly ordered by these functions until this year, when gradual 

changes were in place. A new rule was established: purchasing below a certain limit (currently 

R$ 80.000) remains under marketing responsibility. Above this limit, procurement department 

is in charge of carry it out. Changes included a training program to procurement managers and 

a specialization according to the type of purchasing. Assessment tools were created, similar to 

scorecard, to allow joint assessment of suppliers from procurement department and internal 

functions that are internal users of the inputs. This initiative led to a greater internal integration. 

Suppliers also referred as positive this change, because they have different interfaces, allowing 

a more focused assistance to the customer. 

Alpha’s purchasing policy has evolved in the last years, including some requirements 

of social and environment compliance. Supplier social compliance consists of following the 

national work laws, and work safety procedures. Environment compliance is a requirement for 

suppliers that deal with materials or processes that are environmentally sensitive. Third parties 

firms do the audits and they are choose and directly paid by Alpha. 

Alpha has a formal supplier development plan, available at its website, as well as a 

confidential communication channel to report abuse or attempted corruption by Alpha’s 

employees. Every end of year, the best suppliers are rewarded in a big celebration party, where 

the firm’s top management communicates the guidelines for the following year, prompting 

suppliers on product lines that would demand more production, such as those that will be 

reduced or eliminated. 
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8.2 Buyer-firm Delta 

 

Delta manufactures and markets beauty and non-beauty related products globally and sells them 

by direct selling through sales representatives (door-to-door self-employed salespeople). 

Beauty products consist of skin care, makeup, fragrances, hair care, baby care, color cosmetics, 

deodorants, and shower and bath products. Delta is one of the leading companies in direct sales 

worldwide, presenting around 15-20 sales campaigns by year. Every campaign revolves some 

millions of representatives around the world. In Brazil, they count nearly 1,5 million women 

that receive a new catalog every 20 days describing the products and promotions of a new 

campaign.  

Delta’s direct selling strategy has its pros and cons. The main advantages are: first, more 

competitive prices to consumers, by eliminating the high retailer margins usually charged by 

pharmacies, department stores, and specialty stores.  Second, the proximity to consumers 

enables a better understanding of consumer requirements, allowing a quicker response to 

evolving trends. Third, direct selling provides a high capillarity into national territories, even 

in remote villages on the countryside. Otherwise, before competing for final consumers, Delta 

has to compete for sales representatives, incurring high costs in attracting, training, and 

retaining them.  

Delta has been going through a period of great uncertainty in different aspects: first, the 

loss of value of the company’s shares in recent years due to a heterogeneous performance in 

the countries in which Delta operates. Second, Latin America region, more specifically Brazil, 

which represented the region and country where Delta used to extract their best performance, 

entered into a severe economic crisis in 2015. Apart from the loss of purchasing power by 

consumers, cosmetics become more expensive due to a significant increase in taxes. Further, 

the exchange devaluation of the local Brazilian currency led to increased imports costs. The 

fourth uncertainty source faced by Delta is rooted in its direct distribution channel strategy. 

According to the majority of respondents, the fluctuating demand resulted from direct selling 

may impose an extra challenge to the firm’s responsiveness, once a new campaign is initiated 

every 20 days. 

When Latin America, and especially Brazil, started to become relevant in terms of sales 

revenues among other regional operations, around mid-2000, Delta created an organizational 

structure that could leverage the regional potentialities regarding new products launches, 

including manufacturing, marketing and purchasing initiatives. Delta benefited from the 

consumption growth period experienced by the Brazilian market from 2005 to 2014, promoting 
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important organizational changes and investments with the purpose of attending a crescent 

demand, as well as giving voice to the Brazilian operations into the firm’s global strategy. 

Besides important investments in manufacturing plants and marketing activities, Delta created 

a center of excellence in supply chain management in 2009 with the mission of identifying 

global and regional suppliers to strategic sourcing processes according to their relevance in 

local, regional, and global basis. The main goal of the center of excellence in supply chain, 

which is comprised of a multi-disciplinary team of professionals with experience in purchasing, 

logistics, IT and finance, was to explore the synergy potentialities of every strategic sourcing 

worldwide, and provide training to purchasing and supply chain managers.  

Around 2011, Delta created another multi-disciplinary group responsible for 

coordinating new products development (NPD) activities. At Delta, NPD function is organized 

by regions, as North America, Latin America, Europe, Africa and Middle-East, and Asia 

Pacific, within a global strategy. Instead of centralizing the coordination of NPD activities in 

marketing function, as usual in most of consumer goods firms, this group uses project 

management tools to planning activities and coordinating actions regarding marketing, 

packaging engineering, production, sourcing planning, purchasing, and NPD functions. This 

group seeks to learn from the successful as much the unsuccessful NPD projects, improving 

process continuously, reducing NPD time and costs. 

In 2014, the Latin America contributed to over 50% of Delta’s annual revenues. Within 

Latin America region, Brazil is Delta’s single largest market, employing around 6.500 

professionals. Consequently, the Brazilian operation plays a strategic role in several global 

decision-making processes, especially in supply management and new products development. 

In practical terms, the Brazilian operation was exerting a stronger influence regarding the 

choice and management of some strategic suppliers. Instead of managing local suppliers to 

local needs, purchasing managers were impelled to identify which suppliers could be involved 

in global, regional or local sourcing processes to different countries and regions, added by the 

center of excellence in supply chain management. This strategic turnaround led Delta to shift 

its drivers of value regarding its strategic sourcing, preferably looking for multinational large-

sized suppliers capable of attending different regions and countries.  
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8.3 Case 1 – Furniture for point-of-sale (POS) sourcing 

 

Business context: POS furniture plays a central role in the dermocosmetics brand 

communication and products exposure in drugstores, pharmacies and specialty retail. Adequate 

exposure attracts consumers and, according to the respondents, is linked to sales enhancement.  

Sourcing context: This is a low technology sourcing. Suppliers present different skills, 

portfolio offerings and firm size. Furn_1 (preferred) is a long-term supplier; Furn_2 used to 

supply other items (special banners and displays) to the consumer goods division. Both firms 

are familiar ownership businesses.   

 

Table 20 – Suppliers attributes in the furniture sourcing case 

Furniture POS sourcing  

Attributes of suppliers  Furn_1 Furn_2 

Size Small Medium-large 

Knowledge about buyer's 

clients 
High Low 

Customer service (proximity, 

involvement in new projects) 
Low High 

Customer service (geographical 

coverage) 
High Low 

Bring market information Low High 

Expertise regarding sourcing High Limited 

Synergy in providing additional 

products/ services 
N Y 

Degree of dependence on the 

buyer 
˜20 - 30% ˜10% 

Price compared to competitor Equivalent Equivalent 

Quality compared to competitor Slightly higher Slightly lower 

 

Change context: Growth of specialty retail base requires additional supplier. The choice 

of the 2nd supplier is price oriented, although functions preferences (merchandising) remain on 

the preferred supplier when a critical customer is addressed.  
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Suppliers’ features: Furn_1 and Furn_2 attributes are described in the Table 20. Furn_1 

recently acquired imported high technology equipment that allowed them to enlarge their 

services offers and customers’ portfolio. Dependence to Alpha has decreased.  

Analysis of the visual mapping allows us to identify the main elements to compose the 

Figure 14. Here, the event of change is the implementation of new purchasing policy, bringing 

a new supplier to the game. Furn_1 used to be a sole supplier when the furniture purchasing 

used to be managed by marketing function. After the purchasing policy implementation that 

centralized in the procurement function the marketing services and products acquisitions, a new 

supplier were brought to the sourcing.  

 

 

Figure 14– Visual mapping of the Furniture POS sourcing case 

 

Value-drivers from buyer and supplier- firms’ perspectives: the Table 21provides a description 

of the value-drivers perceptions before and after the new rules introduction in purchasing 

function.  

The Table18 provides more detailed description of the value-drivers. In this case, price 

and volume are considered together, although both suppliers have limited capacity of 
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production. Suppliers are also dependent of the business continuity to reduce the risk of the old 

and new investments.  

 

Table 21– Process of value transferring within Furniture POS sourcing case 

 

Before 

change 
Change After change 

Context Sole sourcing, 

purchasing done 

directly by Mkt 

function 

New purchasing roles: Mkt only 

may purchase orders below R$ 

80.000. Above this value, 

purchasing is involved using a 

multi-function assessment tool.   

Dual sourcing is established, but 

preference remains with Furn_1. 

Purchasing for critical customers 

benefits Furn_1.  

Buyer value-

driver 

Quality and 

delivery  

TCO TCO or Predictability depending 

on the customer addressed. 

Supplier 

value-driver 

Furn_1 

Price, Business 

continuity 

Price, Reputation, New business 

opportunities 

Reputation, New business 

opportunities 

Supplier 

value-driver 

Furn_2 

Price, Volume, 

Business 

continuity 

Price, Volume, Business 

continuity 

Price, Volume, Business 

continuity, Reputation. 

 

Value creation 

process VC 

and VA 

 

VC and VA 

seems balanced 

through buyer 

and supplier 

perspective 

Enhancement of VC in the 

sourcing triad. Slightly 

reduction of VA by Furn_1. 

Evidence of no reduction of OC 

of Furn_1. Reduction of OC and 

price of Furn_2 to enter into the 

sourcing process. 

Buyer presents higher WTP when 

purchase is addressed to critical 

customers. Furn__1's OC seems 

stable; Furn_2's OC seems higher 

than that presented before.  

Capabilities 

apparently 

involved in 

sourcing 

Operational 

capabilities 

Furn_1 seems to develop 

stronger operational capabilities 

due to necessity of internalize 

new technology. 

Furn_2 seems to present 

operational capabilities in its 

expertise. Furn_2 offers other 

inputs. Furn_1 more reliable. 

Note: VC (value creation); VA (value appropriation) 

 

The Figure 15 represents a tentative of depicting the perceptions of WTP from Alpha 

and the OC of both suppliers over time. We analyzed how the perception of value creation, 

from both buyer and supplier perspectives, may have evolved over this period of time. This 

analysis considered how the buyer’s WTP and the suppliers’ OC could fluctuate in response to 

changes in three periods of time. The chart of the Figure 14 aims to condense this analysis. The 

length of each strip is proportional to the quantity of value created in the sourcing process.  
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Table 22 -Value-drivers from buyer and supplier’s perspectives- Furniture sourcing 

Value perception in furniture sourcing case 

Buyer side TCO Total price ownership: price paid + logistic costs + maintenance 

costs  

Quality of 

service 

Critical POS (stores presenting higher ranking sales) need to 

receive a high quality service of furniture installation. 

Information 

from market 

Suppliers are reliable source of market information regarding 

dynamics on specialty stores. 

Quality of 

furniture 

Premium brands need high quality displays. 

Compliance  Compliance regarding environmental and social aspects. 

Supplier side Price + 

Volume 

Price and volume are compensatory values. Suppliers need to 

assure their investments payback. 

Continuity Continuity assures some economies of scale and reduces the 

risk of new investments. 

Reputation Being a supplier of a large MNC means that high standard 

requirements are accomplished.   

New business 

opportunities 

Being a supplier of a large MNC make easier establish new 

business relationships, allowing economies of scale and scope.   

 

 

 

Figure 15 – Dynamics of value creation in Furniture POS sourcing case 

 

The entrance of the second supplier in the sourcing, providing cheaper furniture, led 

Furn_1 to search new potential customers in other industries, such as luxury yacht decoration, 
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as well as customized special requests from architects. To meet the requirements of these new 

customers, Furn_1 bought German high technological equipment to improve the quality of the 

cut and bending of the wood. This technological upgrade placed Furn_1 in a superior position 

relative to Furn_2, leading Alpha to maintain a higher WTP towards Furn_1 in the time t3. 

Currently, Furn_1 is chosen to meet requirements of special stores, while his dependence 

towards Alpha decreases gradually. This lower dependence reflects the higher OC, as depicted 

in the Figure 15. All in all, value creation was increased in the sourcing after the entrance of a 

second supplier, consistent with previous research findings in structural supply management 

research (e.g., Tchokogué, Nollet, & Gobeil, 2011; Richardson & Roumasset, 1995). 

Development of capabilities within the sourcing case: according to the Alpha’s 

respondents and consistent with the suppliers’ narratives, Furn_1 developed strong operational 

capabilities in manufacturing and installation service, mainly after the acquisition of more 

modern equipment. Although Furn_1 is classified as a small sized firm, the owner seemed 

engaged with a consistent training and retention policy of the key personnel. The narratives of 

Alpha’s respondents reinforce this evidence: “Furniture manufactured by Furn_1 is perfect, no 

flaws…including the installation service on the stores” quoted the Alpha’s merchandising 

manager. 

 

8.4 Case 2 – Graphic Design sourcing 
 

Business context: Digital Printing plays a central role in the visual communication strategy of 

dermocosmetics and professional products in drugstores, specialty retail and hair salons, 

attracting consumer attention and providing an enhancement of interior design of the stores.  

Sourcing context: Medium-high technology sourcing. Suppliers present different 

expertise degree and portfolio offerings: GraphDes_1 (preferred) and GraphDes_2. Both are 

familiar business ownership and medium-sized firms. 

Change context: Perception of dependence and higher prices led to a second supplier 

offering. Besides the technical attributes, the preferred supplier has been gathering demographic 

information about retail (clients) over time, such as store plant and size, location of competitors’ 

displays, characteristics of the store manager in charge. High turnover of merchandising 

professionals prevent Alpha to gather this information, establishing some dependence with the 

supplier when critical stores are addressed. 

In this case, the relevant trigger was the change in purchasing policy. Currently, 

procurement and merchandising functions jointly make decision about suppliers’ choices. 
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However, the assessment provided by procurement has a weight of 70% and merchandising 

only 30%. After the change in purchasing policies the transactions become more objectives, 

transparent and price oriented. Suppliers seem to have easily adapted to the new rules, 

presenting their costs breakdown. Prices are negotiated in the beginning of every year with 

previously selected suppliers. Those pre-selected enter in a contract which provides 

renegotiation clauses if extraordinary facts occur.   

 

Table23 - Suppliers attributes in the Graphic Digital sourcing case 

Graphic Digital services sourcing 

Attributes of suppliers  GraphDes_1 GraphDes_2 

Size Medium Medium 

Knowledge about buyer's clients High Low 

Customer service (proximity, 

involvement in new projects) 
Low High 

Customer service (geographical 

coverage) 
High Low 

Bring market information Low High 

Expertise High Limited 

Synergy in providing additional 

products/ services 
N Y 

Degree of dependence on the 

buyer 
~20% ~20% 

Price compared to competitor Higher Lower 

Quality compared to competitor Mostly higher Mostly lower 

 

Suppliers’ features: until 2012, GraphDes_1 was practically a sole supplier, resisting 

against price reductions demands. GraphDes_2 was already a traditional supplier of other 

inputs, and sensed the opportunity of offering a similar product to Alpha, though with lower 

quality and price.   

GraphDes_2 presented a product that could substitute the GraphDes_1 in certain 

conditions. The product was much less expensive, though with an inferior visual resolution, 

yielding lower quality photography. Merchandising function exploited the conditions this less 
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expensive product could be used without jeopardizing the brand image. Currently, GraphDes_2 

started to sell the new product always possible, reducing the GraphDes_1 share, though the 

latter has been following the buyer's preference. The suppliers’ attributes are presented in the 

Table 23. The sourcing and change context is resumed in the timeline depicted in the visual 

mapping (Figure 16). 

Value-drivers from buyer and supplier- firms’ perspectives: introducing new 

purchasing policies, buyer-firm assumed more control of value creation and value appropriation 

processes. Bringing a second supplier to the sourcing, the buyer-firm pressed GraphDes_1 to 

reduce the price, although GraphDes_2 is not a perfect substitute. Buyer's value creation (VC) 

probably enhanced by the entrance of a second player, who brought an alternative product to 

the sourcing. 

 

 

Figure 16 – Visual mapping of the Graphic Design services sourcing case 

Apparently, GraphDes_1 had a decrease of Value Appropriation (VA) due to a slight 

decrease on price, but his OC remains the same level due to the two value-drivers reported: 
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reputation and predictability regarding buyer-firm. GraphDes_2 enhanced the portfolio of items 

sold to Alpha, likely reducing his OC. 

Value-drivers buyer’s perspective: Product's quality and Customer Service. Product 

quality builds on technology. Customer service builds on information about the customer's site 

(size, facilities, manager's idiosyncrasies) and a qualified team to perform installation. TPO 

(total price ownership) is the prevalent value-driver. However, when the customer is considered 

critical, the buyer's choice is guided by predictability. 

Value-drivers’ suppliers: Volume is the prevalent value-driver among suppliers. It 

means not only an economy of scale, but also a higher bargain power regarding the suppliers' 

suppliers. Reputation is also important: it makes supplier more attractive to other customers. 

Capability and process improvement resulted of leading with an exigent buyer. The Table 

24summarizes the evolution of value creation in the Graphic Design sourcing, and the Table 

25provides a more detailed description of the value-drivers. 

 

Table 24 - Process of value transferring within Graphic Design sourcing case 

  
Before change Change After change 

Context Sole sourcing, 

purchasing 

done directly by 

Mkt function 

New purchasing roles: Mkt 

only may purchase orders 

below R$ 80.000. Above this 

value, purchasing is involved 

using a multi-function 

assessment tool.   

Dual sourcing is 

established, but preference 

remains with GraphDes_1. 

Purchasing for critical 

customers benefits 

GraphDes_1.  

Buyer value-

driver 

Quality  TCO TCO or Predictability, 

depending on the customer 

addressed. 

Value 

creation 

process VC 

and VA 

VC and VA 

seems balanced 

through buyer 

and supplier 

perspective 

Enhancement of VC in the 

sourcing triad. Slightly 

reduction of VA by 

GraphDes_1. Evidence of no 

reduction of OC of 

GraphDes_1. Reduction of OC 

and price of GraphDes_2 to 

enter into the sourcing process. 

Buyer presents high WTP 

when purchase is addressed 

to critical customers. 

GraphDes__1's OC seems 

stable; GraphDes_2's OC 

seems higher than that 

presented before.  

Capabilities 

apparently 

involved in 

sourcing 

Operational 

capabilities 

GraphDes_1 seems to develop 

stronger operational 

capabilities 

GraphDes_2 seems to 

present operational 

capabilities in its expertise. 

GraphDes_1 more reliable. 

Note: VC (value creation); VA (value appropriation) 

 

We analyzed how the perception of value creation, from both buyer and supplier 

perspectives, may have evolved over this period of time. This analysis considered how the 
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buyer’s WTP and the suppliers’ OC could fluctuate in response to changes in three periods of 

time. The chart of the Figure 17 tries to condense this analysis. The length of each strip is 

proportional to the quantity of value created in the sourcing process. Although GraphDes_2 

have disturbed the monopoly of GraphDes_1, the later holds the higher value creation towards 

Alpha, due to a higher quality and expertise. 

 

Table 25 - Value-drivers from buyer and supplier’s perspectives- Graphic design sourcing 

Value perception in graphic design sourcing process 

Buyer side Quality of 

the visual 

product 

Premium brands need high quality displays. 

Quality of 

service 

Critical POS (stores presenting higher ranking sales) need to 

receive a high quality service of visual communication.. 

TCO Total price ownership: price paid + installation costs 

Information 

from market 

Suppliers are reliable source of market information regarding 

dynamics on specialty stores. 

Compliance  Compliance regarding environmental and social aspects. 

Supplier side Price  GraphDes_1 presents low price elasticity, while GraphDes_2 

considers price and volume in a compensatory way. 

Continuity Continuity assures some economies of scale and reduces the 

risk of new investments. 

Reputation Being a supplier of a large MNC means that high standard 

requirements are accomplished.   

New 

business 

opportunities 

Being a supplier of a large MNC make easier establish new 

business relationships, allowing economies of scale and scope.   

 

 

Similar to the Furniture sourcing case, the entrance of a second supplier seems to yield 

an enhanced value creation within sourcing. The 2014 – 2015 Brazilian economic crisis 

appeared to affect in a moderate degree the WTP and OC of the parties (at the moment of data 

collection, from Mars to June 2015). 
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Figure 17 -Dynamics of value creation in Graphic Design sourcing case 

 

Development of capabilities within the sourcing case: GraphDes_2 presents a large 

portfolio of graphic communication products. The input involved in this sourcing is not their 

specialty, rather a business opportunity to substitute a more expensive product in certain 

conditions. Thus, we consider that GraphDes_2 has developed operational capabilities good 

enough to remain a long-term supplier. Conversely, GraphDes_1 is considered an expert in high 

resolution/large size graphic design, remaining the preferred supplier when critical clients are 

addressed. For this reason, we considered GraphDes_2 owning strong operational capabilities 

in manufacturing and installation services regarding this sourcing. 

 

8.5 Case 3 – Glass sourcing case 

 

Business context: Brazil is the 1st worldwide market for fragrances industry (Euromonitor, 

2014), reaching R$ 17,1 billion in 2014, a rate growth of 13% compared to the previous year, 

despite all the economic factors impacting the country (Euromonitor, 2015). At Delta, fragrance 

is the most profitable product division. Fragrances and cosmetics manufacturers need high 

quality glasses, unlike the beverage industry for example. A new fragrance can take up to 18 

months to be developed, largely due to the time required for the glass and pumps design, mold 

development, pumps testing and production planning among suppliers.  

Sourcing context: Delta established new purchasing policies after 2009-2010, 

centralizing supply agreements of strategic sourcing in different countries, according to the 

relevance of a given supply in the subsidiary’s portfolio. As a global company, Delta seeks to 
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benefit of the sourcing from few suppliers strategically located, incurring advantages costs due 

to high volume orders, whereas logistics costs and exchange rates can offset the centralization 

of production. Most of fragrances are developed in a global basis, requiring long-term contracts 

with all involved suppliers. Glass manufacturing is a capital-intensive business, presenting long 

setups and few global players. High demand variations, derived from the Delta’s direct sales 

strategy make the glass sourcing a real challenge for both buyer and supplier’s sides.  

Suppliers’ features: we describe the attributes (Table 26) of the suppliers Glass_1 and 

Glass_3, since Glass_2 is not a current supplier, although had played an important role in the 

sourcing. 

Table 26 – Suppliers attributes in the Glass sourcing case 

  
Glass_1 Glass_3 

Lifetime 60 y 119 y 

Ownership Familiar business Investment fund 

ownership 

Scope of 

operations 

1 plant, Brazil 11 plants in 6 countries 

Employees 

(Global/Brazil) 

3.000 4.600 / 600 

Revenues (2014)  NI US$ 700 million 

 

Change context: Glass_3 (global manufacturer) and Glass_1 (local manufacturer) 

currently dispute the preference in the Brazilian subsidiary, marked for tradeoffs between price 

and flexibility, worsened by the typical Delta’s oscillating demand. Between 2009 and 2013 

the preferred supplier used to be Glass_2, a large manufacturer located in North America that 

supplied the Delta’s subsidiaries of North and Latin America.  

Since currency exchange rates become unfavorable to import glass from North America, 

added of the high logistics costs, the supply choice had fallen on the Brazilian subsidiary of 

Glass_3, a European manufacturer that have been supplying the European and Asian Delta’s 

subsidiaries in Europe and Asia. Glass_3 had recently acquired an old plant of ordinary glass 

in Brazil and heavily invested in the production capacity and transference of technology. 

However, successive quality and delivery problems resulted in partial supply disruptions. In 

2015, the supply preference backed to the Brazilian firm Glass_1. The key features of the glass 

sourcing case may be summarized in the Table 27. 
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Table 27 – Glass sourcing case’s key features 

Glass Sourcing Case 

Operational 

features 

Flexibility Glass production is typically a low flexibility 

manufacturing due to high setups 

Lead-time The most economical way to import glasses is 

transporting by sea, which results in a higher lead-

time 

Quality Fragrance and cosmetics manufactures need high 

quality glasses, leaving few suppliers to play 

Location Location is paramount, since glass vases are heavy 

and large in volume, affecting logistic costs 

Business 

features 

Demand Rapid variations in demand, characteristic of the 

direct sales system, bring a tradeoff between costs 

and flexibility 

Contract Once a fragrance is launched, in a locally or 

globally basis, the parties usually establish long-

term contracts 

 

This case illustrates typical challenges MNCs frequently face: to balance global policies 

with diverse macro economical context in their subsidiaries. This case also highlights the 

tradeoffs faced by the buyer-firm between its need for flexibility and velocity (derived from its 

direct channel sales strategy) and operational efficiency, since this sourcing typically presents 

higher lead-time and higher logistic costs (glass is a heavy material).  

The visual mapping (depicted in the Figure 18) represents the main events in a time line 

basis, and the relationship between them. Initially, the establishment of a new purchasing policy 

and the rate exchange clearly influenced the preference between suppliers. When Glass_3 

showed difficulties to solve recurrent quality problems, the only supply alternative was 

Glass_1, that took over the largest supply share. Data suggests that the new policy 

implementation of concentrate strategic sourcing in global firms (a buyer decision), the 

exchange rate fluctuation (an event outside the buyer-firm control), and the potential risk of 

supply disruption (an event inside the supplier-control) represent the triggers of suppliers’ 

switching in this case. Besides these direct factors, the initial declining of economical activity 

in Brazil with increasing currency devaluation might have reinforced the decision to bring back 

the glass supply to local facilities, incurring in logistic and costs savings. The display 

represented in the Figure 19summarizes this reasoning.  
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Figure 18 – Visual mapping of the glass sourcing case 

 

 

Figure 19– Sequence of changes in the glass sourcing and intervened factors 

 

Value-drivers from buyer and supplier- firms’ perspectives: While the value-drivers 

from both sides were clearly expressed (Table 28 provides a summary), a sense of frustration 
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was present in the narratives. Glass_1 narratives suggest they are afraid of not being able to 

establish a long-term sourcing basis with Delta. According the Glass_1’s sales manager, 

“…sometimes we feel as we were spot-suppliers, we need something more concrete, more long-

term oriented”. The Glass_3’s sales manager also shows concern about the time it will take for 

the Glass_3 operations become reliable. From the buyer’s side, the Latin America glass 

purchasing manager sums up in the following sentence: “We are working close to the suppliers 

trying to figure out what is good for everyone, balancing alternatives. Indeed, we are living a 

rough time in this sourcing, sacrifices abound”.  

 

Table 28 – Value-drivers from buyer and supplier’s perspectives- Glass sourcing 

Value perception in glass sourcing  

Buyer side TCO Total price ownership: price paid + logistic costs + 

inventory costs  

Quality Quality is a major requirement in fragrance and 

cosmetics products 

Location Closer plants may reduce lead-time and logistic costs 

Financial strength Glass manufacturing is a capital-intensive industry, 

requiring large financial resources, while requiring 

low levels of technology. 

Compliance  Formal codes of compliance regarding 

environmental, social, and anti-corruption aspects 

Global footprint Global suppliers provide global (and better) 

negotiations. Local subsidiaries have fast access to 

information, technology and best management 

practices. 

Supplier side Volume Higher the volume's order, higher the supplier's 

margin, due to the high manufacturing setup 

Continuity Long-term contracts reduces the risk of new 

investments 

Reputation Being a supplier of a large MNC means that high 

standard requirements are accomplished  

New business 

opportunities 

Being a supplier of a large MNC make easier 

establish new business relationships, allowing 

economies of scale and scope.   

Global footprint Global buyers provide access to their subsidiaries, 

enhancing the potential of new business 

opportunities. Large MNCs are exigent customers, 

providing stimuli to capabilities development.  
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The data analysis shows that the declared value-drivers are not being met by any of the 

involved firms. As a result, the perception of value creation in the present time is considered to 

be smaller than in the previous years. 

The analysis of the perception of value creation over time, from both buyer and supplier 

perspectives, may be depicted in the Figure 20. This analysis considered how the buyer’s WTP 

(Willingness-to-pay) and the suppliers’ OC (Opportunity Cost) could fluctuate in response to 

changes in four periods of time. The length of each strip is proportional to the quantity of value 

created in the sourcing process. Through the buyer’s perspective, the longer the strip, the greater 

the WTP regarding a particular supplier. From the supplier side, the longer the strip, the smaller 

the OC regarding the buyer. 

 

 

Figure 20 – Dynamics of value creation over time in glass sourcing case 

 

It is interesting to note the difference between the total value created in the time t1 and 

the time t4 in the same business relationship. We refer here to the Delta-Glass_1 dyad. In t1, 

Glass_1 and Delta have been enjoying the outcomes of a long time business relationship, 

displayed as two bars with equivalent length (the blue bar represents the value created by 

Glass_1, and the orange bar the value created by the buyer). It means both firms had equivalent 

WTP and OC to transact with each other, since both parties seemed to fully meet their value-

drivers. Glass_2, a North American MNC, due to global supply agreements, switched Glass_1. 

After the changes occurred in t2 and t3 due to exchange currency ratio, in t4 Glass_1 is back as 

the preferred supplier. However, the value created in the relationship is much lower than before. 
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The relative price charged by Glass_1 is higher than before because it contains some mistrust 

that the buyer-firm does not want to engage in a long-term relationship again, reacting as a 

“spot” supplier. In the same time, Glass_1 is highly motivated to supply because of the high 

volume orders. These mixed feelings result in a relatively higher price and a higher OC, 

producing lower value.  

From the buyer-side, there is also a lower value creation regarding Glass_1, although 

they acknowledge the importance of this supplier, given the circumstances. Here also there is 

mixed feelings: Glass_1 promptly responded the request for supply to avoid a disruption, but 

the buyer-firm sees some opportunism in the higher price charged by Glass_1. Otherwise, the 

buyer is aware that Glass_1 could hardly become a global supplier, or even a regional one, due 

to its capacity limitations and moderate levels of product quality. Thus, the buyer’s WTP is 

lower than before. 

Generally, bringing a second supplier to a sole sourcing situation promotes a higher 

value creation (Richardson, 1985) because competition will stimulate better offerings from 

suppliers. This happened in the glass sourcing case just during around three years. After a short 

period of higher value creation (t2), the further periods regarding suppliers’ change showed a 

decreasing value creation.    

Capabilities development within sourcing case: the glass sourcing case illustrates the 

stages of value creation in terms of capabilities development. Glass_1 used to present some 

degree of sufficiency in a specific task: meet the Delta’s oscillating demand with flexibility and 

cost, although Glass_1 did not have production capacity to supply Delta’s Latin America 

subsidiaries.  From 2009, when the exchange rate started to favor imports, the Mexican glass 

manufacturer Glass_2 became the preferred supplier for the Brazilian subsidiary, since it was 

already a competitive supplier to Delta’s North America subsidiary. The high logistics costs 

were offset to operational efficiency, integration initiatives well established among firms, 

resulting in fast new products development, and intense information exchange. According to 

the respondents, Glass_2 owned at that time strong operational capabilities. However, in 2013, 

the exchange rate did not favor more imports. Delta was aware that their glass supplier to 

Europe (Glass_3) had bought an old and small glass factory in Brazil. Delta encouraged the 

rapid expansion and modernization of the plant. Glass_3 hired experienced managers to the 

sales function, absorbing the original technical staff of the old plant. As already reported in 

MNCs research, the capability transfer among subsidiaries is not an easy task (Teece, 2009). 

Indeed, Glass_3 was unable to keep the enough predictability in terms of quality and delivery. 
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Delta had to abandon Glass_3 and return to Glass_1 to assure a minimum of predictability in 

glass sourcing.    

The suppliers interviewed were Glass_1 and Glass_3. Both agree that the biggest 

challenge in this sourcing is to face the difficult forecast demand of Delta. They also have fears 

of not returning, in the long-term, to be preferred suppliers, especially after learning that 

Glass_2 is building a new plant in Brazil.  

 

8.6 Case 4 – Printing services sourcing 

 

Business context: Print paper is one of the Delta’s largest spends in a very reduced supplying 

base. Includes paper purchasing, fragranced varnish and offset printing purchasing for the Latin 

America region subsidiaries, i.e., Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Peru, Ecuador, Mexico, 

Dominican Republic, and the rest of Central America. Every 20 days, a total of 10 million 

catalogs are printed for Brazilian sales representatives. Delta prints three types of catalog with 

different technical requirements. The cosmetics catalog is the more sophisticated. Few firms 

are able to print it because the high volume (few of them have enough capacity), or the 

technological requirements (application of fragranced varnish in the center pages). A new 

catalog is printed every 14-workingday.  

Sourcing context: Suppliers are among the global top 3 offset printing companies in a 

capital-intensive business: Print_1 and Print_2. Print_1 is the preferred and older supplier. 

Print_1 subsidiaries are also the preferred supplier to Delta’s subsidiaries in Chile, Mexico, 

USA, and some European countries. Long-term contracts and high interdependence are the 

main features of this sourcing. Every three years a new bidding is organized, but Print_1 has 

remained for the last ten years. Print_1 is considered an excellent supplier, reaching quality, 

cost, and delivery with flexibility. Quoting the narrative from the Delta’s purchasing manager: 

“Print_1 presents what we need: quality, price, and delivery with flexibility. Yes, I said delivery 

with flexibility, not delivery and flexibility. We change our needs every campaign and Print_1 

meets them accordingly. They have an ability to adapt quickly their equipment, personnel, to 

deliver the catalogs in the schedule we need, despite our delays”. 

Delta follows a purchasing policy of not contracting suppliers for more than three years. 

Offset printing sourcing is an exception. A longer contract allows the supplier to invest in more 

modern equipment, improving productivity, quality, and cost. According to the Delta’s 

purchasing manager there is an appreciable difference in price depending on the length of the 

contract. Since Delta and Print_1 have sourcing contracts between some subsidiaries, there is a 
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Print_1’s global account manager to deal with the Delta’s issues. For instance, the Print_1’s 

respondent explained that investments decisions run in a “fast track mode” regarding Delta’s 

needs:  “…when I have to request an investment to the headquarter associated with a global 

customer, the decision is fast, everyone knows who it is”. The key features of this case are 

resumed in the Table 29. 

 

Table 29 - Print sourcing case’s key features 

Print Sourcing Case 

Operational 

features 

Time frame Printing must be complete in 48 hours and catalogs 

delivered in the next 12 hours. 

Flexibility Printing process must be flexible to introduce 

modifications and delayed information.  

Quality Cosmetics catalogs are technically sophisticated, 

containing fragrant pages. 

Price Price is central, but in this case is more an outcome than 

an assumption.  

Business 

features 

Interdependence There is a learning process between firms over time, 

leading to customization and improvements difficult to 

be replicated. 

Contract Long-term contracts allow suppliers make investments 

in equipment that provide higher productivity and 

quality on printing. 

 

 

Change context: Print_1 is considered a high performance supplier. The decision to 

bring a second supplier was due to a risk mitigation initiative. Sales are highly dependent of the 

distribution of printed catalogs in a due date. Any accident such as a fire or flood can destroy 

the sales performance that year. Additionally, the Print_1 subsidiary in Argentina closed one of 

the two plants they operated in this country. The reason was the economic uncertainty produced 

by decisions of the local government (former President Cristina Kirchner), preventing the 

importation of paper and catalogs, among other restrictions that made unfeasible to continue 

the operations. Fortunately, Print_2 was printing the catalogs of Argentinian Delta subsidiary. 

Although this government intervention has not affected Delta operations in Argentina, this 

event has lighted an alert in the organization. Printed catalogs represent the very core Delta’s 

business. The visual mapping depicted on Figure 21 shows the sequence of events. 
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Figure 21 – Visual mapping of the Print sourcing case 

 

Although Delta considers Print_1 an excellent supplier, given the circumstances, a 

second player was brought to the game as a mitigation risk initiative. Print_2 is also a large 

MNC, located less than one kilometer far from Print_1. Data about suppliers is summarized in 

the Table 30.  

 

Table30 - Suppliers’ features of the Print sourcing case 

  Print_1 Print_2 

Lifetime 150 y 40 y 

Ownership Publicly traded Publicly traded 

Scope of 

operations 
Plants in 39 countries 11 plants in 6 countries 

Employees 

(Global/Brazil) 
65.000/ NI 25.000/1.300 

Revenues (2014) US$ 12 billion US$ 5 billion 
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Although Print_2 supplies Delta in other countries, here the resistance was due to the 

fact that the Delta’s major competitor prints their catalogs at Print_2. However, due to 

mitigation risk pressures, Delta gave the sourcing of a new product premium brand catalog to 

Print_2. This new catalog’s volume is much lower than the main sales catalog, but it is more 

sophisticated in some technical requirements of fragrance adherence. For the Delta’s 

purchasing manager, it is important Print_2 understands the Delta’s features. According to him, 

“…we are not an easy business, we have to deal with lots of uncertainties…we delay the 

sending of archives, we make some mistakes, the supplier ends up suffering the consequences”.  

Despite these problems, Print_1 reacted when Print_2 entered within sourcing. They 

proposed to discuss price again, but Delta has a policy of not re-open bidding processes: “we 

do not want an auction”, have said the purchasing manager. Moreover, some technical 

specificities of the new catalog required equipment that only Print_2 owned. For the Print_2’s 

president, “…an old dream comes true. We are fully prepared to exceed the Delta’s needs”.    

Value-drivers from buyer and supplier- firms perspectives: printing sourcing is one of 

the largest spends at Delta. The pressure for products’ price reduction in the marketplace 

reflects directly into printing sourcing. Due to the business volume, Delta is focused on price 

and terms of payment to assure a more comfortable cash flow. Otherwise, at the present time, 

only two suppliers have plant capacity to attend Delta volumes. There is evidence of a high 

level of interdependence in the buyer-supplier relationship.   

Capabilities development within sourcing case: although the list of value-drivers from 

both perspectives starts with operational parameters, here the expectations go beyond the TCO 

requirements (Table 31). While in the sourcing cases of furniture and graphic design displays 

we observed some degree of compensatory balance regarding operational capabilities, here we 

observe evidence of dynamic capabilities acting over operational capabilities. The descriptions 

from both sides (Delta and Print_1) about the necessity of making last minute arrangements at 

the supplier’s operations in every printing order, due to the information delays or change in 

products’ price, may suggest the action of established process (dynamic capabilities) that allow 

reconfiguring printing processes to achieve the desired operational outcomes. Regarding 

Print_2, the business relationship is still very recent, making it difficult to analyze the deployed 

capabilities. The narratives involving Delta and Print_2 dyad contained more future 

expectations that an achievements history.  However, it is likely that Print_2 also owns dynamic 
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capabilities, since its customers’ portfolio is compounded by large and challenger companies 

and its relevance in the printing industry.    

Table 31 - Value-drivers from buyer and supplier’s perspectives- Print sourcing 

Value perception in print sourcing process 

Buyer side Price and quality Value-driver that few firms can meet. Here, price + 

quality reflects the technological status of the 

supplier. 

Delivery and 

flexibility 

Catalogs must be delivered in a due time to sales 

representatives, regardless the delays Delta has done. 

Global footprint Global suppliers provide global (and better) 

negotiations. Local subsidiaries have fast access to 

information, technology and best management 

practices. 

Financial strength Printing is a capital-intensive industry, requiring large 

investments in more advanced equipment to provide 

high productivity, quality, and environmental safety. 

Supplier side Volume Higher the volume's order, higher the supplier's 

margin, due to the high manufacturing setup 

Continuity Long-term contracts reduces the risk of new 

investments 

Reputation Being a supplier of a large MNC means that high 

standard requirements are accomplished  

New business 

opportunities 

Being a supplier of a large MNC make easier 

establish new business relationships, allowing 

economies of scale and scope.   

Global footprint Global buyers provide access to their subsidiaries, 

enhancing the potential of new business opportunities.  

 

 

Analyzing the perception of value creation over time, from both sides, we could suggest 

that the entrance of a second supplier in this sourcing seems not to be increased significantly 

the total value created by Delta. Conversely, Print_1 seems to have reacted to the virtual threat 

reducing its OC (the longer blue strip in t2). Print_2, as a new supplier, perceives its entrance 

within sourcing as an important step. The result is a reduced OC regarding Delta. The Figure 

22 represents our effort in representing this situation.   
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Figure 22 - Dynamics of value creation in Print sourcing case 

 

8.7 Case 5 – Pumps sourcing case 

 

Business context: Pumps are dispensing systems used to release fragrances, lotions, creams, 

and liquid soap usually packaged in glass or plastic containers. More recently, high 

technological pumps have been added a premium status to cosmetics products, and patents 

protect most of them. In fact, some innovations in the cosmetics industry are rooted in the 

pumps design and functionality. For example, the airless packaging technology prevents the air 

from compromising sensitive formulations, eliminating the use of chemical preservatives and 

enhancing the product’s shelf life.  

Pumps’ sourcing is strategic to Delta for two reasons: first, Brazil is considered the 

leader in terms of volume consumption of fragrances per capita in the world (Euromonitor, 

2014). Second, fragrance is the most profitable product division at Delta. Most of the fragrances 

are developed in a global basis, requiring long-term contracts with pumps manufactures. 

The main global pumps manufacturers are nested into large packaging companies, 

sharing a high competitive marketplace and a crescent consolidation. After several mergers and 

acquisitions in the last ten years, three large companies with global operations have emerged as 

relevant players in pumps cosmetics marketplace.  Two of them, publicly owned, are the 

suppliers involved in this case (Table 33).  

Pumps are designed to contain, protect and release the product from the packaging. They 

are formed by several small pieces, usually produced by specialized manufacturers in different 

countries and assembled by the pumps’ supplier, which owns the intellectual property rights on 

the pump. The functioning of a valve differs from supplier to supplier, even when they seem 
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similar externally. Currently, firms as Delta prefer to choose standard pumps from suppliers to 

their new products, due to the high costs of an exclusive development. Even so, every new 

fragrance launch requires long and intermittent tests to assure pumps’ reliability over the 

lifetime of the product with the consumer. Indeed, if the fragrance achieves lasting success, a 

state of dependency, in some degree, is established. The costs involved in the development of 

a new dispensing system must include the development of a glass packaging that fits into the 

valve, the time required for testing, and the availability in all the interested markets may prevent 

a supplier’s switch. For these reasons, according to Delta, pumps’ sourcing is even more critical 

than glass’ sourcing, as summarized in the Table 32. 

In a global cosmetic company as Delta, a new fragrance product is often developed to 

be sold in an entire region, as Latin America, or even in most of the countries the company 

operates. It means that the choice of a supplier to a given pump should consider a long-term 

horizon, since changes may be costly and technologically complex. According to Delta’s 

respondents, NPD and Marketing teams only recently become aware of the high costs and risks 

involved in the development of an exclusive dispensing system to a given fragrance. Currently, 

the guidance is to adapt glass design to standard pumps, in order to reduce the complexity and 

size of inventory.   

Sourcing context: Pumps manufacturing is a business of very few players. The major 

global supplier (Pumps_1) plays a monopoly-like sourcing to Delta, benefiting from 30-year 

business relationship. A mature relationship is well established within Delta’s headquarters, 

where most of the new products used to be developed. Albeit being a large MNC, Pumps_1 has 

been acquiring several companies in different countries in an aggressive consolidation 

movement in the last decade. According to their 2014 financial report, Pumps_1 owns 37 plants 

in 18 countries dedicated to the home, health and beauty segment (Table 33). At Delta, the 

pumps’ sourcing global procurement management leadership is located in an European market, 

where Pumps_1 plays a dominant role, due their size, geographical presence, expertise and 

length of relationship. Delta recognizes that Pumps_1 presents a more uniform portfolio than 

Pumps_2, meaning that the same pump can be offered (and most of times assembled) in all 

countries Delta operates.   
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Table 32 – Pumps’ sourcing case’s key features 

Pumps Sourcing Case 

Operational 

features 

Lead-time High lead-time is rooted in geographically dispersed supply chain 

of components. 

Quality Fragrance and cosmetics manufactures need high quality pumps, 

leaving few suppliers to play. 

Business 

features 

Demand Rapid variations in demand, characteristic of the direct sales 

system, bring a tradeoff between costs and flexibility. 

Dependence Patents protect pumps development. Tests of new pumps are time 

consuming. Usually high suppliers' switching costs.  

Contract Once a fragrance is launched, in a locally or globally basis, the 

parties usually establish long-term contracts. 

 

 

Table 33-Suppliers’ features of the Pumps sourcing case 

  
Pumps_1 (2014) Pumps_2 (2013) 

Ownership Publicly traded Publicly traded 

Global Footprint 37 plants in 18 countries  20 plants in 12 countries  

Employees 

(Global/Brazil) 
13.000/ NI 16.000/ NI 

Revenues  US$ 2,8 billion US$ 5,4 billion  

 

The table 33 shows the figures concerning Pumps_2 before to be acquired by one of the 

largest worldwide packaging company (net sales of US$ 16 billion) occurred in 2014-2015. We 

choose to present the 2013 figures of Pumps_2, instead of 2014 data, to avoid a distortion in 

overall figures. Examining the financial reports before and after the acquisition, it seems that 

the current pumps’ business is due entirely to Pumps_2. The relevant data after the acquisition 

is the apparently strong willingness of the new shareholders to invest in the pumps business 

growth. According to the respondent of Pumps_2, the business tripled in the last two years in 

Latin America. Beyond offering high technological pumps, they seek to bring market 

intelligence to customers, by investing in the latest research on consumer behavior and 

marketplace trends.   
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Figure 23 –Visual mapping of the Pumps sourcing case 

 

From the buyer’s firm perspective, the pumps’ sourcing presents two main challenges: 

high lead-time, and high suppliers’ switching costs (Walker & Weber, 1987). The high lead-

time is rooted in the geographical diversity of the suppliers’ suppliers. The suppliers switching 

costs arises from the technological specificity of every product, the time needed to perform all 

the reliability tests, as well as the need to provide the same product to several countries. 

Although both suppliers produce some parties of the pumps, most components come from 

manufacturers located in Europe and Asia. Lately, Pumps_1and Pumps_2 have strengthened 

their presence in Latin America; the first inaugurating the 6th manufacturing plant, the later 

building a brand new plant in 2013 and a plant extension in 2015-2016. Both plants are located 

nearby São Paulo. 

Regarding the 2014 – 2015 Brazilian economic crisis, both suppliers share similar 

vision: they believe that cosmetics sales will get worse for another two or three years (until 

2017 or 2018) in Brazil. They believe that the consumer is becoming more rational, regardless 
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the social class. This more rational behavior should direct their choices for products with higher 

added value, when the crisis is over.  

The post-crisis outlook shows slightly different visions between suppliers: while the 

respondent of Pumps_1 believes that the recovery will be slow and gradual, Pumps_2’s 

respondent bet that sales growth will be around 3-4 % per year, driven by the rapid growth of 

small cosmetic companies focused in fragrance products. In this scenario, according to him, the 

offer of pumps may become smaller than the demand. Besides a possible price increase, there 

is also a risk of shortage in the production chain. Quoting Pumps_2’s main manager: “...the 

marketplace cannot currently grow, but I get a new project every week”. 

Change context: The event considered a change in this case occurred when Delta ended 

the sole sourcing strategy established with Pumps_1 during several years. In 2013 Delta decided 

to give to Pumps_2 the supply of pumps to some new products in development. By the end of 

2015, Pumps_2 was holding about 10% of the pumps supply. The visual mapping depicts the 

pumps sourcing evolution over time (Figure23).    

According to Delta, the pumps supply used to be a monopoly-like until 2013, exerted 

by Pumps_1. The entry of a second supplier to the game was apparently due to a number of 

factors: first, the cosmetics industry was growing about 8% by year, favoring the entrance of 

some small and medium competitors. Second, aware of this opportunity, Pumps_2 started a 

more aggressive presence in the marketplace. Third, Pumps_1 was presenting a series of 

delivery problems. At last, and apparently more important, the Delta’s Latin America 

Purchasing management wanted to put an end to a sole sourcing situation, bringing competition 

not only to price, but also to lead-time.  

According to the Delta respondent from the procurement department, this was not an 

easy move. After all, Pumps_1 holds a number of fragrance lines, which change would be 

certainly costly. Thus, Delta brought Pumps_2 as a supplier for new products, which reached 

currently a share of 10% in the pumps sourcing. The reaction of Pumps_1 resulted positive to 

Delta, with some improvement on lead-time and price. However, a paradigm appears to be 

broken.  

Sourcing Planning and NPD are two functions at Delta that have a close and frequent 

interaction with these suppliers. When invited to compare the suppliers, the respondents in 

charge of these departments said that both have good products and reliable technical assistance, 

but Pumps_2 is more “fast” and “interested”. More specifically, they point to some examples 

where production problems occurred, followed by a prompt response of Pumps_2. According 
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to one of the respondents: “They [Pumps_2] are always nearby, looking for means to understand 

our operation”. As a result of this proximity, “they are fast, too fast, in solving problems and 

proposing new savings...” According to the respondent of Pumps_2, his role is to facilitate 

interaction between his teams and Delta’s teams. According to him, “After six months working 

close, both teams of Sourcing Planning achieved the goal of reducing the lead-time of a given 

pump from 60 days to 15 days”.  

On the other hand, Pumps_2 presents a smaller geographical coverage supply. In the 

case of global launches, Pumps_2 could supply not all countries where Delta operates within 

the same agreed conditions of price and responsiveness. However, they are able to supply as 

well as Pumps_1 in all Latin America countries, so far the best performing region for Delta. 

Value-drivers from buyer and supplier- firms perspectives: While the other cases 

describe events where the buyer has changed its preference from a supplier to another already 

established supplier, the pumps sourcing case describes the event of the entrance of a second 

supplier, interrupting a long-term sole sourcing. The value perception from buyers and suppliers 

reflect this situation (Table 34).  

 

Table 34 - Value-drivers from buyer and supplier’s perspectives- Pumps sourcing 

Value perception in pumps sourcing 

Buyer side Global 

footprint 

Global suppliers provide a uniform portfolio. Fragrances must be 

equal worldwide. 

Agility Ability to enhance supply chain responsiveness, without incurring 

in additional costs. 

Supplier side Global 

footprint 

Global buyers provide access to their subsidiaries, enhancing the 

potential of new business opportunities. Large MNCs are exigent 

and complex customers, providing stimuli to capabilities 

development. 

Reputation Being a supplier of a large MNC means that high standard 

requirements are accomplished 

New 

business 

opportunities 

Being a supplier of a large MNC make easier establish new 

business relationships with local firms. 

 

 

Repeating a pattern observed in the other cases from Delta, here also buyers and 

suppliers consider highly valuable having a partner with global footprint.  Initially, the entrance 

of Pumps_2 was viewed with some caution for other functions at Delta. Apparently, they did 

not believe in the Print_2’s ability to develop more sophisticated pumps. This “cold welcome” 
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is reflected in the lower WTC (strip orange) in time t2. Once the initial developments showed 

successful, the perception of a higher value creation is expressed in time t3 with a longer orange 

strip. Pumps_1 reacted reducing lead-times and become more responsive. This behavior change 

is reflected in its lower OC. The Figure 24 summarizes this reasoning. 

Capabilities development within sourcing case: the entry of a second supplier caused 

changes that were beyond the mere breaking of a quasi-monopoly. Pumps_2 brought a different 

approach to the sourcing process, offering solutions based in recent marketing surveys. 

Differently of Pumps_1, that seems to present a reactive position in face of Delta’s demands, 

Pumps_2 undertakes efforts to offer new pumps according to the design and operational 

features of the production line, as well as logistics and costs attributes.  

 

 

Figure 24 - Dynamics of value creation in Pumps sourcing case 

 

Since Pumps_1 is a successful MNC, present in several countries, it is likely that the 

firm had developed dynamic capabilities in the core functions and markets. However, based on 

the respondents’ perceptions, these dynamic capabilities are not observable in this sourcing. In 

contrast, the analysis of Pumps_2 respondent is suggestive of dynamic capabilities in the sales 

and marketing functions, as well as R&D function. It is remarkable the short period of time 

these capabilities seem to be built. According to the respondents, a global company acquired 

Pumps_2 in 2012, then an inexpressive firm in the pumps industry, receiving a large investment. 

Likely the top team management ability of orchestrating the human, technological, and physical 
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assets in a situation of large organizational slack (Bourgeois, 1981) might be accelerated the 

dynamic capabilities development. 

 

8.8 Case 6 – International Logistics services sourcing 

 

Business context: the Delta’s subsidiaries in Latin America are highly dependent of imported 

goods and raw materials from Asia, USA and Europe, making international logistics (air and 

ocean) one of the largest spend of the company, as such a strategic sourcing. The suppliers are 

third-party logistics operators (3PL), firms that typically provide multiple logistics services, in 

an integrated way, for customers. Among the services 3PLs provide are transportation, 

warehousing, cross-docking, inventory management, and freight forwarding. The global 3PL 

market reached US$ 750 billion in 2014 (Third Party Logistics Market Analysis, 2015).Given 

the high level of expertise and information technology investments required to manage all the 

logistics services in a globally basis, most of multinational companies outsources their logistics 

operations. According to the Delta respondents, 3PL services improve velocity, increase supply 

chain visibility, reduce risk, and costs.  

At Delta, the time required to the whole bidding process is around six months, due to 

the analysis of large amount of historical data and future scenarios. Proposals consider price, 

routes, and lead-times. Contracts are complex, governed by several KPIs, and normally last for 

two years renewable for an additional year. The Delta’s four global regions teams jointly 

organize the biddings, so that Delta benefits from its global footprint and the leverage of 

business volume in negotiations. Each region counts with a “business intelligence team” of 

internal logistic experts, and purchasing managers specialized in international logistics. Given 

their business volume, capillarity, and bidding process, Delta attracts the best global suppliers. 

Indeed, the suppliers involved in this case are among the global top end-to-end supply chain 

solutions firms. 

Change context and suppliers’ features: according to the Delta’s respondents, both 

suppliers are equally efficient regarding KPIs and IT systems of tracking and tracing supply 

chain. The purchasing manager quotes: “…if you look only the tariffs and lead-time, you can 

not decide between them”. Both suppliers used to have monthly assessment meetings with local 

logistics team, and Latin America team every quarter. Table 35 provides information about 

Log_1 and Log_2. 

Log_1 is a longtime successful European company, presenting strong market positions 

in the sea and airfreight, having recently bought a large Brazilian logistic firm focused in 
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overland logistics. Despite the apparent short lifetime when compared to Log_1, Log_2 has an 

ancestry of traditional logistics companies that merged and restructured in the last three 

decades. According to the Log_2’ respondent, the firm had a great turnaround in 2011-2012, 

including changes in the CEO and top management team. After that, massive investments in IT 

and management training yielded important growth in all regions where Log_2 operates.  

 

Table 35 – Suppliers Log_1 and Log_2 features 

  
Log_1 Log_2 

Lifetime 125 y 10 y 

Ownership 
49% publicly held, 

51% family owned. 

Investment fund 

ownership 

Scope 
Operations in 100 

countries, German 

origin 

Operations in 160 

countries, North 

American origin 

Employees 

(Global/Brazil) 
60.000 / 1.600 42.000 / 5.300 

Revenues 

(2014) 
US$ 23 billion US$ 8 billion 

 

 

Firms from the automotive industry were the largest Log_1 and Log_2 clients till 2014. 

When cars and trucks sales started to decline in 2013, Log_2 sought a greater participation in 

the consumer goods industry. At that time, Delta was the only global firm from consumer goods 

segment that Log_2 had as client. In 2014, Delta called four different 3PL suppliers to 

participate in a special project, which purpose was the creation of a new logistic network 

configuration to link suppliers’ plants from USA to Delta’ plant in Mexico. Log_2 presented a 

complete project only three weeks later. According to the Delta’s respondent, “The project was 

flawless, we were impressed by the technical quality, creativity and saving projections […] but 

above all we were impressed by the speed of response”. The implementation of this new project 

provided an opportunity to Delta and Log_2 to deepen their relationship. 

Log_1 and Log_2 used to share most of the 3PL service demanded by the Delta’s Latin 

America subsidiaries, with a longtime preference over Log_1. However, in the 2015 bidding, 

Log_2 captured an important share regarding airfreight, the most profitable service within 3PL, 

becoming the preferred supplier. Table 36 summarizes the change between suppliers.  
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Table 36 – Change of suppliers’ positions 

  
Log_1 Log_2 

Previous bidding 
70% ocean <5% ocean 

25% air 15% air 

Present bidding 

60% ocean 20% ocean 

7% air 60% air 

 

According to the Delta respondents, the reason of preference change to Log_2 was due 

to their higher flexibility and velocity in solving unpredictable problems, besides a deeper 

understanding of the Delta’s business.“Log_2 has the ability to understand our business, the 

limitations we have, and our features as contractor of this service”. On the other hand, Log_1 

is less “flexible”, more contract oriented (quoted from Delta’s Logistics Latin America 

Manager). 

For the Log_1 respondent, “[…] Delta is important for everybody [suppliers]. All of 

them devote resources, the most skillful managers to Delta. Despite this, some mistakes are 

made from time to time. It is normal a preference change among suppliers. This is like a dança 

das cadeiras.  Companies as VW and GM do the same. Delta is going through a difficult period 

[…] very small differences in price can impact in the medium term” (quoted from Log_1 

Brazilian subsidiary President).  

From the Log_2 respondent, “[…] taking more than 30% of the logistics operations in 

Latin America is the natural result of our commitment to Delta. Log_2 is not only a 3PL 

operator; we work as if we were the Delta’s Logistics division. We seek to learn everything 

about the Delta’s business, which products have higher margins, what is going on […] We 

never communicate a problem to Delta without an action plan to solve it […] and quickly. We 

have 70 professionals breathing Delta 7/24. Sometimes they know better some processes than 

Delta’s employees” (quoted from Log_2’s Latin America Sales VP). 

The visual map depicted in the Figure 25 shows the sequential events in the logistics 

sourcing. While Log_1 remained the preferred supplier for years, Log_2 started an aggressive 

campaign to gain attention and relevance into the sourcing. The efforts culminated in the 

achievement of most of the supply share in the bidding held in 2015. 
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Figure 25 - Visual mapping of International Logistics sourcing case 

 

Value-drivers from buyer and supplier-firms perspectives: the buyer perception is that 

both supplier-firms completely fill the value-driver of being highly efficient global firms. The 

difference between them was stated as a greater flexibility at the operational sense (enhancing 

Delta’s responsiveness to consumers), as well as behavioral sense (showing a proactive attitude 

regarding unpredictable problems).   

In this case, the buyer perceives the Log_2’s value as such: “They [Log_2] know how 

we earn money, which products affect our margins...they combine high flexibility and high cost 

efficiency”, says the Latin America Logistics manager.  

The buyer’s value-drivers of global footprint, high expertise, and proactivity, in this 

case, seems to be somewhat complementary, since they express the wish of having a supplier 

acting beyond the buyer-firm’s best interests with a high degree of autonomy, technical 

expertise, and knowledge about the customers’ business. This set of value expectations reflects 

also a higher level of relational integration. Being a proactive supplier means to know in details 

the buyer’s operations concerning the sourcing. Probably for this reason, suppliers considered 
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“customer commitment to integration practices” a necessary step to become proactive. The 

table 37 summarizes the value-drivers from both sides. 

 

Table 37 - Value-drivers from buyer and suppliers’ perspectives 

Value-drivers in international logistics sourcing 

Buyer side Global 

footprint 

Global suppliers provide global (and better) negotiations. Local 

subsidiaries have fast access to information, and updated 

technology. 

Agility Ability of a supplier to add on the buyer-firm's responsiveness. 

High 

expertise 

Ability of providing the best technical solution at an affordable 

price. 

Commitment Ability to decide what is best for buyer-firm's business as a whole. 

Supplier side Global 

footprint 

Global buyers provide access to their subsidiaries, enhancing the 

potential of new business opportunities. Large MNCs are exigent 

and complex customers, providing stimuli to capabilities 

development.  

Reputation Being a supplier of large MNCs with complex and diversified 

operations works as a "certificate of excellence" to potential 

customers of any industry. 

New 

business 

opportunities 

Being a supplier of a large MNC make easier establish new business 

relationships with local firms.  

Commitment Sophisticated sourcing processes need customer commitment to 

assure full exchange of information between firms. 

 

From the suppliers’ perspectives, the value-drivers considered the most important seem 

to be also complementary in some extent. Global footprint, reputation, and new business 

opportunities are all related to the challenging context of being transacting with large MNCs, 

and they were already discussed in the last section. However, there is here an emphasis over 

the expectation of developing new business opportunities among more relevant customers. 

Suppliers show they are ready to assume several simultaneous new businesses, likely because 

they have already made large investments in developing high expertise. Now, it is time to pay 

back the investments through economies of scale and scope.  

Comparing buyer and suppliers’ perspectives, the value-drivers present a reasonable 

congruence between them. They reflect a sophisticated sourcing process, involving firms with 

high expertise and expectations on value creation. Although the term price is rarely cited in the 
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narratives, it is clear that being a cost competitive supplier is an assumption. Here, providing 

agility to the supply chain does not represent a trade-off on costs. 

The Figure 26 represents a tentative of interpreting the perceptions of WTP from Alpha 

and the OC of both suppliers over time.  

The time t1, Log_1 was the preferred supplier, creating a higher WTP on Delta than 

Log_2. We can consider this situation from 2009 to 2013. Around 2014, Log_2 has gained the 

bidding of some projects, demonstrating not only technical expertise, but also a fast response 

to the inquiries. Log_2 took advantage of the projects implementation to deepen integration 

initiatives and information exchange. This period is depicted as the time t2 in the Figure 26. 

The longer green strip represents the reduced Log_2’s OC. In this time, Delta still preferred 

Log_1. However, in the 2015 bidding (time t3), Log_2 has earned a superior WTP from Delta. 

Narratives suggest that the sum of total value in t3 was higher than in t1, with the intensification 

of the rivalry between suppliers. 

 

 

Figure 26 – Dynamics of value creation in the logistics sourcing case 

 

Capabilities development within sourcing case: the value-drivers described in the Table22are 

suggestive of having a dynamic component in the underlying processes that allow these values 

to emerge. We highlight a quote from the Delta’s Latin America Logistics manager: “I think 

the Log_2 main attribute is its ability “to see through the customer’s eyes”. What I mean by 

that? The ability Log_2 has to understand our business, the complexity of our business model 
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that generates a fluctuating demand. Moreover, they give us what we need most: flexibility at 

a competitive cost”.  

This quotation should be understood within the context of oscillating demand (owing to 

the distribution channel strategy of Delta) and the economic uncertainty in marketplace that 

currently affects the whole industry. We have explored deeper this “flexibility” value-driver 

from the buyer-firm respondent throughout the interview. Our interpretation is that the 

respondent (the buyer’s main logistic manager) was referring to the agility capability, in a sense 

similar to the definition provided by Braunscheidel & Suresh (2009, p. 126): “the capability of 

the firm, internally, and in conjunction with its key suppliers and customers, to adapt or respond 

in a speedy manner to a changing marketplace, contributing to agility of the extended supply 

chain”. In this case, the firm that would possess the agility capability is the Delta’s logistic 

providers. Although the terms flexibility and agility have been used somewhat interchangeably 

in the past, recent research has clearly distinguished them (Chiang et al., 2012). For instance, 

Swafford, Ghosh, & Murthy (2006) considered flexibility-agility to have a competence-

capability relationship, where competence would be equivalent to an operational capability, and 

agility a dynamic capability. 

Additionally, the mention of “flexibility at a competitive cost” by the Delta manager 

suggests presence of a dynamic component in the supplier’s activities. Recent research has 

found that increases in strategic flexibility can result in increasing operational efficiency when 

mediated by two ambidextrous traits capabilities: mass customization capability, and 

innovative ambidexterity (Kortmann, Gelhard, Zimmerman, & Piller, 2014). To confirm or not 

this interpretation, we asked two additional interviews with logistics sourcing case’s key 

managers. From the buyer side, we interviewed, for the first time, the Delta’s Sourcing Director 

for Latin America, responsible for overall indirect goods and services purchasing, including 

logistics. This executive participated on the creation of a new organizational unit at Delta 

around 2009, in charge of promoting strategic sourcing best practices within the firm. It was a 

global initiative, leading the Delta subsidiaries to be organized through global, regional, and 

local leaderships concerning strategic sourcing. According to his narrative, the creation of this 

unit was intended to bring strategic sourcing best practices to the procurement function.  

Initially, they introduced the methodology developed by the AT Kearney Consulting, 

providing extensive training to the procurement executives, as well as promoting structural 

changes to accommodate the new practices. After a couple of years, these shared routines 

(among other functions) and practices was already customized and adapted to the Delta’s needs. 
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Today, according to the respondent, every strategic sourcing case follows structured processes 

that are regularly reconfigured to assist specific needs and constraints imposed by technology, 

regulations, and business environment. Indeed, strategic suppliers are jointly assessed by the 

global, regional, and local teams resulting in improved bidding procedures that become best 

adapted to present conditions and firm’s needs. International logistics is a sophisticated service. 

Delta has developed IT systems that challenge the suppliers’ logistic solutions, leading to 

change in procedures and reallocation of suppliers’ resources.  

The description provided by the respondent is consistent with the dynamic capabilities 

creation mechanisms (e.g., Bowman & Ambrosini, 2009; Helfat et al., 2007) that seem to be 

drawn by learning processes, as well as the continuous dimension renewal behind the narrative 

about the evolution of the strategic sourcing capabilities. Another evidence of dynamic 

capability in use is its explicit role of changing established routines as a response to an 

environment change. The manager used the logistics case as an example of how they have been 

reconfiguring integration practices to attend the needs of information sharing and performance 

monitoring tools between firms.  

At Delta, the dynamic capabilities evolvement processes seem to reside in the top 

manager teams of purchasing and logistic functions organized in three levels: global, regional 

and local teams. Dynamic integration capabilities (Vanpoucke et al., 2014) are observable by 

means of the description of activities that are supported by processes that reflect the continuous 

alignment and realignment of operational practices according to performance measures. For 

instance, there is a calendar of meetings between the firms when KPIs are discussed and service 

performance is compared in a global, regional, and local basis; but also a daily information 

sharing routines that enable correction actions anytime a new supply chain risk is identified.    

From the supplier side, we interviewed the Log_2 Latin America Sales VP a second 

time, one year after the first interview. Here, we seek to confirm or not our initial impression 

of dynamic components involving this sourcing, by making more direct questions. The manager 

was requested to describe the firm turnaround happened in 2012, when most of the top 

management team, including the CEO, were fired by a board of investors representatives. After 

hiring new executives (including him), a massive investment was done by the fund of 

investment that controls Log_2 ownership. In this meantime, Log_2 largely invested in two 

goals: first, the development of IT systems applied to enhance the interface between customer 

and Log_2, providing a superior supply chain visibility and a customized interface. Second, 

substantive efforts were directed to re-build the organization culture after the turnaround. A 
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new organizational structure, governance, and incentives were aligned to attract employees with 

entrepreneurial and relational skills. According to the respondent, the sales professionals were 

trained to sense potential customers or new needs in current customers, by using IT tools that 

allow mapping customers’ unmet demands, as well as competitor’s moves.  

To be sure that was the case of a dynamic capability in use, we asked the manager for 

an example of a recently implemented sales strategy. The respondent recounted how they 

designed an innovative sales offer to the automotive industry to their subsidiary at Colombia, 

under his responsibility. The respondent described the paths that lead to the creation of a 

different logistics business model to Colombia, which specificities are quite different from the 

Brazilian automotive industry. The necessary requirements to consider a dynamic capability in 

use were there: first, the sensing processes that allowed mapping the potential customers’ unmet 

demands, designing the new market opportunity. Second, the seizing processes, that were the 

infrastructure requirements (size and location of new warehouses) to attend the designed 

opportunity, as well as the investments needed. According to Teece (2007, 2014), the design of 

a new business model represents a sensing and a seizing sub-capability put in use, because it 

assemblies the evidence needed to validate conjectures about costs, customers, and suppliers.  

Finally, we identified the dimensions of an asset orchestration process (Helfat et al., 

2007) into the respondent’s narrative. Specifically, the explanation of how he and his team have 

changed and adapted the firm’s resources in Colombia to achieve a better fit with the local 

competitive environment. In practice, they have designed a new business plan strategy. Two 

dimensions of asset orchestration (Table 14) were spontaneously described by the respondent 

in this example: the resource investment decision, and the resource deployment decision 

(Sirmon & Hill, 2009). Both dimensions were covered into the new business model description, 

including physical and human resources; logistics network design, sales strategy (highlighting 

the competitors’ weak points), as well as performance measures as the expected return on 

investment in short- and long-terms. In this example, Log_2 is not responding to an 

environment change; instead, they are shaping a change in the logistic business environment in 

Colombia. Altogether, we had strong evidence that Log_2 has dynamic capabilities in its sales 

and expertise functions. 

These findings are consistent with recent research, which points to the necessity of large 

MNCs have to develop dynamic capabilities in order to respond (and shape) successfully to the 

changing portfolio of opportunities in home and abroad (Dunning & Lundan, 2010). The 

dynamic capabilities perspective on the MNCs addresses more than simply the need for rapid 
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innovation, adaptation, and flexibility. Dynamic capabilities framework stresses the importance 

of proactive entrepreneurial behavior shaping the MNC’s footprint (Teece, 2009, 2014; Augier 

& Teece, 2007). 

Our analysis of dynamic capabilities development was centered in the Log_2, although 

we cannot say that Log_1 does not possess dynamic capabilities to leverage its business. On 

the contrary, Log_1 is a successful global leading firm, which revenues are three times higher 

than Log_2. Within the content of the two interviews carried out with the Log_1’s president 

and the account manager we identified several evidence of a repeated and reliable capacity of 

providing a highly efficient logistic service. Within the limits of this research, we are not able 

to affirm that Log_1 possesses strong operational capabilities or weak dynamic capabilities, 

because these are blurry boundaries (Helfat & Winter, 2011). There is still the possibility that 

Log_1 has chosen to address their dynamic capabilities to sourcing processes of other business 

relationship instead of using them within Delta. 
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9. RESULTS FROM CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS 

 

We carried out a cross-case analysis of the six cases, identifying several differences and 

commonalities between them. The data analysis from 32 interviews with the top management 

team of the studied firms, documents and archival data, visual mappings, charts, and memo 

writings from within case analysis allowed the identification of patterns, conceptual layers, 

triggers, and regularities throughout the cases, as illustrated in the Figure 27.  

 

 

Figure 27 – Cross-case analytical process 

 

The cross-case analysis was conducted on three conceptual fronts simultaneously: first, 

the nature of the value buyer-firms pursued when changed their supply strategy, transferring 

orders to another supplier at the expense of a main supplier. Second, what contextual elements, 

in different levels of analysis, could have influenced these changes? Third, which resources 

buyers and suppliers must have to get to these changes successfully? 

Initially, we compared all the codes generated within each case regarding value-drivers 

from buyers and suppliers perspectives. Following a recommendation of Miles et al. (2014) for 

a first exploratory deep dive into cross-case analysis, we partially ordered the codes in a meta-

matrix, including all relevant but condensed data (see Appendix F for details). Then, from 

iteration with theory and a recursive process of coding refinement, we clustered the codes 

according four general patterns, described in the Figure 28. We used symbols to make easier 

the inductive process that allowed a higher level of abstraction in the cross-case analysis. 

Since each symbol holds a different set of value-drivers broadly defined (Figure 28), we 

proceeded to a new round of coding (using the symbols) in the interviews transcriptions 

involved in each dyad. We found four patterns of symbols distribution within the twelve dyads, 

as depicted in the Figure 29. These patterns differed not only in the type of symbols present. 
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There was also a difference in intensity or scope in the narratives concerning the set of value-

drivers included in each symbol, as also showed in the value creation charts drawn in within-

case analysis. 

 

 

Figure 28–Clusters of codes: symbols and meaning 

 

To determine the relative intensity of a symbol, we identified which dyads had the 

lowest and the highest expression of a given set of value-drivers, referred by buyers and 

suppliers’ respondents. For example, the set of value-drivers represented by the blue star 

symbol in data from dyads formed by Delta and the suppliers Log_2, Pumps_2, and 

Print_1showed its highest expression or the greatest scope. Conversely, the same set of value-

drivers (blue star symbol) showed its lowest expression in data from dyads formed by Delta 

and Glass_3, as well as in the dyads formed by Alpha and the suppliers GraphDes_2 and 

Furn_2. The data from remaining dyads showed two intermediate levels regarding the set of 

value-drivers comprised within blue star symbol. The same rational was applied to the 

remaining symbols. The content of each set of value-drivers and their connection to theory is 

explored in the next sections. Figure 29 illustrates this reasoning.  
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Figure 29 – Distribution of the codes clusters within dyads 

 

Indeed, Figure 29 suggests that there are four levels or stages of value creation within 

business relationships involved in strategic sourcing. The stages were defined by different and 

additive sets of value-drivers, i.e., a higher stage of value creation contains a new set of value-

drivers, while carrying those set out in the preceding stages, as depicted in the Figure 30.We 

named these four stages as Operational Efficiency, Predictability, Global Footprint, and Agility. 

The names of each stage were chosen according to the content or the new set of value drivers 

introduced. We considered the boundaries between stages slightly blurred, since the qualitative 

nature of data prevents an accurate assessment of value-drivers intensity.  

 

 

Figure 30 - Stages of value creation according sets of value-drivers 
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By analyzing the visual mappings produced in the within-cases analysis we assessed the 

role of context in the business relationships at different levels of analysis, overtime. Thus, we 

compared the six visual mappings to identify differences commonalities. Figure 31 summarizes 

the contextual elements found in the cases. As the buyer-firms belong to the same industry, 

both are MNCs subsidiaries operating in Brazil, they were equally exposed to similar 

economical and political conditions in the country and industry levels of analysis.  Some 

respondents considered 2011 as the turn point in the cosmetics growth trajectory and the 

Brazilian economic stability. After 2011, uncertainty increased year by year, rising rivalry 

between competitors. In mid-2014, the meaningful increase of taxes on cosmetics products 

worsened the already declining demand.  

 

 

Figure 31 – Visual mapping resulted from cross-case analysis 

 

During the period from 2009 to 2011, both buyer-firms introduced new procurement 

policies that provoked important changes in purchasing processes, bringing a higher 

professional specialization within function. Purchases that were originally carried out directly 

by other functions (as marketing and engineering for example) become centralized in the 

procurement function. In 2011, Delta created a “strategic sourcing intelligence unit”, which aim 

was to draw up global and regional strategies of sourcing. Their targets were global suppliers, 

preferably MNCs that could offer synergies with other Delta’s subsidiaries. These initiatives, 

according respondents, introduced structural changes in the strategic supply management, and 
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brought important savings to both companies. We identified these initiatives as triggers of two 

stages of value creation, as depicted in the Figure 32. Risk perception on supply and need for a 

higher responsiveness were also identified as important reasons for moving to a superior stage 

of value creation.  

 

 

Figure 32 – Stages of value creation and respective triggers 

 

Within-case analysis provided evidence about possible threats that have made buyer-

firms move to a different stage of value creation in a given strategic sourcing. Once identified 

the threats’ nature, buyer-firms acted to mitigate the emerging risks. Table 38 describes some 

examples of threats extracted from cases and respective buyer-firms’ responses. 

In this study, we consider environment uncertainty in the forms of supply, demand, and 

increased competition in the marketplace (Chen & Paulraj, 2004). All the threats identified in 

Table 38 are related to any kind of supply uncertainty. The unstable demand observed in Delta 

(reported by respondents) is also a source of uncertainty (Chen & Paulraj, 2004). 

From the buyer-firm perspective, uncertainty at different levels of the business 

environment - industry, country and regional economic features – may lead to different 

requirements for value creation, as well as internal changes in the organizations. Increased 

uncertainty might lead to increased requirements by the buyer-firm over suppliers to achieve a 

superior stage of value creation. The opposite can also happen: changes in the business 

environment may lead to a simplification or reduction of requirements by the buyer-firm in 

their sourcing processes. In this case, the buyer-firm would move back to an earlier stage of 

value creation (illustrated by the glass sourcing case) if the available suppliers were unable to 

develop and deploy the necessary resources to meet superior requirements. Moving to a higher 

stage of value creation requires new and stronger organizational capabilities development 
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within buyer-firms; mainly those involved in the internal and external integration processes 

with suppliers. 

 

Table 38 – Threats and respective responses observed in the sourcing cases – buyer perspective 

Cases Sourcing Description of potential threats Response to threats 

1 Furniture Loss of the best areas for products 

display in upscale specialty stores. 

Keeping Furn_1 as preferred supplier in 

upscale stores, after introduction of a 

second supplier. 

2 Graph 

Design 

Risk of damage to a premium brand 

image in upscale specialty stores. 

Keeping GraphDes_1 as a preferred 

supplier to upscale stores, after 

introduction of a second supplier. 

3 Glass Potential risk of supply disruption. Move back to local glass supplier, 

abandoning temporarily the global 

sourcing policy. 

4 Print Potential (very low) risk of supply 

disruption.  

Bringing a second supplier with a small 

stake on sourcing. 

5 Pumps Risk of buyer-dependence and lost 

sales due to high lead-time. 

Bringing a second supplier to be involved 

in the new products launches. 

6 Logistics Lost sales due to a lower supply chain 

responsiveness. 

Change of preferred supplier. 

 

From the suppliers’ perspectives we apply similar reasoning: while we assume that, in 

general, all firms pursue profitability and growth, not all can establish a business relationship 

within requirements involved in the superior stages of value creation. Only relatively few 

supplier-firms may build the organizational capabilities to do it because they are costly in 

several ways. Developing superior organizational capabilities requires a substantive amount of 

financial, physical, and human resources, besides time (Winter, 2003). However, once they are 

put in place under adequate strategy, superior organizational capabilities might result in 

financial performance and market growth (Teece, 2007, 2014). Twelve supplier-firms have 

participated on this study. Seven of them are large MNCs, acting in several countries. Recent 

research on MNCs has suggested that these firms, usually operating in multiple and 

heterogeneous environments, need dynamics capabilities to properly transfer and adapt 

operational capabilities on a global scale (Al-Aali & Teece, 2014; Regnér & Zander, 2011; 

Teece, 2014).    

We recognized the six sourcing cases within the different stages of value creation. More 

specifically, we could identify the dyads of each case into stages. For instance, in the cases of 
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furniture (case #1) and graphical design (case #2), our data analysis suggests that the dyads 

comprised of the suppliers Furn_2 and GraphDes_2 with Alpha are equivalent to the 

Operational Efficiency stage, whereas the dyads formed by Furn_1 and GraphDes_1 suggest a 

match for the Predictability stage.  

 

Table 39 – Dyads classification according to the stage of value creation and capabilities 

Dyad Stage of Value Creation Capabilities 

Alpha - Furn_1 Predictability Strong Operational Capabilities 

Alpha - Furn_2 Operational Efficiency Operational Capabilities 

Alpha - GraphDes_1 Predictability Strong Operational Capabilities 

Alpha - GraphDes_2 Operational Efficiency Operational Capabilities 

Delta - Glass_1 Predictability Operational Capabilities 

Delta - Glass_3 Operational Efficiency Operational Capabilities 

Delta - Print_1 Global Footprint - Agility Strong Operational Capabilities 

& Dynamic Capabilities 

Delta - Print_2 Global Footprint Strong Operational Capabilities 

Delta - Pumps_1 Global Footprint Strong Operational Capabilities 

Delta - Pumps_2 Agility Dynamic Capabilities 

Delta - Log_1 Global Footprint - Agility Strong Operational Capabilities 

& Dynamic Capabilities 

Delta - Log_2 Agility Dynamic Capabilities 

 

Similarly, the dyad formed by Glass_1 and Delta seems more adherent to the 

Predictability stage. The dyad formed by Glass_3 and Delta could be considered, at the time of 

data collection, into the Operational Efficiency stage. The dyads comprised in the print sourcing 

case also seem to belong to different stages: Print_2 dyad is better matched into the Global 

Footprint stage, while data analysis on Print_1 dyad suggests an intermediate stage between 

Global Footprint and Agility stages. The dyad formed by Pumps_1 and Delta seems to match 

with Global Footprint stage, whereas Pumps_2 and Delta dyad is highly suggestive of being at 

the Agility stage, together with the dyad formed by Log_2 and Delta. The dyad comprised by 
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Log_1 and Delta seems to be in the blurry border between Global Footprint and Agility. The 

Figure 33 shows how the six cases can be classified into different stages of value creation, and 

Table 39 summarizes the classification discussed above. 

 

 

Figure 33 – The six cases within stages of value creation 

 

We next discuss each stage of value creation by describing its main features, the value-

drivers that characterize each one, from the buyer and supplier-firm’s perspectives. We also 

seek to identify the capabilities that firms typically possess in every stage, according to their 

nature, type and relative strength. We follow the classification used by Teece (2007, 2014) that 

differentiates operational from dynamic capabilities (higher-order capabilities). Though our 

original goal was not to observe capabilities, the narrative of the respondents allowed us to 

differentiate the nature and relative strength of capabilities in use. Thus, we use the adjective 

“strong” when there is a noticeable difference between two suppliers within a sourcing, reported 

by the buyer-firm’s respondents.  

 

9.1 Operational efficiency 

 

We call Operational Efficiency the most basic stage of value creation a buyer-firm search in 

strategic sourcing. Buyer-firms value suppliers operationally efficient. Respondents often 

expressed operational efficiency regarding Total Cost Ownership (TCO). According to the 

purchasing managers, TCO comprises all the costs involved on the sourcing in a given period 

of time: the purchasing price, inventory and logistic costs, and the direct and indirect costs 
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assigned to quality or delivery deviations, as well as those related to future maintenance costs, 

when applicable. TCO is the sum of all costs incurred by the buyer-firm regarding a particular 

input.  

Apparently, the studied buyer-firms apply their own TCO methodology, based on 

slightly different assumptions and scope, but the purpose is the same: to build a history of the 

supplier’s operational performance in a given period of time that allow the buyer-firm 

comparing different suppliers in the same sourcing process. Thus, the supplier presenting the 

lower TCO is preferable over other eligible competitors. In the two studied buyer-firms TCO 

is compounded by assessments from different functions and data is aggregated by Procurement 

function.  

Each sourcing process has its own set of performance measures, other than those usual 

(quality, flexibility, delivery, and cost), under the TCO umbrella. For example, in the POS 

furniture sourcing, one of the costs included in TCO is a potential need of maintenance after 

the furniture installation at the retail store. This cost measure is based on the historical data of 

the supplier. We call this stage of value creation as Operational Efficiency because it is built on 

the operational capabilities of quality, flexibility, delivery and cost. The supplier that can 

provide, over time, his offerings for a lower TCO than his direct competitors, probably has fully 

developed operational capabilities of quality, delivery, flexibility and cost, as well as a location 

that positively impacts total costs. This kind of supplier seems to promote an increase of the 

buyer’s willingness-to-pay. 

The respondents’ narratives suggest the compensatory nature of the operational 

capabilities (Wu et al., 2012) comprised into the TCO measurement. Although this stage was 

identified in all cases, it was clearly depicted in the cases 1 and 2, since it seems to be their 

current stage of value creation. We conjecture that operational efficiency was expressed in 

terms of TCO in Furniture POS and Graphic Designer sourcing cases because the competitor 

suppliers were relatively different concerning resources, probably yielding a heterogeneous 

combination of operational practices and operational capabilities in each. Thus, TCO seems to 

aggregate, in a compensatory way, different levels of operational capabilities performance 

besides the supplier’s location, where strengths in some capabilities can offset weakness of 

other ones. Table 40 summarizes the capabilities found in this stage of value creation. 
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Table 40 – Capabilities involved in the Operational Efficiency stage 

Capabilities in Operational Efficiency stage  

Buyer side Purchasing capabilities - operational capabilities that allow the 

development of formal suppliers' assessment, and activities 

regarding suppliers' development. 

Integrative capabilities - operational capabilities that promote 

internal integration among functions, and external integration with 

suppliers. 

Supplier side 
Operational capabilities - operational capabilities that allow 

excellence in quality, flexibility, delivery, and cost tasks in a 

compensatory way.  

Integrative capabilities - ordinary capabilities that enable exchange 

information among few functions at buyer-firm. 

 

At the supplier side, in stage I, value-drivers are centered in price and its compensatory 

factors, such as the volume of the orders, and term of payment. All the respondents of the cases 

1 and 2 also reported the expectation of business continuity. These are concrete and direct 

values, that is, they exert a direct and immediate effect on supplier financial performance. Per 

example, Furn_2 testified the importance of having a relevant volume of orders: “…it is not 

only a matter of economies of scale into my production schedule; a higher volume allows me 

to negotiate a better price and term of payment to my own suppliers”. This quotation brings an 

interesting view of how the firm manages the value creation and appropriation in different 

business relationships. A moderate sacrifice of value appropriation in a relationship (i.e., 

offering a lower price to the buyer) may be offset in other relationship (bargaining a lower cost 

with his own suppliers).   

The expectation of business continuity is a central concern since suppliers need to 

ensure the return of their investment in equipment, technology acquisition, and training. After 

all, operational capabilities development is relatively costly to small- medium-sized firms. In a 

context of economic retraction, some suppliers (mainly the smaller ones) have reported a trend 

of sacrificing part of their margin, practicing a lower price to assure the business transaction. 

According to them, they avoid losing relevant human resources, such as skilled professionals 

that compose the capabilities base of the firm. They are afraid of losing capabilities that 

demanded a relatively large financial investment, as well as the time to be built. Table 41 

summarizes the value-drivers observed in this stage of value creation. 
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Table 41 – Value-drivers observed in the Operational Efficiency stage 

Value-drivers in Operational Efficiency stage  

Buyer side Operational efficiency 

Location 

Supplier side Price, volume, payment conditions 

Business continuity 

 

Both buyer-firms reported that they have been implementing policies changes in 

purchasing practices since 2009 and 2010. Before this time, several indirect goods and services 

were purchased directly by the functional departments, without purchasing function 

involvement. Alpha and Delta implemented TCO measures as a strategy to bring more 

objectiveness and transparency to the decision-making process in the procurement function. In 

addition to the TCO assessment, Alpha and Delta also have been using a tool assessment similar 

to the scorecard, which aggregates suppliers’ performance measures from different functions 

that are affected by the supplier offering. According to the respondents, TCO and scorecard 

assessments have promoted a higher internal integration among functions, besides an incentive 

of improvement in suppliers operations, since they are regularly informed about their strengths 

and weaknesses. Both buyer-firms have developed internal integration practices and feedback 

procedures to make more objective and fast the negotiations with suppliers in this stage.   

To sum up, the Operational Efficiency stage of value creation represents the lower level 

of capabilities requirement in a context of strategic sourcing. Firms engaged in exchange 

relationships at this stage create value through suppliers’ operational capabilities and few 

attributes as plant location, for instance. Suppliers have to rely on volume and continuity of the 

supply relationship to remain competitive. Integration activities are limited to few functions in 

both firms. Price is central into bidding negotiations. The value created in this circumstance 

only yields a competitive advantage for a short period of time and over a low competition 

scenario, characterized by few uncertainties. 
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9.2 Predictability 

 

In certain circumstances, presenting a competitive TCO is not enough for a supplier to be 

selected as preferred. TCO is a measure of past and current performance. Whether the buyer-

firm realizes a potential risk in future supply process as a whole or regarding a particular 

supplier, a new set of value-driver requirements emerge: predictability. The supplier perceived 

as “predictable” gains the preference in some circumstances, even when presenting a slightly 

higher TCO. We had evidence that the higher the risk perception, the greater the tolerance to a 

higher TCO.  

Predictability appears to contain three dimensions that help mitigate the buyer’s 

perceived risk, in addition to operational efficiency: first, the supplier’s financial strength, 

described as a “good financial performance overtime” and “good capacity of supporting new 

investments.” 

Second, the development of specific supplier capabilities that allow firms performing 

well-delineated tasks in some degree of sufficiency (and sometimes excellence). We identified 

two sets of operational capabilities in this stage: the expertise capabilities, and integrative 

capabilities. We call expertise capabilities the set of core business capabilities present in the 

supplier-firm. For instance, Furn_1 and Furn_2 have expertise capabilities on furniture 

manufacturing, while Log_1 and Log_2 have expertise capabilities on logistics operations.  

Third, compliance, related to the social (formal labor practices), and environmental 

initiatives implemented in a formal way, usually checked by external audits conducted by third 

party firms. The supplier-firm is perceived as predictable when it is capable of communicating 

this set of attributes in a congruent and reliable way. In short, at this stage of value creation, the 

buyer-firm does not want to be blindsided by events that can affect the supply continuity or 

buyer’s reputation. Table 42 summarizes the dimensions of this stage of value creation. 

 

Table 42 – Predictability Stage – description of dimensions 

Predictability Stage 

Dimensions Description 

Financial 

strength 

Good financial performance overtime 

Good capacity of supporting new investments 

Capabilities Operational capabilities on supplier expertise, integrative 

initiatives from firms, sales and purchasing activities.   
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Compliance Social and environmental dimensions 

 

Suppliers operating in this stage of value creation seem to enlarge their repertoire of 

value-drivers. Here, price (and its compensatory factors as volume and term of payment) is very 

important, but it is not everything. Price is considered one factor among many others, such as 

buyer’s reputation. To become a supplier of an exigent and reputable buyer may attract new 

customers, then new business. Suppliers in this stage of value creation tend to have a longer-

term view. They are prepared to sacrifice some value appropriation in a given business 

relationship, insofar as this relationship allow him to potentially reach new and profitable 

customers. Table 43 provides a summary of value-drivers at the Predictability stage of value 

creation. 

 

Table 43 – Value-drivers observed in Predictability stage 

Value-drivers in Predictability stage  

Buyer side Financial strength reflected as good financial performance 

overtime, and capacity of supporting new investments. 

Compliance in social, and environmental dimensions. 

Supplier side Reputation for having exigent customers. 

New business opportunities. 

 

Predictability is a stage of value creation in a sourcing context characterized by a lower 

level of uncertainty or technological complexity when compared to the following stages. The 

suppliers involved are typically medium-size firms with local (country) or regional (Latin 

America) geographical coverage. Thereby, financial strength is hardly measured in these firms, 

since most of them are family businesses. Per example, the suppliers of Furniture and Graphic 

Design sourcing cases are local medium-size firms, which do not need or want to report its 

financial results. In such cases, it was reported that buyer and supplier jointly have been 

establishing an adequate disclosure regarding financial information through regular visits in the 

supplier’s site, and periodical meetings. In these cases the buyer-firm has a formal policy about 

the limit a supplier may become financially dependent on a business relationship. If the 

supplier’s revenues derived from transactions with the buyer-firm exceed 20% to 30% of the 

total supplier’s revenues, in a given period of time, the supplier is unable to take new orders 

until the dependence decrease to an acceptable level. This policy, in our view, aims to achieve 
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two objectives while protecting the supplier from excessive dependence: first, stimulating the 

supplier to seek new market or customers makes him develop new capabilities, then increasing 

his possibilities of revenues growth, therefore reinforcing financial strength. Second, a supplier 

connected with several customers becomes an additional source of market information. 

From the narratives of respondents emerged a pattern related to this stage of value 

creation: evidence of suppliers’ operational capabilities usually linked to the achievement of 

specific tasks considered important through buyer’s perspective. We use the term operational 

capability in a similar way of ordinary capability, in the sense of maintaining the status quo, 

that is, not out of the ordinary (Helfat & Winter, 2011, p. 1244), opposite to the term dynamic. 

We called this set of capabilities as operational supplier expertise capabilities since they are 

linked to offerings’ specificities of a supplier. Most of the examples reported by the respondents 

are linked to investments the suppliers have made over time to enhance their expertise in a 

given product or service offering, which is recognized by the buyer as a surplus, a valuable 

feature that differentiates two operationally efficient suppliers. Table 44 describes the 

capabilities observed in the Predictability stage of value creation. 

The supplier expertise capabilities as value-drivers emerge clearly from the Furniture 

and the Graphic Design sourcing cases analysis. Although Furn_1 and GraphDes_1 present, 

most of the times, a slightly higher TCO than the second supplier, they remain as the preferred 

suppliers due to the buyer’s perception of expertise. For instance, Alpha considers the physical 

location of their products into specialty stores a critical issue for the sales success. According 

to Alpha, there is a “war” among Alpha’s competitors for room in cosmetics specialty stores, 

such as drugstores, cosmetics boutiques, hair and beauty salons. Within stores there are 

premium rooms that provide better visibility for displaying products, impacting directly on the 

sales rate. According to the respondents, the store’s manager generally holds the decision about 

the location of furniture or visual communication displays. Besides the aesthetic and quality 

attributes of the furniture and displays themselves, the store manager values the quality of the 

service installation, which attributes are punctuality, rapidity, cleanliness, and courtesy of the 

team members in charge of the installation.  

According to all respondents of the cases 1 and 2, a satisfied store manager usually 

assures premium places for displaying cosmetic products. Both suppliers Furn_1 and 

GraphDes_1 seem to have built such expertise capabilities (of providing a highly satisfactory 

service installation) over time, accumulating information about the features of every critical 

customer (the specialty stores) and providing appropriate training for the teams in charge of 
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installation service, as well as retaining the best professionals. This capability, although 

imitable, is costly to be built, since all the information concerning critical customers nationwide 

(per example, store size, layout, and manager idiosyncrasies) is not available neither to the 

buyer-firm. Thus, when a new installation in a critical customer (a store presenting a higher 

sales rate) needs to be done, predictability will guide the buyer’s decision to mitigate the risk 

of jeopardizing a relevant point of sale. 

 

 

Table 44 – Capabilities involved in the Predictability stage 

Capabilities in Predictability stage  

Buyer side Purchasing capabilities - operational capabilities that allow the 

development of joint suppliers' assessment with other functions, including 

social and environmental compliance. 

Integrative capabilities - operational capabilities that assure information 

exchange between functions and suppliers. 

Supplier side Operational capabilities - operational capabilities that allow excellence in 

quality, flexibility, delivery, and cost tasks in a compensatory way.  

Expertise supplier capability - strong operational capability that exerts a 

direct impact on the buyer-firm's operational performance. 

Integrative capabilities - strong operational capabilities that allow 

exchange information among different buyer's functions. 

 

We also identified in this stage a pattern into respondents’ narratives concerning 

integration activities, expressed as frequent visits from suppliers’ managers or representatives 

in the buyer-firm with the objective of prospecting new orders, bringing and hearing news from 

the market, assisting his clients in problem-solving, and offering new projects.  

In the cases 1 and 2 these integration practices seem to be highly valued in the business 

relationship context, probably due to the high turnover of the employees in the merchandising 

department. According to the respondents, rarely a merchandising professional stays in place 

more than one year since job rotation is usual in marketing function at Alpha. In this situation, 

we presume that long-term suppliers represent a kind of “archive” of relevant information about 

critical store customers. Indeed, these suppliers might represent the “safe harbor” when 

uncertainty arises in the retail stores’ context. We conjecture that the integration practices 

observed in the cases 1 and 2 move beyond just buying and selling activities, as well as 

developing future merchandising projects. There is some evidence that the long-term suppliers 

can play a role into the strategic customers (specialty retail stores) management, bringing fresh 
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information from competitors’ actions and retail situation. Integration activities are also the 

way suppliers can demonstrate their expertise capabilities. Table 45 provides representative 

quotations of the dimensions present in the stage Predictability.  

Lastly, compliance initiatives represent an important dimension of predictability. Since 

Alpha and Delta are large MNCs, compliance on social and environmental are mandatory into 

their supply chain management. Internal and external audits are periodically carried out, as well 

as specific certifications required. Per example, Furn_1 recently achieved an international 

chain-of-custody certification that tracks certified wood from responsibly managed forests until 

the final product, the furniture POS.   

In this study, the trigger that initializes the predictability stage of value creation was a 

buyer’s risk perception of a critical customer become unsatisfied with the service provided to 

the retail stores, affecting sales of highly profitable products. In short, it seems that suppliers 

chosen by TCO criteria can assist ordinary customers, whereas profitable customers ask for 

predictable suppliers.   

 

Table 45 – Quotations supporting the capabilities dimension of Predictability stage 

Predictability Stage 

  Representative quotations Respondent 

Expertise 

capabilities 

…this supplier has invested in technology ... no one can make a print 

with the same quality. 

Purchasing 

manager_1 

... It is a matter of expertise. The merchandising staff is afraid to refer 

another supplier ... and if something goes wrong with an important 

client? 

Purchasing 

manager_1 

Customer service weighs heavily. It means being punctual, do all the 

installation works perfectly, leaving everything clean ... and be neat 

and polite. 

Purchasing 

manager_2 

Integration 

capabilities 

 I like the supplier who interacts with merchandising team, present 

new ideas, what he is doing on the other client that can disclose, any 

news that his engineering team has developed ... 

Purchasing 

manager_2 

Our company [the buyer] ... we say that here we have feelings, then 

has to be close, showing up, disclosing his work and his company 

[the supplier]. 

Purchasing 

manager_1 

... the supplier we will choose ... has a lot to do with his integration 

among us. He [supplier] can have a wonderful quality, but if he is 

unable to show it to our internal customer [merchandising], his 

quality is hidden. He has to make the internal customer like to deal 

with him [supplier]. 

Purchasing 

manager_1 
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To summarize this stage of value creation: if uncertainty arises, for instance, from a 

perceived risk of supply disruption, increasing rivalry, or a new government regulation, the 

buyer-firm expands its suppliers’ requirements. Embedded in a tougher environment, the buyer-

firm needs predictability from suppliers to try keeping or even enhancing its historical level of 

competitiveness. Operational efficiency is still largely valued, but not enough. Additional 

capabilities are valuable since they can yield operational capabilities that promote a higher 

integration among firms. 

 Integration activities seem to be a gateway that allows suppliers to demonstrate their 

operational expertise capabilities. We call supplier expertise capability a valuable feature, a 

surplus that differentiates two operationally efficient suppliers. To become predictable, 

suppliers also need to demonstrate a reasonable degree of financial strength and develop social 

and environmental compliance initiatives through their supply chain. Although acquiring or 

building new operational capabilities may not be very costly, suppliers need to payback their 

investment: in addition to previous attributes, now they seek customers which reputation might 

facilitate the starting of new business opportunities among other customers. Price is still 

important, but less central to decision making. The value created in one relationship may be 

partially appropriated in other business relationships. For instance, a buyer-firm may sacrifice 

the capture of some of the value created with a supplier if the buyer perceives that its final 

consumer will be willing to pay a premium price for its offer. Renouncing to capture all the 

potential value within the supplier relationship would be offset with a higher value capture in 

the relationship with the final consumer. In the Predictability stage, decision-making in both 

supplier and buyer-firms seems to balance price with WTP and OC within strategic sourcing 

negotiations. 

 

9.3 Global Footprint 

 

Global footprint is a stage of value creation in an international sourcing context, which adds 

more uncertainty, volatility, and rapidly changing environments than the previous stages, given 

the countries heterogeneity multinational companies (MNCs) generally operate.  In the four 

cases provided by Delta, seven from the eight suppliers are large MNCs operating in several 

emerging and developed countries. All the MNCs involved in this study have their headquarters 

in Europe or USA and they met the definition offered by Dunning and Lundan (2008, p. 3): “A 

multinational or transnational enterprise is an enterprise that engages in foreign direct 
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investment (FDI) and owns or, in some way, controls value-added activities in more than one 

country”. In 2009, Delta created a multi-region business unit dedicated to formulating a 

strategic sourcing policy. Since then, global sourcing becomes a strong purchasing policy 

regarding strategic supply. Recent research supports the notion that successful global 

purchasing needs a highly developed purchasing organizational structure (Haartman & 

Bengtsson, 2015). 

 

Table 46 – Global footprint as a value-driver – representative quotations 

Global Footprint 
  

Representative quotations Respondents  

All global companies have headquarters and subsidiaries. If Brazil is going through economic 

problems and the subsidiary is affected ... the headquarter will intercede to ensure the operations 

... Global companies have financial support to the operation of their subsidiaries. I hardly hear 

from a supplier the phrase: "I broke". It is a kind of "parent guarantee". 

Purchasing 

manager_1 

It is a corporate ritual: every year CEOs visit its subsidiaries [of suppliers]. In meetings with 

customers, there is a disclosure of financial performance and short-term strategies. There is a 

clear positioning. 

Purchasing 

manager_1 

When two global companies work together, you have many frictions and some problems. But it 

also has many people working in an aligned manner ... things happen faster. 

Purchasing 

manager_1 

In a product development, I can talk directly to the person of the supplier responsible for this 

development globally: we gain speed in the decision, agility and make sure that we have the best 

minds available, no matter which country they are. 

Purchasing 

manager_2 

When dealing with a global supplier, we are not referring only to the Brazilian operation. The 

prices take into account the overall volume transacted with the company, on every continent. 

Greatly increases the bargaining power. 

Purchasing 

manager_3 

The largest global suppliers can go beyond what others do. They can develop ideas for problems 

that have not happened yet, but are potential risks. 

Purchasing 

manager_3 

I work with global clients, so I know exactly what happens in Asia, Europe, North America and 

South America through our organization, we have operations worldwide. 

Pumps_2 

A global company can absorb demand peaks and solve emergencies quickly because it is where 

it should be. And also because they are large and connected. 

Log_2 

I do not know if there is a scale in terms of cost, but there is a scale in terms of opportunity. 

There is a benefit to the entire organization because I bring business to colleagues from other 

regions, but the most important are our growth opportunity. 

Log_1 

…[Delta] is a client we meet worldwide ... everyone knows what the rules are ... then things go 

much faster, which also means less costly ... 

Print_1 

The advantage is that ... the global client challenges us when requiring new things ... this is one 

of the advantages of working with them. 

Pumps_2 
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In the context of large MNCs, the predictability’s requirements discussed in the previous 

section reaches a wider scope, since these organizations face substantial heterogeneity and 

volatility when operating in both emerging and established markets, with relatively slow or 

even declining growth patterns in developed countries, and rapid but unstable growth conditions 

in emerging markets (Fourné, Jansen, and Mom, 2014). Additionally, MNCs are increasingly 

pressed by different stakeholders to standardize their policies and improve governance in the 

countries they operate (Christmann, 2004).  

When both buyer and supplier firms are MNCs, a particular value-driver is promptly 

reported in both supplier and buyer narratives: being a global firm. In the cases 4,5,6, and 7, the 

immediate answer of all the respondents when asked what would be the greatest benefit of 

transacting with each other was “transacting with a global firm.” The attributes identified in 

this value-driver presented some variations from different respondents, but the commonalities 

were: predictability (in a wider scope than that presented in the last section), and factors related 

to a global presence (in terms of subsidiaries network) in key countries. Representative 

quotations (Table 46) illustrate this value-driver. 

The MNCs managers respondents pointed out some important benefits of establishing 

business relationships with other MNCs: First, global supply agreements, instead of regional or 

local ones, may result highly attractive to both parties, since operations factors such as 

economies of scale, and best location to produce a given input may reduce logistic costs, leading 

to relevant savings on strategic sourcing.  

Second, global buyers and suppliers engaged in a business relationship may benefit from 

a faster information exchange between subsidiaries, searching specific resources in different 

locations, making the development of new products faster and likely less expensive.  

Third, financial strength of MNCs is a value-driver fairly repeated among respondents 

from buyer and suppliers firms. MNCs usually reflect their financial strength through long-term 

planning investments and strong capacity of investment execution. Recent international 

financial crisis and corporate scandals have led regulators and policy makers worldwide to 

improve regulation on disclosure requirements and account harmonization of publicly traded 

firms. Since most of MNCs are publicly traded, financial reports can be directly accessed. Even 

MNCs owned by investment funds usually provide access and reasonable transparency into 

their financial results. However, the meaning of financial strength as a value-driver goes beyond 

the access to annual financial reports; it represents a guarantee that headquarters would protect 

a subsidiary against financial constraints that could jeopardize operations.  
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Fourth, information about a regional and local market, including competitors, may be 

easier accessed through the network of firms’ subsidiaries of buyers and suppliers. In short, the 

value-driver derived from the establishment of a business relationship between two MNCs with 

global operations scope can be understood as the sum of being highly predictable and having a 

network of dispersing operations where the business partner may reach valuable resources in a 

faster, easier and less expensive way. We called this stage of value creation as Global Footprint, 

which value-drivers are summarized in Table 47. 

Two sourcing cases have informed this stage of value creation: the glass sourcing case, 

and the print services sourcing case. As already discussed in the within-case analysis of the 

glass sourcing, the trajectory of the MNCs involved in this sourcing uncovered the problems 

that may arise from transacting with international firms. When the sourcing process depends 

on imports, factors beyond the control of both firms, as the exchange rate, may jeopardize the 

continuity of the supply.  

In this case, when Delta had to interrupt the imports from Glass_2, due to an unfavorable 

exchange rate, there were few locally available options. The most promising was an old plant 

recently bought by a traditional European glass manufacturer, a long-term Delta supplier in 

Europe and Asia. Despite the large investments in expansion and modernization of the local 

plant, the capabilities transfer from the headquarters was not so successful to the Brazilian 

subsidiary (Glass_3). Facing serious quality problems in the glass sourcing and risk of 

disruption, Delta had to resume a former Brazilian supplier (Glass_1), abandoning for the time 

being its global sourcing policy.  

 

Table 47 – Value-drivers observed in Global Footprint stage 

Value-drivers in Global Footprint stage  

Buyer side Global supply agreements leading to operational benefits. 

Global suppliers provide fast information exchange, leading to faster 

innovations of products or processes. 

Global suppliers provide a wider visibility of the marketplace and 

competitors. 

Global suppliers operations usually face lower financial, social, and 

environmental risks. 

Supplier side Global supply agreements allow economies of scale and scope. 

Global customers provide visibility and reputation, promoting new business 

opportunities. 
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Global customers face lower financial risks than local firms. 

 

 

Here, we had some evidence of dynamic capabilities in use by Delta’s purchasing 

management. The decision process of stopping the sourcing temporarily from Glass_3 and the 

resumption of negotiations with Glass_1 depicted all three stages described by Teece (2007): 

sensing the threats and opportunities, seizing the alternatives, and reconfiguring resources and 

capabilities to adapt to the new sourcing scenario. According to Delta’s respondents, some 

purchasing procedures already established were reviewed, and adapted to the new 

circumstances. Multi-functional teams conducted these adjustments to redesign priorities and 

investments, product margins, and new products launches. This set of arrangements seems 

closely related to the description of asset orchestration provided by Sirmon and Hill (2009), by 

which managers endeavor to develop fit between their current resources and deployment 

contingencies. Although the glass sourcing had been a period of great value creation in past 

years, now this sourcing is better related to the predictability stage of value creation.  

In contrast, the print services sourcing case seems to reflect fully the features, value-

drivers and capabilities development related to the global footprint stage of value creation. As 

already discussed in the within case analysis, Print_1 used to be the only supplier for print 

services, a very strategic sourcing to Delta. A respondent from Delta gave a dramatic summary 

that reflects the degree of criticality regarding this sourcing: “…if the catalogs are not in the 

hands of the representatives on the appointed day, it means all our “stores” are closed: no sales!”  

Print_1 produces the catalogs sent to the sales representatives every 20 days. Usually, 

Print_1 has only 48 hours to print five million catalogs, including sophisticated inserts 

containing fragrances samples that have to be managed and printed in a separate process to be 

further assembled. We have evidence of dynamic component in the capabilities developed by 

Print_1. According to the Print_1’s respondent, two activities were particularly critical: first, 

the process of data transmission between the firms in order to assure both data protection and a 

speed transmission. Second, the production planning that seeks to combine two apparently 

opposite capabilities: the printing process must be fast and flexible to accommodate specific 

features of each catalog and also meet last minute changes in products’ prices. The Print_1’s 

respondent that is the main executive of the Brazilian subsidiary, has already worked in 

different Print_1’s subsidiaries, which provide print services to other Delta subsidiaries. 
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According to him, “Delta has different levels of requirements in the various countries, which 

makes us learn from the successes and mistakes.” 

The second supplier, Print_2, is the only option Delta has as an alternative to Print_1in 

a context of Global Footprint stage of value creation. Print_2 provides the printing service for 

the main Delta’s competitor in direct selling.  To Delta, Print_2 provides the catalog printing 

of a new cosmetics brand, whose catalogs are more sophisticated but with much lower volume. 

The narratives from Print_2’srespondents confirm the evidence of dynamic capabilities in use 

in this sourcing process. Specifically, we had evidence regarding the integrative capabilities 

and the expertise capabilities within Print_1 operations. From the buyer side, evidence of 

dynamic component was only observed in the integration activities, although extensive 

operational activities were carried out by supervising printing quality and delivery 

requirements. Table 48 provides a description of the capabilities in use in Global Footprint stage 

of value creation, and their relative strength. 

 

Table 48 – Capabilities observed in the Global Footprint stage 

Capabilities in Global Footprint stage  

Buyer side Purchasing capabilities - strong operational capabilities to 

assess the supplier in a local, regional, and global scope. 

Integrative capabilities - dynamic integrative capabilities that 

allow the reconfiguration of information exchange. 

Supplier side Integrative capabilities - dynamic integrative capabilities that 

allow the regular reconfiguration of production planning. 

Sales capabilities- strong operational capabilities that allow 

the identification of new learning processes and improvements 

in information exchange. 

Expertise capabilities –strong dynamic capabilities that 

provide speed and flexibility in a short period of production. 

 

In this study, we consider that firms may develop stronger capabilities, whether 

operational or dynamic (Winter, 2003; Helfat & Winter, 2011). We use this adjective when 

comparing the same type of capability, for instance, integrative capabilities, deployed in 

different intensities. Evidence of different degrees of capabilities strength was found in the 

narratives. We paid special attention to the description of the activities related to the 

capabilities. For instance, the frequency and nature of the information sharing, the involvement 

of different functions in the integration activities may reflect the strength the integrative 
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capabilities are developed and deployed within the firm. This denomination was also used by 

Teece (2014) to differentiate two levels of operational performance. A firm may present a 

higher operational performance when compared to similar firms, as a result of stronger, but still 

“zero level” operational capabilities. Strong operational capabilities are derived from best 

management practices (Teece, 2014). Best management practices include those that 

“continuously collect and analyze performance information, that set challenging and interlinked 

short- and long-run targets, and that reward high performers and refrain/ fire low performers” 

(Bloom, Genakos, Sadun, and Van Reenen, 2012, p. 13). 

For MNCs, the operational capabilities development by adopting best practices is a 

relatively modest investment when acquired from consultants and training; therefore they are 

readily imitable. In globally competitive firms, best practices are broadly diffused (Bloom et 

al., 2013). Thus, strong capabilities rooted in best management practices are generally 

insufficient to achieve and sustain competitive advantage for a long time, unless in weak 

competitive environments. It does not mean that operational capabilities are not important. In 

some industries and/or developing countries, having the domain of existing technology and 

operational capabilities may keep a competitive advantage for years (Winter, 2003). 

In the dyad formed by Delta and Print_1, we were unable to observe the dynamic 

components in the purchasing and sales activities, which does not mean it does not exist. The 

processes of sensing and seizing in these functions were clearly observable in both firms, but 

without an unequivocal transformation or reconfiguration of the resident capabilities. Since 

Delta and Print_1 has a long-term and well-established relationship, data analysis suggests that 

investments in dynamic capabilities are made where their deployment assures superior 

performance: into the integrative initiatives from both firms and the expertise capabilities of 

Print_1. Indeed, the ability of modifying operational capabilities to meet urgent needs from 

Delta can be interpreted as dynamic capabilities in use, as quoted in the Print_1’ respondent: 

“…often we have to modify the production plan because we do not have all the information 

needed from Delta to fully benefit from our established operational efficiencies. This is not a 

nightmare to us. We are trained to quickly reconfigure our equipment, personnel, and systems 

to adapt to Delta’s needs and circumstances”. 

To summarize, when a firm is a MNC there are additional benefits from transacting with 

other MNCs, featuring a different stage of value creation called Global Footprint. Besides a 

stronger financial condition, MNCs’ stakeholders usually compel firms to comply with more 

advanced initiatives in social, environmental, and anti-corruption fields. While all these cited 
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attributes help to enlarge predictability scope, firms having a global footprint accelerate 

information exchange, business, and commercial agreements, as well as knowledge transfer.  

Subsidiaries from both buyer and supplier-firms explore alternative sourcing strategies, 

leading to global agreements. Bidding preparation processes among MNCs are generally 

complex and time-consuming because involve managers of different functions in different 

subsidiaries to harmonize offerings and requirements. The task of aligning offerings and needs 

from subsidiaries of emerging and developed countries requires intensive information 

exchange. This scenario suggests a dynamic component in some processes related to integration 

and knowledge sharing among multi-function teams from buyer and supplier-firms, deepening 

integration activities and an opportunity to both firms better know each other. This deeper 

integration may promote commitment and new business opportunities to both sides.  

Choosing the best offer goes far beyond the best price. The offer is examined taking 

into account past performance, savings included in the proposal, and the potential for future 

savings. Global agreements seem to have enough flexibility to accommodate the typical 

heterogeneity of MNCs’ operations over time. Price is always important, but the focus here is 

on WTP and OC in a longer-term approach. After all, the volume of orders, the geographical 

dispersion of operations might allow crescent savings over time due to economies of scale and 

scope, as well as the potential new business arising from integration activities. MNCs investing 

abroad are generally better managed than host-country firms (Bloom et al., 2012, p. 14).  

 

9.4 Agility 

 

We call Agility the most advanced stage of value creation observed in this study. The 

dimensions of Agility were originally rooted in patterns found in six interviews pertaining to 

the cases of printing services, pumps sourcing, and the logistics sourcing. The respondents 

described the business context linked to this stage as the accelerating rivalry in the industry, a 

collateral effect of the economic crisis initiated in 2014. Here, the focus seemed to be the need 

to respond quickly to market needs by increasing supply chain responsiveness, and contain the 

escalating costs. The coding patterns were clustered around two dimensions that we named as 

“velocity”, and “acting purposefully”.  

Velocity appeared in the narratives linked to issues as fast information exchange, 

response to increasing rivalry, flexibility, and pro-activity in the business relationships. Acting 

purposefully seemed linked to the need of keeping the focus in the relevant processes, being 

aware of the economic constraints (internal and external to the firm) and moving forward 
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through effectiveness. These dimensions are present in the narrative of Log_1 manager: 

“Delta’s demand is thus [uncertain]. So I design a supply solution to meet this demand. We 

have to deeply understand their needs and adapt our resources and tools to meet this demand 

profile. It needs flexibility, a lot of flexibility of resources, and mental flexibility”.  

Transversally to these dimensions also emerged from respondents the managerial 

ability of gathering the most appropriate resources to assure velocity and effectiveness 

concurrently. More specifically, we gathered evidence about the individual ability of suppliers’ 

key managers (mainly from Print_1, Pumps_2, Log_1, and Log_2) of sensing potential 

problems and opportunities on supply chain, and then allocating people, teams, and systems 

already existing in new jobs or activities to face them. As quoted by the Log_2 respondent: 

“When the probability of winning a new contract approaches 70%, we set up a team that begins 

to attend business meetings with the potential customer. This team begins to design customer 

needs and all the alternatives we have to serve them. The result is a lean, customer-focused 

proposal. Hard to miss a contract like that. It's also good for us because we already know what 

features we need to have, buy or build before closing the contract”. 

The value-drivers expressed by the buyer-firm’s managers in this stage can be described 

into three conceptual fields: first, the improved supply chain responsiveness; second, the 

effective integration of activities between firms; and third, the supplier’s top management 

behavior. 

Although Pumps_2 and Log_2 are very different sourcing processes (one is a product, 

other is a service), the observed buyer’s value-driver is similar: both suppliers have bought a 

greater agility to Delta operations, improving its supply chain responsiveness. As discussed in 

the logistic within-case analysis, improved agility brought relevant financial benefits to Delta 

derived from lower lead-times, lower inventories, higher cash flow, and fewer sales lost.  In the 

same vein, Pumps_2 played a substantive role in the pumps sourcing dynamics, by enhancing 

supply chain coordination and reducing lead-time, then inventory levels. For instance, a typical 

fragrance pump is assembled from 15 to 20 minuscule pieces from different manufacturers 

worldwide, typically presenting a long lead-time. Up to the Pumps_2 entrance into the sourcing, 

Delta needed high levels of inventory to avoid losing sales. Pumps_2 seems to have reduced 

lead-time and inventory through tight upstream supply coordination. Altogether, Log_2 and 

Pumps_2 have answered the Delta’s challenge of increasing its supply chain responsiveness, a 

core capability to a direct sales company. 
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Respondents described the integration activities as “highly effective information 

exchange”. More specifically, the term effective regarding information exchange was related to 

the idea of speed in relevant information exchange process between firms. In the logistics case, 

buyer and supplier’s teams share logistics IT systems that provide broad supply chain visibility, 

conferring real time information about any shipment anywhere. In the case of deviations, 

alternatives are quickly discussed. Respondents reported events of risk of supply chain 

disruption that required quick decisions. Sometimes, there was also need to solve an unexpected 

demand, leading suppliers to create fast solutions to avoid lost sales. 

In several situations, the supplier had to decide alone, prioritizing some shipments at 

the expense of others, based on available information. The respondents voiced these situations 

as the supplier presenting a “high flexibility”, “they are fast”, “they know the right thing to 

do…and quickly”. The supplier’s decision-making process seems to be shaped by learning 

processes embedded in the integrative multi-functions teams from both firms. Small groups 

from buyer and supplier-firms are readily arranged to solve new problems and quickly 

extinguished. The set of narratives suggests dynamic capabilities in use, comprising the sensing, 

seizing, and transforming sub-capabilities (Teece, 2007, 2014). 

 

Table 49 – Value drivers observed in the Agility stage 

Value-drivers in Agility stage  

Buyer side Agility - as the capacity of improving supply chain responsiveness. 

Efficient information exchange teams, and tools, such as IT systems. 

Supplier side Entrepreneurship, managerial proactivity, risk-taken behavior. 

Reputation derived of being a successful supplier of a global firm. 

New business opportunities in different industries. 

 

The third set of value-drivers, through the buyer’s perspective, is related to the 

suppliers’ top management behavior. According to some reported examples, Print_1, Pumps_2, 

Log_1 and Log_2 top managers usually demonstrate personal involvement in solving buyer’s 

unpredictable problems, showing pro-activity and risk-taken behavior. The managers seem to 

benefit from these situations, as well as of those related to new product or process development, 

to demonstrate knowledge and commitment towards the buyer-firm business. Customers seem 
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to have positive perception about this attitude, suggesting an entrepreneurial, rather than a 

dominant leadership. Table 49 summarizes value-drivers from both perspectives.   

The initial interviews carried out in the cases 5 and 6 amounted approximately 12 hours 

and 40 minutes. A search of the word “price” by the NVivo software into these transcriptions 

showed less than 10 citations (for comparison, in the cases 1 and 2 “price” was cited 48 times 

in 9 hours and 10 minutes of interviews). The low citation frequency does not mean that price 

is not an issue in the sourcing. Contrarily, competitive price is taken for granted, since the 

supplier-firms involved are among the most efficient in their industry. Indeed, the very low 

frequency of the word “price” in narratives can suggest that value creation, in this stage, is more 

focused on the additional benefits comprised into Willingness-To-Pay (from buyer side) and 

Opportunity Cost (from the supplier side) concepts. Here, buyer and suppliers pursuit a higher 

value creation by increasing WTP and reducing OC respectively.  

Regarding the suppliers’ side, three features were common in the narratives of the 

managers of Pumps_2 and Log_2: first, an entrepreneurship behavior; second, the recent 

turnarounds both supplier-firms have lived; and third, the much-valued reputation of being a 

Delta’s supplier as a stepping stone to win new customers. 

Although both respondents hold top management positions (President for Latin 

America, and Sales Vice-President for Latin America, respectively), several elements of their 

narratives were easily identifiable within an entrepreneurial activity. When compared with 

other suppliers’ narratives, both managers demonstrated spontaneously a higher engagement 

with the progress of the business relationship, personally accompanying the ongoing projects. 

Two themes dominated most of the interview time: the integration initiatives carried out into 

buyer-firm, describing in details which initiatives has worked, as well as what went wrong; and 

the business opportunities that come from being suppliers of a large, complex cosmetics global 

firm, providing several examples. Representative quotations are presented in Table 50. 

In the second round of interviews, conducted one year later with the Log_2’ and 

Pumps_2’s top managers, we could better explore the nature of their managerial capabilities. 

Here, we found a higher degree of commonalities. Both demonstrated making use of asset 

orchestration capability (Sirmon et al., 2011; Teece, 2012), an evidence of dynamic capabilities 

in use: the sensing activities of looking for opportunities and threats, the discipline of 

developing different business plans to current and potential customers, detailing resources and 

investments needs, as well as their deployment. Both managers gave examples of their ability 

of offering new products or services by creating, extending or modifying their firms’ original 
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resources. A robust example of asset orchestration is discussed in detail in the within case 

analysis of the logistic sourcing.  

 

Table 50 – Agility as a value-driver – representative quotations 

Agility 

Representative quotations Respondents 

The information flows very well with Log_2 and they are so close, offering a 

complete structure...sometimes you forget they are a third party operator. 

Delta Logistic 

Manager 

[This strategic sourcing] requires deep knowledge of the client's business. They [the 

supplier] should know how we earn money, how to improve [client's] margins. I 

think that is, I don’t know how to name it, but in fact, I think it is the greatest 

attribute freight forwarder may have...this ability. 

 

Delta Logistic 

Manager 

Both firms [suppliers] are equally efficient, the difference is that Log_2 has higher 

flexibility, currently brings better results. 

Delta Logistic 

Manager 

I think the main attribute is its [Log_2] ability to see [the challenges] with the 

customer's eyes. What I mean by that? The ability Log_2 has to understand the 

business of my company, its complexity, limits that I have, and my characteristic as 

a contractor within the marketplace. 

Delta Logistic 

Manager 

Log_2 knows how sensible we are on campaigns issues. They know that is very 

critical. When I "do an air" is because I really needed the load on the airplane fast... 

they do not miss it. 

Delta Logistic 

Manager 

I have a team of planning dedicated to Delta, not seeing only Delta, but all the 

supply chain... so my supply chain management team understands Delta needs, is 

not only my sales team that understands Delta. 

Pumps_2 

Delta is one of our major targets for growth. What we can help them is going faster, 

we create ways to find more opportunities for business to us, improving Delta's 

operations...in production planning, inventory management, forecast… 

Pumps_2 

We learned how to work with campaigns, with fast changes, intense information 

exchange ... we end up helping in the management of suppliers to ensure that orders 

placed will be collected by us. This is much more complex than doing the logistics 

of Bosch or Volkswagen. 

Log_2 

Delta helps us create more expertise in this type of industry [consumer goods] and it 

serves as a business case for future sales. 

Log_2 

 

Another common point is that both firms (Log_2 and Pump_2) lived a deep turnaround 

two to three years ago, receiving massive investments from investors. Although for different 

reasons, both managers have fired an important part of the employees and hired fresh ones, with 

the mission to implement an entrepreneurial culture into the organizations, and promote a fast 

firm growth. It is remarkable the investments both firms have done in an international training 

of the key managers.  

Insofar both managers assert their compromise with firm’s profitability; our analysis 

suggests that market share growth comes first, since all suppliers managers which firms are 

considered in the agility stage reported a common value-driver: the gained reputation of being 
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a Delta’s supplier is a powerful “selling tool”, attracting new customers. In the Log_2’s view, 

developing innovative solutions to Delta has attracted new business opportunities in the 

industry of consumer goods, a sector that Log_2 has a share, in his opinion, less than the desired. 

Pumps_2 presents similar argument: being recognized as a successful Delta’s supplier helps to 

reduce the resistance of large customers who view Pumps_2, a young firm, with some 

skepticism. 

 

Table 51 – Capabilities observed in the Agility stage of value creation 

Capabilities in Agility stage  

Buyer side Purchasing capabilities - strong dynamic capabilities to regularly 

reconfigure the assessment and bidding processes in a local, regional, and 

global scope. 

Integrative capabilities -strong dynamic integrative capabilities that allow 

the reconfiguration of information exchange, and creation of new learning 

processes. 

Expertise capabilities - strong dynamic capabilities that allows 

reconfiguration of the processes of data gathering, information selection, 

and knowledge sharing. 

Supplier side Managerial capabilities - strong individual dynamic capabilities resident in 

the top management of the firm, which enable the creation, extension, and 

modification of product and service offerings.  

Integrative capabilities - strong dynamic integrative capabilities that allow 

the regularly reconfiguration of information sharing processes. 

Sales capabilities- strong operational capabilities that allow the 

identification of new business opportunities inside the buyer-firm. 

Expertise capabilities -strong dynamic capabilities that allow 

reconfiguration of logistics design processes. 

 

The analysis of the two rounds of interviews allows identify some patterns about the 

extent and the strength of dynamic capabilities in the dyads formed by Delta and Log_2 and 

Pumps_2, resumed in Table 51.  Differently from the Global Footprint stage of value creation, 

here we observed evidence of strong dynamic capabilities in use in all the functions involved 

in the sourcing, within both buyer and supplier-firms. This evidence was observed on a more 

granular level, suggesting a capacity for repeatedly modifying and improving the sourcing 

processes, which are discussed in details in the within cases analysis of the cases 5 and 6.  

However, the differences between the stages of Global Footprint and Agility do not 

seem to be limited to the intensity of the capabilities. Here, the leading role of the suppliers’ 

top managers in the pursuit of higher value creation is evident. They demonstrated their ability 

of learning from environment through feedback and experience, creating new business 
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structures and new offers to clients by describing some recent examples. In line with Felin et 

al. (2012), and Teece (2012), we identified these capabilities as dynamic managerial 

capabilities. Indeed, a Delta’s director spontaneously described this ability in the Log_2 main 

manager: “…he [the supplier-firm vice-president] has strong leadership in the firm, …and 

creativity. Sometimes he creates new arrangements…interesting to note how he brings services 

operational improvements without affecting cost”. Conversely, we quoted the Log_2 vice-

president: “My mission here is to see ahead of my clients’ needs. Sometimes I propose new 

things from the same available resources. They [the clients] like it”. We considered the 

capabilities observed in the dyads formed by Delta and the suppliers Log_2 and Pumps_2 as 

strong dynamic capabilities, because they represented significant change in the Delta’s 

customer responsiveness (Table 51). According to Delta’s respondents, these changes 

positively affected the firm competitiveness and operational performance.  

To sum up, the stage of value creation driven by dynamic capabilities presents agility 

as the remarkable attribute added to the set of value drivers from the anterior stage. In this stage, 

the notion of “velocity” and “purposeful of acting” was present in the narratives, regardless the 

issue reported, due to the need to improve supply chain responsiveness and to contain rising 

costs. Respondents make clear that there is a strategy guiding the process of bundling resources 

and capabilities from firms to build and leverage capabilities with the purpose of creating value 

for buyer and supplier-firms. Here, the supplier-firms seem to shape change in their business 

environment, rather than reacting to it. This stage of value creation process is characterized by 

a strong suppliers’ top management involvement, forming cross-functional teams from both 

firms, with reasonable autonomy to solve problems and introduce new routines to yield extra 

savings or new opportunities to enhance profits and/or market share regarding both firms. Data 

analysis suggests dynamic capabilities in use, some of them reconfiguring operational 

capabilities promoting the so-called ambidexterity capabilities (e.g., Lavie, Stettner, & 

Tushman, 2010). Besides a clear business strategy, the analysis of supplier managers’ narratives 

suggest the use of the processes that reflect asset orchestration activities referred by Teece 

(2007): first, the identification and assessment of opportunities (sensing); second, the 

mobilization of resources globally to address opportunities, and to capture value from doing so 

(seizing); third, continued renewal of processes and operational capabilities (transforming).   
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9.5 The dynamics between stages 

 

We described four different stages of value creation through the buyer and supplier 

perspectives, as well as the triggers that initialize every stage. The model supports the notion 

that the stages present cumulative characteristics: a higher stage of value creation contains a 

new set of value drivers while carrying those set out in the preceding stages; as well as crescent 

strength capabilities, following the sand cone analogy suggested by Ferdows and DeMeyer 

(1990). Thus, supplier-firms transacting in stage IV of value creation are not only more agile, 

they likely have also built up superior capabilities, both operational (of quality, dependability, 

flexibility, and cost) and dynamics, than those operating in the inferior stages of value creation.  

However, buyer and supplier value drivers present different features along these four 

stages of value creation. Figure 34 illustrates the cumulative nature of the value-drivers through 

the stages from the buyer-firm perspective.  

 

 

Figure 34 – Sequence of value creation stages through buyer perspective 

 

Buyer-firms engaged in business relationships with suppliers in the Agility stage, per 

example, are not only seeking a higher supply chain responsiveness; they are also counting on 

the benefits derived from suppliers’ superior operational efficiency, financial strength, 

compliance and global operations. The perception of those increased benefits leads the buyer-
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firm to enhance its WTP for a supplier. Indeed, the word “price” was rarely mentioned in the 

interviews involving the respondents of the dyads classified in the highest stages of value 

creation; despite price is a central concern for the parties. A plausible explanation is that the 

price proposition among competing supplier-firms operating in the highest stages of value 

creation is very close because they are equally efficient. In other words, what drives the buyer’s 

choice are the additional benefits. Conversely, in the lower stages of value creation (Operational 

Efficiency and Predictability), price and its derivatives (volume, payment conditions) are 

paramount.  

Our findings suggest that the buyer-firm moves from a stage of value creation to another 

as a response to a threat, potential or actual, of loss of sales. Respondents mentioned a risk of 

supply disruption and increased rivalry in the industry as the main potential sources of lost 

sales. In all the studied cases (except in the glass sourcing case) these threats led strategic 

sourcing to a higher stage of value creation. We have also evidence that a buyer-firm may 

choose to evolve to a superior stage of value creation driven by a sense of business opportunity. 

More specifically, Delta implemented in 2009 a global purchasing policy in strategic sourcing 

to benefit from synergies by establishing supply agreements with global supplier-firms.  

Different internal and external constrains limit and shape buyer-firm choices regarding 

value creation: our data analysis suggests that buyer-firms seem to choose the stage of value 

creation according to their internal needs and external threats. If their needs are satisfied into 

an Operational Efficiency stage, per instance, it is unlikely that the firm would move to a higher 

stage without the stimulus of an external threat or a new business opportunity.  

The movement to a superior stage of value creation is not only a matter of will; firms 

must be able to do it. The organizational set of capabilities involved in value creation at the 

stage I are quite different in nature and strength to those needed in stage IV. While buyer and 

supplier-firms need operational capabilities in use to achieve the stage of Operational 

Efficiency, dynamic capabilities are resident within processes and top managers governing 

strategic sourcing in the stage Agility of value creation. Thus, a firm’s capacity (in 

organizational and financial terms) of acquiring or transforming resources in capabilities is a 

fundamental internal factor in determining how much value the firm can create within strategic 

sourcing (Chen, Paulraj & Lado, 2004). 

Depending on the nature of the threat, engaging in a strategic sourcing that requires a 

superior stage of value creation may reduce or neutralize the threat. The pumps sourcing case 

provides a good example: Delta started perceiving the pumps sole-sourcing strategy as a threat 
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to its market responsiveness after Pumps_1 begins to regularly expands the orders’ lead-time. 

Here, the cost of larger inventories and the potential risk of supply disruption led Delta to 

reconfigure their purchasing and integrative capabilities, to engage in a higher value creation 

relationship with Pumps_2. The costs of leveraging their dynamic capabilities base were likely 

offset to the gains derived from the higher responsiveness, resulting in a positive technical 

fitness (Helfat et al., 2007). 

Supplier-firms that have developed operational capabilities are aimed to participate in 

sourcing processes pertaining on the first two stages: operational efficiency, and predictability. 

In sourcing contexts of lower uncertainty or relatively low competitiveness, these firms may 

sustain, for a certain period of time, competitive advantage (Teece, 2007). Creating superior 

value demands higher investment, mainly concerning the development of dynamic managerial 

capabilities focused in supply chain integration and coordination. The two supplier-firms 

identified in the superior stage of value creation are exemplars. They challenge the principle 

that dynamic capabilities development needs time to be built (Winter, 2003; Helfat & Winter, 

2011) among others resources and capabilities. Log_2 and Pumps_2 are relatively new firms 

when compared with their competitors. However, they have received substantive financial 

resources and managerial training to develop fast the desired dynamic capabilities as a mean to 

gain market share.  

However, our data analysis supports the notion that supplier-firms present a different 

profile of value-drivers through the four stages of value creation (Figure 35). Instead of a 

cumulative-sand cone profile, the benefits supplier-firms seek from buyers are apparently 

constant and additive throughout the stages. We had evidence that the only crescent value-

driver is the search for new business opportunities. Suppliers engage with buyer-firms that can 

bring new business opportunities in a crescent scale and scope, moving to a superior stage 

attracted by the possibility of gaining more customers due to the reputation of being a strategic 

supplier of a distinguished buyer-firm. For example, Log_2 used to be a relevant logistics 

supplier to the automotive industry, which was strongly affected by the 2014’s economic crisis. 

The investment made to bring greater agility to Delta had the parallel aim to become known in 

an industry where Log_2 did not have a strong portfolio of customers. According to the Log_2’s 

respondent, new customers from the cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries were conquered 

after Log_2 became the Delta’s preferred supplier on international logistics. 

Our data analysis points to the evidence that supplier-firms are attracted by buyers that 

can provide to them opportunities for growth, then profitability. Initially, suppliers seek to gain 
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a larger share within sourcing. Further, the goal is conquering new customers regionally and 

then globally, and in different industries. Between two customers that offer similar financial 

advantages, supplier-firms would choose the one that would bring better future growth 

opportunities. The perception of this benefit leads the supplier-firm to reduce its OC for a buyer 

in the highest stages of value creation. A possible explanation is that supplier-firms need to gain 

economies of scale to pay back the investments already made and assure those planned for the 

future expansion, in their way to achieve competitive advantage.  

 

 

Figure 35 – Sequence of value creation stages through supplier perspective 

 

The differences between buyers and suppliers regarding drivers of value creation can 

provide a clue as both parties manage value appropriation, since the way to understand the 

concept of value appropriation necessarily involves the understanding of value creation (Lepak 

et al., 2007). A firm usually cannot claim a value unless it adds some value (Ghemawat & 

Rivkin, 2006). Our data analysis provides evidence that buyer-firms seek to capture value from 

relationships in the same extent value creation is perceived. In other words, we suggest that the 

higher the WTP regarding a supplier, the greater (in a proportional way to the value created) 

the buyer’s value appropriation within relationship. The propensity of the buyer-firm to transfer 
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part of the value captured from the buyer-supplier relationship to its final consumer was not 

explored in this study. 

Differently, our data analysis indicated that supplier-firms seem to be more prone to 

sacrifice part of the value that could be captured within relationship, since the reputation derived 

from the engagement with an exigent buyer may result in future new customers, from which 

relationships additional value could be captured. The rationale behind this apparent sacrifice is 

simple: for some supplier-firms, to become a preferred supplier of a buyer may represent a gain 

of economies of scale and scope due to newly conquered customers. As a respondent explained: 

“[...] it is not exactly a sacrifice; instead it is an investment in an effective advertising”. As the 

supplier-firm gains more customers, it may achieve economies of scale, thereby reducing costs. 

Thus, the supplier reduces its OC regarding the buyer that can potentially provide new 

customers. 

 

9.6 The Kraljic’s portfolio perspective 

 

The cases selected to this study fulfilled the initial research assumptions of being considered a 

strategic sourcing (described in the section 7.1). In the later sections we suggested that some 

strategic suppliers are able to create more value than others. Indeed, some suppliers are more 

skilled, presenting a larger and better development of capabilities, expressed in their core 

activities (the expertise capabilities), in the integration activities, as information and knowledge 

exchange activities, among others.  

In a different approach, the Kraljic’s portfolio model (section 2.1) classifies suppliers 

according some specific dimensions, resulting in four categories: suppliers of (1) non-critical 

items, (2) leverage items, (3) bottleneck items, and (4) strategic items.  To better understand 

how the model proposed in this study could combine with the portfolio approach, we carried 

out an additional data analysis by applying the Kraljic (1983)’s model to the six sourcing cases, 

reminding that Kraljic perspective means a buyer perspective. The objective was to expand our 

perception on the previous analysis, adding a different conceptual layer. It is important to 

highlight that original data were collected without taking into account the set of concepts 

included in the Kraljic’s model. Our intention here is to produce some insights that capture the 

most relevant aspects from both approaches. 

Thus, we initiated the coding process employing the attributes described by Kraljic 

(1983) included in the dimensions of the portfolio model. The matrix was built according 

“importance of purchasing”, and “complexity of the supply market” dimensions. The first 
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dimension (importance of purchasing) is an internal factor and it is related to total costs, value-

added profile, and profitability profile (Kraljic, 1983). The second dimension represents an 

external factor related to issues as: supply monopoly or oligopoly conditions, technological 

advance, entry barriers, logistics costs, and complexity of the supply marketplace (Kraljic, 

1983). These attributes were classified High/Low for each supplier. The resultant matrix 

determines four strategies: non-critical, leverage, bottleneck, and strategic items (see Figure 1). 

Table 52 describes the characteristics of each quadrant of the resulting matrix.  

The data analysis showed that 9 from 12 suppliers could be classified as suppliers of 

strategic items. The three remaining suppliers (from glass, furniture for point-of-sale, and the 

graphic design sourcing) gathered characteristics of being suppliers of bottleneck items. 

However, if we add to the analysis the information that some critical sales stores require from 

Alpha superior quality in the execution and assembly of furniture and graphic panels, Furn_1 

and GraphDes_1 become suppliers of strategic items. Thus, the sourcing itself is not strategic, 

but specific suppliers are strategic in specific situations. 

 

Table 52 – Characteristics of quadrants derived from Kraljic’s portfolio model 

Non-critical 

items 

Leverage 

items 

Bottleneck items Strategic items 

Less than 12 

months 

12 to 24 months Depending of 

availability vs. 

short-term flexibility 

Up to 10 years; 

governed by long-

term strategic 

impact 

Functional 

efficiency 

Cost/Price and 

materials flow 

management 

Cost management 

and reliable short-

term sourcing 

Long-term 

availability 

Commodities Mix of 

commodities 

Specified materials Scarce and/or high-

value materials 

Local suppliers Multiple local 

suppliers 

Global, mainly new 

suppliers with new 

technologies 

Global suppliers 

Abundant Abundant Production-based 

scarcity 

Natural scarcity 

Decentralized Mainly 

decentralized 

Decentralized but 

centrally 

coordinated 

Centralized 

 

Next, we analyzed data according the dimensions supplier strength and company 

strength (Kraljic, 1983). Some scholars consider part of these dimensions as proxy of power 

dimensions (Caniels & Gelderman, 2005, 2007; Dubois & Pedersen, 2002), although Kraljic 

does not mention the term power in his article. We codified data using the evaluation criteria 
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described by Kraljic (1983), presented in the Table 53. Our data was insufficient to assess 

several attributes as “supplier’s break-even stability” for example. Following the process, we 

produced a second matrix containing the alternative Kraljic’s recommendations of “exploit the 

relationship” (because the buyer is stronger than the supplier), “diversify the sourcing” (because 

the supplier is stronger than the buyer), or  “balance the relationship”, when both are equally 

weak or strong (Kraljic, 1983).  

Considering the inherent limitations regarding the scarcity of data to assess the sourcing 

cases according the Kraljic’s model, we finished the analysis with the following prescriptive 

recommendations for each sourcing case and supplier:  

(1) Printing, Pumps, and Logistics sourcing: Balance relationships.  

(2) Glass, Furniture, and Graphic Design sourcing: Diversify, searching alternative 

suppliers. 

 

Table 53 – Purchasing portfolio evaluation criteria 

Supplier strength   Company strength 

Market size vs. supplier capacity 
 

Purchasing volume vs. capacity of main 

units 

Market growth vs. capacity 

growth 

 
Demand growth vs. capacity growth 

Capacity utilization or bottleneck 

risk 

 
Capacity utilization of main units 

Competitive structure 
 

Market share vis-à-vis main competition 

POI and/ ROC 
 

Profitability of main end products 

Cost and price structure 
 

Cost and price structure 

Break-even stability 
 

Cost of no delivery 

Uniqueness of product and 

technological stability 

 
Own production capability or integration 

depth 

Entry barriers (capital and know-

how requirements) 

 
Entry cost for new sources vs. cost for 

own production 

Logistics situation   Logistic 

Source: adapted from Kraljic (1983, p.114, Exhibit III) 

 

The Kraljic’s recommendations are consistent with Delta’s supply management 

regarding Printing, Pumps, Logistics, and Glass sourcing at times of data collection. They are 

also in line with Alpha’s recent movements of diversifying the Furniture and Graphic Design 

by bringing a second supplier, a little less skilled, to sourcing. However, data analysis suggests 
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that Alpha prefers the suppliers Furn_1 and Graph_1 to the extent they assist critical clients 

(specialty stores and beauty salons) expanding sales. In this sense, Furn_1 and GraphDes_1 can 

be classified in two quadrants of Kraljic’s model: they can be considered suppliers of strategic 

items (when critical clients are involved), or suppliers of bottleneck items (when ordinary clients 

are involved).  

Researchers have empirically tested the Kraljic’s model, including Caniels and 

Gelderman (2005, 2007). Their findings point to a supplier dominance in the strategic quadrant 

of the purchasing portfolio, although recent research suggest symmetric interdependence 

between firms into a strategic relationship (Gulati, 2007). Our analysis suggests a slightly 

higher dependence of the buyer regarding suppliers in the Agility stage of value creation. In 

addition, we observed the leading role of suppliers in this stage, contrasting with what we 

observed in the earlier stages. While in the Predictability or Global Footprint stages suppliers 

used to respond to buyers’ challenges in an effective way, in the Agility stage the suppliers 

challenge buyers with new potential benefits and savings. In this stage, rather than reacting to 

environment changes, suppliers create changes in the business environment. 

Portfolio models are driven by a resource-optimization orientation (Bensaou, 1999; 

Olsen & Ellram, 1997). Classifying suppliers in different categories allow establishing specific 

strategies for each one (Kraljic, 1983). The model proposed in this study (Figure 32) enables 

buyer-firms to rank strategic suppliers according to their ability of creating value in different 

stages: (1) Operational Efficiency level, (2) Predictability level, (3) Global Footprint level, and 

(4) Agility level. In other words, suppliers present different sets of capabilities according their 

ability of creating value. This set of capabilities is result of an accumulation process, 

continuously shaped by managerial decisions (Pandza et al., 2003), and market dynamics 

(Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000). We named “repertoire of capabilities” the bundle of firm-specific 

capabilities that allow firms to respond to shifts in the business environment (Eisenhardt & 

Martin, 2000; Winter, 2000), and support or create competitive advantage to the buyer-firm.  

Combining the model proposed in this study and the Kraljic’s model adds a new view 

to the portfolio model. We proposed the dimensions “buyer’s capabilities repertoire” (an 

internal factor), and “supplier’s capabilities repertoire” (an external factor), to categorize 

suppliers into the strategic quadrant of Kraljic’s portfolio (Figure 36). Thus, strategic suppliers 

could be classified according their ability of creating different levels of value in a business 

relationship.  
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Figure 36 – Stages of value creation within portfolio strategic quadrant 

 

Two insights arise from Figure 36: first, buyers and suppliers only can achieve the upper 

level of value creation if both firms present equally strong capabilities repertoire. Second, the 

weaker firm (in terms of capability repertoire) would limit the level of value creation in the 

relationship. These insights point to assumptions in the value creation process that was not 

directly covered in the cases analysis, although we observed the capability repertoire 

asymmetry in the inferior levels of value creation, and the symmetry in the upper levels.  

Recent research has emphasized the critical role of integrative capability as a critical 

dynamic capability (e.g., Jiang et al., 2015; Vanpoucke et al., 2014). We can presume that weak 

integrative capabilities hamper the development of other essential capabilities to the value 

creation process, mainly alignment capabilities (Handfield et al., 2015), and information and 

knowledge sharing (Hult, 2003) between buyers and suppliers. Further research is needed to 

better understand these relationships. 
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

In this research, our goal was to explore the dynamics of value creation within a triad composed 

by two dyads formed by two competing suppliers and one common buyer, answering the 

question “how and why buyer-firms transfer value from a supplier to another in strategic 

sourcing?” The data analysis of six cases brought together concepts from different areas of 

management research, such as strategic sourcing, value creation (through economics strategy 

and marketing perspectives) and dynamic capabilities, allowing us to answer the research 

question and offering contributions to the theory and practice.  

A buyer transferred value from a supplier to another according to two main reasons: 

first, the supplier failed to accomplish the buyer’s value expectation. In this situation, the buyer 

did not change its original value drivers concerning this sourcing. The change resided at the 

supplier-firm and/or within its business environment that probably lost the operational 

conditions of accomplishing the supply requirements. Moving part of or all the orders to another 

supplier, the buyer could prevent further loss of value creation and appropriation within 

strategic sourcing. The glass sourcing case was exemplary of this situation: to avoid supply 

disruptions (and loss of sales) with Glass_3, the buyer-firm chose to move to an inferior stage 

of value creation and appropriation with Glass_1. This supplier assured quality and delivery 

requirements while imposing a higher cost to the buyer. Buyer-firms with a well-established 

strategic sourcing function would remain provisionally in a lower stage of value creation, 

moving as soon as possible to a new supplier that could offer a higher operational efficiency. 

The second possibility, prevailing in the studied cases, the transfer of orders to another 

supplier was caused by a change in the buyer’s value drivers. Here, the change is driven by an 

external threat, an internal need or a business opportunity. The change could be rooted inside 

the buyer organization, such as the implementation of a new purchasing policy, or a new buyer 

requirement concerning the sourcing, as the development of a new product. Our data analysis 

indicates that the deployment of new policies represented an improvement of the purchasing 

strategic role within buyer-firms, bringing savings and general improvements in the supply 

management. These purchasing policies seem to have forged a higher alignment between the 

corporate strategy and purchase strategy, as well as enhancing integration between functions 

within the two buyer-firms. These findings are consistent with previous research (e.g., Lawson 

et al., 2009; Carr & Smeltzer, 1997). In the upper stages of value creation, this integration is 

extended to more skilled suppliers, opening communication channels to intense exchange of 

knowledge and information (Vanpoucke et al., 2014).        
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However, the change on value drivers might be rooted outside the buyer-firm, in one or 

more levels of analysis: the country environment, the buyer-industry, in the supplier-industry 

or within the supplier-firm. In the studied cases, due to the Brazilian economic crisis, all the 

firms were driving to a general effort of costs reduction. Specifically, the cosmetics industry 

was hit with an increase in the import and sale taxes. The buyer’s value drivers have also 

changed thanks to a growing risk perception of supply disruption. The pumps sourcing case 

was exemplary: the Pumps_1’s aggressive consolidation movement worldwide plus an 

increasing lead-time in orders delivery led the buyer to contract a second supplier (Pumps_2), 

who quickly achieved a growing share within sourcing. The buyer’s change was not only driven 

by the fear, real or potential, of supply disruption, leading a decrease of the buyer’s WTP 

regarding Pumps_1. The supplier Pumps_2 also offered additional benefits, provoking an 

increase of the buyer’s WTP.  

However, the buyer is only responsive to the benefits it does not have within the 

sourcing. The logistics sourcing case was exemplary: differently from the pumps sourcing case, 

here the buyer was satisfied with Log_1 services in general. Aware of the buyer’s challenges, 

Log_2 proactively offered a higher agility, increasing the buyer’s responsiveness to the market 

(and its WTP perception). Important to note that what distinguishes stage Agility from the other 

stages is the active role of suppliers on shaping the process of value creation into the sourcing. 

In the inferior stages, who shapes the process of value creation is the buyer-firm, challenging 

the suppliers with new demands. However, the superior value creation offered by a supplier is 

not a matter of will; it is supported by strong operational and dynamic capabilities developed 

within the supplier-firm and top management team. The deployment of the dynamic capabilities 

was done into the firm itself, and also into the relationship, i.e., in the integrative initiatives, as 

information and knowledge sharing.  

We also observed that the top managers of the supplier-firms operating in the upper 

stages of value creation behave differently when compared to the others. They demonstrate a 

more direct, focused and purposeful interest for the problems and needs of their customers. 

They seem actively participating in the elaboration of innovative offers to customers, leading 

the orchestration of the needed resources, and delegating the operational execution to the 

functions’ managers while keeping attention on details. These observations seem consistent 

with the managerial dynamic capabilities description (Helfat & Martin, 2015; Harris & Peteraf, 

2013), and to entrepreneurial behavior (Teece, 2012). Differently from the organizational 
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capabilities, these are dynamic capabilities resident in the individual or a given top management 

team.  

The main theoretical contribution of this study is the proposition of a conceptual model 

that shows how the value creation processes within strategic buyer-supplier relationship (a 

dyad) is influenced by another competing dyad, as well as by the environmental uncertainty 

and the resources and capabilities repertoire owned by the involved firms. We described four 

different stages of value creation through the buyer and supplier perspectives, as well as the 

triggers that initialize every stage. We also propose that the buyer-firm chooses the stage of 

value creation that fits its needs, constraints, and business opportunities enough. Moving to 

superior stages requires additional investments from the buyer and supplier-firms. Thus, the 

value appropriation in a superior stage of value should offset the investment done to move to 

there, considering a certain period of time. Here, our findings challenge Narashimhan & Das 

(1998) results. According to the authors, strategic sourcing is a way to obtain capabilities [from 

suppliers] without capital investment.   

The model supports the notion that the four stages present cumulative characteristics: a 

higher stage of value creation contains a new set of value drivers, while carrying those contained 

in the preceding stages; as well as crescent strength capabilities, following the sand cone 

analogy suggested by Ferdows and DeMeyer (1990). On the other hand, our data analysis 

suggests that supplier-firms present a different profile of value-drivers through the four stages 

of value creation. Instead of a cumulative-sand cone profile, the benefits supplier-firms seek 

from buyers are apparently constant and additive throughout the stages. We had evidence that 

the only crescent value-driver for supplier-firms is the search for new business opportunities, 

that is, the search for new customers within and in different industries, to enhance the suppliers’ 

economies of scale and scope. 

Buyers and suppliers seem to differ in how they manage the value appropriation in 

strategic sourcing. Buyers appear to appropriate value in a proportional rate they create within 

strategic relationship and along the stages of value creation. Otherwise, suppliers seem more 

prone to sacrifice part of appropriation of the value created if they realize real or potential new 

customers derived from the current business relationship. A reduced value appropriation in the 

current relationship could be offset by a superior appropriation in new (and uncertain) new 

business relationships. 

We also described a construct present in most of the respondents’ narratives that, to the 

best of our knowledge, has not yet been described in the value creation literature: it is the Global 
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Footprint value-driver, discussed in the section 9.3. Having a Global Footprint is largely valued 

by the MNCs when engaged in strategic sourcing.  

Figure 37 graphically summarizes the different stages of value creation and put together 

all the conceptual and contextual elements explored in this study. In short, the higher the 

environmental uncertainty, more willing the firms engaged in a strategic sourcing would be to 

invest in the development of dynamic capabilities in order to create and appropriate superior 

value. Our theoretical contribution resides in the liaison of the external contingencies 

(environmental uncertainty), internal needs and the potentiality of developing strong 

operational and dynamic capabilities, to different stages of value creation, according to the 

views of buyers and suppliers engaged within strategic sourcing. Uncertain market demand and 

potential risk of supply disruption were the primary sources of environmental uncertainty 

observed in this study. In this sense, we answered calls from recent literature review for a better 

understand about the critical contingencies that define successful capability development 

between buyers and suppliers (Crook & Esper, 2014; Zimmermann & Foerstl, 2014). 

 

 

Figure 37 – Representation of total value creation in the four stages and contextual factors. 
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From the six cases analysis emerged other contributions to theory in supply 

management, in particular to strategic sourcing. An old debate about sourcing strategies 

remains in supply management literature: the pros and cons of sole and dual (or parallel) 

sourcing strategies (Aláez-Aller & Longás-Garcia, 2010; Cousins & Stanwix, 2001; 

Richardson, 1993), with mixed findings. We had evidence that the entrance of a second supplier 

within an originally sole sourcing had induced, in different degrees, an increase of the value 

created into the sourcing, consistent with previous research findings in structural supply 

management research (e.g., Tchokogué, Nollet, & Gobeil, 2011; Richardson & Roumasset, 

1995). 

 In other words, even when the sole sourcing is governed by a long-term, collaborative, 

and interdependent relationship (an example is the print sourcing case), the entrance of a second 

supplier with a small stake seems to reinforce the processes of value creation, instead of 

jeopardizing them by bringing some asymmetry to the already established interdependence. 

This evidence challenges in some extent Gulati and Sytch’ (2007) and Paulraj and Chen’s 

(2007) findings. To these authors, the joint dependence enhances the performance of 

relationships and that this effect is partially mediated by the level of joint action and the quality 

of information exchange, which describes the sourcing context present in the printing sourcing 

case. A possible explanation to our findings is that Print_1 avoided any retaliation in response 

to the entrance of a competitor because they are a global supplier of Delta. Potential 

disturbances between the Brazilian subsidiaries of both firms could affect the global business. 

Alternatively, we can understand that the interdependence between two global firms is 

established in a higher level of analysis (the headquarters), instead of the subsidiary level. 

This study brings contributions to practice as well. First, the framework suggesting 

different stages of value creation can guide procurement and sales managers to establish a fine-

tuning strategy regarding their strategic sourcing relationships. For suppliers, identifying the 

stage of value creation a buyer-firm needs in a given strategic sourcing and context allow an 

efficient allocation of human, processes, physical, and financial resources. For buyers, 

identifying the adequate stage of value creation in a given strategic sourcing allow firms to 

establish a more granular strategy of supply management, properly addressing the resources 

among different sourcing relationships. In short, managers can better orchestrate firm’s 

resources by matching investment and deployment decisions (Sirmon & Hitt, 2009), bearing in 

mind which stage of value creation it is worth operating. 
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In this sense, we also added new insights to the strategic quadrant of the purchasing 

portfolio model. Drawing on dynamic capabilities approach, we suggested that upper value 

creation could be achieved if both buyers and suppliers have equally developed, accumulated 

and deployed the necessary dynamic capabilities to assure integration (Vanpoucke et al., 2014), 

alignment (Handfield et al., 2015), then allowing tacit and explicit knowledge sharing (Hult, 

2003) between buyers and suppliers. Moreover, the combined model also suggest that the 

weaker firm (in terms of capabilities repertoire) would define the level of value creation, 

regardless how strong is the partner’s repertoire.  

Second, we had evidence of the advantages a second supplier may bring to the sourcing 

in terms of value creation enhancement, independently how efficient and collaborative has been 

the sole supplier. Two specific purchasing capabilities seem to play a central role in the 

challenging goal of introducing a new competitive supplier into a collaborative sourcing. The 

first is the elaboration of transparent and reliable bidding process to every sourcing type, despite 

the value stage addressed. The second refers to the development and deployment of integrative 

capabilities to assure information exchange and knowledge sharing according to the aimed 

stage of value creation. 

At this point, it is important to acknowledge important limitations of this study that 

might provide opportunities for future research. As with any case study research, there are 

limitations to the findings and conclusions generated in this study. First, the buyer-firms are 

large MNCs pertaining on the same industry. Although this feature has the advantage of 

allowing an easier and reliable comparison between cases, since environmental factors may 

equally affect both firms, small or medium-sized firms from different industries, operating 

within national boundaries may present different dynamics of value creation.  In contrast, in 

this study the supplier firms vary in size, industry, and geographical scope of operations, 

bringing diversity to the studied sourcing cases.  

Second, the coding processes were carried out by only one researcher, which can bring 

some bias to the interpretation of the interviews content. To reduce this inconvenience, we 

presented the research findings to the purchasing director of both buyer-firms and the directors 

of two supplier-firms representative of the superior stage of value creation, asking for feedback 

and validation. While the buyer-firms’ managers fully agreed with our conclusions, adding 

relevant information upon our request to fill some gaps, the supplier-firms’ managers 

contributed to few but important points that were incorporated into the analysis. We committed 

with all the respondents the presentation of a final management report. 
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Despite these limitations, this study paves the way for researchers and managers to 

capitalize more fully on the potential of strategic sourcing in creating value in different degrees 

of environment uncertainty and capabilities development. More specifically, we point out three 

opportunities to future research: first, a quantitative study, as a survey, to develop and test 

propositions of our conceptual model. The deep analysis of cases allowed a rich description of 

several constructs, making measurement scale development an easier task.  

A second research opportunity concerns one of the most cited value-drivers in this 

study: the global footprint. Researchers on dynamic capabilities theory have recently offered 

dynamic capabilities and entrepreneurship approaches to the theory of the multinational 

enterprise (Michailova, 2015; Teece, 2014; Al-Aali & Teece, 2014), putting together 

capabilities concepts and governance/contractual issues. Exploring deeper the mechanisms that 

lead MNCs to prefer to transact with each other can help to explain how these firms engage in 

technology and capability transfer between subsidiaries and between global 

suppliers/customers. Ultimately, exploring how MNCs benefit for transacting with each other 

in a global scale may help to better explain their heterogeneity.  

The third research opportunity is about our initial proposal of categorizing strategic 

suppliers according two dimensions (Figure 36), using a portfolio analysis approach. Further 

research is needed to covering all the conceptual content of Kraljic’s model dimensions and 

attributes. 
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Appendix A – Literature review – Strategic Sourcing 

 
Year Authors Journal Purpose Contribution 

1983 Kraljic HBR Author brings the portfolio approach to purchasing, to 

help managers to a more rational use of firms 

resources. 

Classify materials on two dimensions: (i) importance of the purchase, (ii) complexity of 

the supply market. Then classify supplier strength vs. buyer strength, resulting in the 

strategies: non-critical items, leverage items, bottleneck items, strategic items 

1997 Carr & 

Smeltzer 

EJPSM Operationalization of the concept "strategic 

purchasing" (SP), from 16 variables clustered in four 

factors 

Level of SP (alignment of goals with corporate, other functions and suppliers, 

involvement with strategic plans) is linked to the function status in the firm, the 

professionals’ knowledge and skills, the willingness of taking risks, and access to 

resources like information and TI.   

1997 Olsen & 

Ellram 

IMM Describe the use of portfolio models in understanding 

supplier relationships and developing normative 

portfolio model to assist in different types of supplier 

relationship. 

Classify purchases on two dimensions: difficulty of managing the purchase situation, (ii) 

importance of the purchase. Then each quadrant is classified by  (i) strength of buyer-

supplier relationship, (ii) supplier attractiveness. Propose purchasing strategies to 

resulting categories. 

1998 Hult DS Examine how market-driven organizational learning 

affects strategic sourcing outcomes in MNCs 

Find that organizational learning results in gaining information, knowledge, critical 

thinking, which influences customer satisfaction, relationship commitment, and cycle-

time performance in sourcing process. 

1999 Carr & 

Pearson 

JOM Demonstrate the relationship between SP, supplier 

evaluation systems, BSRs, and firm's financial 

performance using structural equation model. 

SP impacts Financial performance, supplier evaluationand BSRs only in large firms. In 

small firms SP only impacts Supplier evaluation systems. Firm size is an important 

contingent variable. 

1999 Carr & 

Smeltzer 

EJPSM Examines the impact SP has on supply chain, by 

testing the relationship of SP with supplier 

responsiveness, supplier communication, changes in 

the supplier market and firm's performance. 

The highest effect of SP is on supplier communication. It refers to the degree that buyer 

and supplier-firms engage in direct communications in terms of planning, interfacing, and 

establishing cooperative relationships. All the proposed relationships are confirmed. 

1999 Narasimhan & 

Das 

DS Examines the influence of SS and advanced 

manufacturing technologies on specific manufacturing 

flexibilities 

Results suggest cost reduction by promoting different types of manufacturing flexibilities. 

Thus, SS leads to uncertainty reduction, and represent a way to obtain capabilities 

without investments. 
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Year Authors Journal Purpose Contribution 

1999 Bensaou SMR Propose an empirically validated portfolio model to 

manage supplier relationships. 

Classify relationships on two dimensions: (i) buyer's specific investments, (ii) supplier's 

specific investments. Each quadrant is classified by: contextual profiles in terms of 

product, resulting in the strategies: (i) market exchange, (ii) captive buyer, (iii) captive 

supplier, (iv) strategic partnership. 

2000 Wynstra & 

Ten Pierick 

EJPSM Propose a Supplier Involvement Portfolio to manage 

suppliers involved in NPD. 

Portfolio dimensions: (1) degree of development responsibility held by the suppliers, (2) 

Development risk. Resultant quadrants were: strategic development, critical development, 

arm’s length development, and routine development 

2000 Gelderman & 

Van Weele  

JPSM Authors uncover the measurements problems in the 

dimensions used in the Kraljic's model, bringing 

professionals answer to questions 

Authors propose a refinement of Kraljic's portfolio model in measurement rigor and use, 

as well the possibilities of moving in the matrix. 

2000 Nellore & 

Soderquist 

LRP Compare extant portfolio models, showing 

similarities, differences, and limitations. Drawing on 

Olsen & Ellram's model, authors investigate the 

applicability of PM into outsourced product 

development in automobile industry.  

In product development process, authors propose an extension of the 3 stages. The 

starting point is the same, the classification of components. In the 2nd stage, new issues 

are introduced, related to the specification generator, the relationship required and the 

type of specification required for a given component. Then strategies can be developed 

according to the supplier's attractiveness and type of relationship.  

2002 Dubois & 

Pedersen 

IMM Compare portfolio models approach with industrial 

network approach, focusing in how BSRs are dealt in 

these two sets and respective contexts 

Offers a critique to Kraljic model and propose a network-based, rather than a power-

based approach to BSRs. Authors suggest that Kraljic approach has shortcomings and 

neglects important types of relationships not directly addressed in any of the four 

quadrants 

2003 Gelderman & 

Van Weele 

JPSM How professionals measure the dimensions of the 

KP?; what kind of objectives and strategies are 

applicable when using KP?; what kind of movements 

are possible into the KP? 

Findings indicate that there is no simple, standardized blue print for the application of the 

portfolio analysis. It requires reflecting on results, critical thinking and sophistication of 

purchasing management 

2004 Chen, Paulraj, 

& Lado 

JOM SP, supply management, customer responsiveness, and 

firm performance. Examine the extent to which SP 

fosters supply management capabilities. 

SP fosters communication, long-term orientation, reduced suppliers base, leading to a 

higher customer responsiveness and financial performance. 
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Year Authors Journal Purpose Contribution 

2004 Wagner & 

Johnson 

IMM Explore how firms formulate strategy, implement it, 

and control the supplier portfolio management process 

The strategic supplier portfolio management process is the firm's relational competence 

(Dyer & Singh, 1998) put into practice. 

2005 Caniels & 

Gelderman 

JPSM Empirically test that power and dependence address 

the purchasing strategy according different quadrants 

in Kraljic model. 

Process research. Confirm literature about perceived power and dependence between 

buyers and suppliers. 

2006 Cousins, 

Lawson, & 

Squire 

IJOPM Investigate the different patterns of purchasing 

function configuration, and their relationship with firm 

performance. 

Data shows four configurations: strategic, capable, celebrity, undeveloped. SP ranks first 

in strategic planning, status, internal integration and skills, achieving higher financial 

performance when compared to the others types. 

2006 Paulraj, Chen, 

& Flynn 

JPSM Classify SP into 3 levels based on the dimensions of 

strategic focus, strategic involvement, and visibility. 

Examines the impact of SP on supply integrations and 

investigate in which extent SP contributes to financial 

performance of buyers and suppliers. 

SP presents 3 levels of strategic purchasing which affects the level of integration (in all 

the dimensions). A higher level of SP indicates higher buyer and supplier's performance. 

It suggests that when purchasing is strategically oriented, it can engender as well as 

protect the sustainable competitive advantages of both buyer and supplier firms, thereby 

ultimately maximizing transaction value (Zajac & Olsen, 1993) instead of minimizing 

transaction cost. 

2006 Gelderman & 

Semejin 

JPSM Examine the applicability of Kraljic portfolio in a 

global sourcing context. Explore knowledge 

development and sharing in MNCs. 

Kraljic's model appears useful, forcing cross-functional teamwork, which improves 

integration. 

2007 Ogden, 

Rossetti, & 

Hendrick 

JPSM Examine the role of professionalism (purchasing skills 

and knowledge); status (function situation within 

organization), and supply management (purchasing 

sophistication in managing external relationships in 7 

North American and European countries. 

Results indicated differences among several countries regarding these three strategic 

purchasing factors. USA, UK, and Germany present an important gap between the current 

and desired levels of professionalism en SS. SS functions in Belgium, France, Canada, 

and US have smaller status gaps than those in Germany and UK. No gaps between 

countries regarding supply management. 

2007 Caniels & 

Gelderman 

IMM Assess the role of power and interdependence in the 

strategic quadrant of the Kraljic portfolio matrix 

Findings suggest dominance of suppliers in the strategic quadrant due to higher 

dependence of the buyer. These relationships are not necessarily characterized by 

symmetric power positions. 
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Year Authors Journal Purpose Contribution 

2008 Khan & 

Pillania 

MD Explore the dimensions of SS and its relationship with 

organizational supply chain agility and performance 

Strategic supplier partnership, sourcing flexibility, supplier evaluation and trust in SC 

members are the key dimensions. Result shows the significant efect of strategic sourcing 

and dimensions on supply chain agility and firm's performance 

2008 Yeung JOM Examine the contextual factors of firm size, process 

type, ISO 9000 certification, and QM implementation 

that might facilitate SSM. Also investigate the impact 

of SSM on operational efficiency, customer 

satisfaction, and business performance. 

SSM (Strategic Supply Management) is essentially a QM initiative that requires bilateral 

efforts, and is not related to adoption of ISO 9000. SSM is not related to the firm size, 

neither the process type used by a firm. SSM is highly correlated to a firm's competitive 

advantage, impacting time-based and cost-related operational efficiency. 

2009 Lawson, 

Cousins, 

Handfield, & 

Petersen 

IJPR Examine the effect of SP on supply management 

practices of socialization, supplier integration, and 

supplier responsiveness, together with relationship 

performance. 

SP is significantly related to higher levels of socialization and supplier integration, which 

has a significant indirect effect on buyer performance improvements. SP did not have a 

significant effect on the responsiveness of suppliers. 

2010 Lee & Drake IJPR Propose additional dimensions to purchasing portfolio 

model, testing it in two firms.  

Authors added competitive priorities to Kraljic's model. These priorities were grouped 

into a dimension named "component value". The other dimension is "risk in supply 

market". This approach may assure alignment between firm and purchasing strategies 

2011 Terpend, 

Krause, & 

Dooley 

JSCM Investigate how buyers align their relationships with 

suppliers to the contextual characteristics of the 

purchase 

Results provide a partial empirical validation of the purchasing types. Authors identify a 

fourth type, the adversarial purchase, that cannot be mapped to existing portfolios. 

2012 Chiang, 

Kocabasoglu-

Hilmer, & 

Suresh 

IJOPM Investigate the drivers of a firm's supply chain agility, 

namely strategic sourcing and firm's flexibility. 

Results indicate that both SS and strategic flexibility are significantly related to the firm's 

supply chain agility 

2012 Koufteros, 

Vickery, & 

Droge 

JSCM Investigate the effects of strategic selection and   

integration on the acquisition of suppliers’ capabilities 

that can be transmuted into buyer competitive 

advantage (NPD project). 

Strategic supplier selection can be a source of competitive advantage to the buyer in any 

stage of NPD projects. Buyers’ outcomes do not depend on the integration efforts, 

although supplier partnership is shown as a complementary resource to strategic supplier 

selection. 
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Year Authors Journal Purpose Contribution 

2012 Padhi et al. JPSM Propose methodology to classify and position 

commodities (works and services) in the Kraljic 

Portfolio matrix. 

Propose the employment of weights over the two dimensions of Kraljic matrix. Supply 

risk can be assessed through market, performance, and complexity riks. Profit impact can 

be assessed through criticality of purchase, and value/cost of purchase. 

2012 Luzzini et al. IJOPM  Investigate the strategic and leverage purchasing 

categories using 4 dimensions: technological 

uncertainty, customization, supplier power, and supply 

market volatility. 

Four groups (clusters) were identified: Steady (estável), Volatile, Risky, and Special. 

Cost and delivery were the priorities more ranked, followed by quality, efficiency and 

innovation. 

2014 Eltantawy, 

Giunipero, & 

Handfield 

IJPDLM Propose a Strategic sourcing (SS) orientation (the 

managerial philosophy) operationalization, testing its 

impact on SS reputation, supplier development, and 

performance outcomes  

SS includes four orientations: learning, planning, relational process, and performance. 

These four lower-order orientation constructs represent operant resources that manifest 

SSO and interact, reinforcing each other in enabling the firm to produce efficiently and/or 

effectively value market offerings. SSO translates into increased resources for SS 

managers in the form of SS reputation, supplier management practices, and subsequent 

performance outcomes. 

2014 Krause & 

Ellram 

JBL Analyse the transformations in strategic BSRs (which 

presented interdependence) during the economic 

downturn ocurred after 2008.  

Three types of BSRs were identified. Results indicate variation in the ways buying firms 

managed their key suppliers relationships during downturn: some firms behaved 

cooperativelly, while other responded by behaving competitively to maximize their 

individual outcomes. 
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Year Authors Journal Purpose Contribution 

2015 Handfield, 

Cousins, 

Lawson, & 

Petersen 

JSCM "what are the characteristics of an effective supply 

management alignment process that results in 

improved outcomes?" 

Study identify the dynamic capability named "supply management alignment" that is 

developed from the establishment of common goals, aligned metrics, and defined 

processes that occur in parallel between purchasing and other functions, purchasing and 

suppliers, and the combined synergistic effect of these performance measurement systems 

on network agility performance.  

2015 Luzzini, 

Amann, 

Caniato, 

Essig, & 

Ronchi 

IMM Test the supplier collaboration (supplier involvement, 

development, and integration) on innovation 

performance. Explore the technological uncertainty of 

strategic purchasing as a contingent factor that might 

influence the innovation strategy  

Innovation, as a category priority, does lead to emphasize supplier collaboration and 

strategic sourcing, which assures innovation performance. Technological uncertainty put 

greater emphasis on innovation strategy as well as on strategic sourcing. 

2015 Cox SCM Provide a critique to Kraljic's model and Purchasing 

Chessboard approach. Author proposes a "paradigm 

shifting” current thinking on portfolio approaches. 

Offers a new approach to portfolio analysis, identifying over 30 strategic sourcing 

strategies managers may utilize. Model is tested in a simple case study. 

 

EJPSM European Journal of Purchasing & Supply Management  JOM Journal of Operations Management 

IMM Industrial Marketing Management  JPSM Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management 

IJPDLM International Journal of Physical Distribution & Logistics Management  JSCM Journal of Supply Chain Management 

IJOPM International Journal of Operations & Productions Management  LRP Long Range Planning 

IJPR International Journal of Production Research  SCM Supply Chain Management: An International Journal 

JBL Journal of Business Logistics    
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Appendix B: Literature Review - Industrial Marketing Journals 

 

Year Authors Journal Focus of the study Constructs 

2014 Capaldo IMM 

Cross level case study that identify how value, in the form 

of common and private benefits are created in intra-org 

relationships, using structural and relational mechanisms of 

governance. 

Social mechanisms: (i) relational: interpersonal relationships, 

trust and reciprocity; (ii) structural: restricted access, 

macroculture, collective sanctions, reputation. 

2014 
Yang, Fang, 

Fang, & Chou 
IMM 

Exchange and protection of knowledge in alliances and its 

link to ambidestry 

Procedural mechanisms: reciprocal investments, hostage 

arrangement, experience learning, shared interpretation. 

Common benefits (value creation), private benefits (Value 

captured) 

2014 

Ellegaard, 

Medlin, & 

Geersbro 

JBIM 
Review of value appropriation in inter-organizational 

relationships. 
Value appropriation 

2013 

Blonska, Storey, 

Rozemeijer et 

al. 

IMM 

Examine how relational capital (trust and reciprocity) 

moderates the generation of suppliers and buyers' benefits 

from supplier development initiatives. 

Trust, reciprocity 

2012 

Coley, 

Lindeman, & 

Wagner 

JBIM 
Relational impact of tangible and intangible elements of pie 

sharing. 

Tangible costs and benefits can be measured in monetary terms. 

Customers' perceptions of inequity of outcomes from both 

tangible and intangible inputs affect future collaboration 

intentions. Effects of negative intangible inequity are stronger 

than the effects of negative tangible inequity. 

2012 

Lindgreen, 

Hingley, Grant, 

& Morgan 

IMM Review of value in IMM. Value in business industrial marketing 

2012 Beverland IMM Value creation delivery Value focused capabilities, practices, and outcomes 

2012 

Sullivan, 

Peterson, 

Krishman 

IMM Value creation Strategic account mgt, relationship perception 

2012 Smals, Smits IMM Dynamics of supplier perception's value 
Sources of value: financial payment, technological knowledge, 

reputation of doing business 
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Year Authors Journal Focus of the study Constructs 

2011 Gronroos IMM Value creation in services Service-dominant logic 

2011 
Wassmer and 

Dussauge 
EMR 

Value creation in alliance portfolios: benefits and costs of 

resource interdependencies, RBV 

Resource complementarity and supplementary, complete and 

incomplete combination of network resources affecting value 

creation 

2010 
Corsaro, 

Snedota 
IMM Value perception Relationship value, perceptions, customer-supplier interaction 

2010 
Wagner, Eggert, 

Lindemann 
JBR Value creation and value appropriation 

Satisfaction, trust, future collaboration, information exchange, 

value creation, value appropriation 

2010 

Cheung, Myers, 

Mentzer - 

Survey 

JOM Relationship value 
RBV, TCE, transaction value, relational view, interfirm 

relationship 

2008 
Wagner, 

Lindemann 
JBIM Value sharing 

Relationship quality, supplier motivation, value creation goals 

(cost reduction and lead time improvements), sharing principle 

and intention (based on equity and channel success) 

2008 
Fang, Palmatier, 

Evans 
JAMS 

Influence of customer participation on creating and sharing 

of new product value 

Information sharing, coordination effectiveness, relationship-

specific investments, new product value, customer dependence, 

supplier dependence, perception of "fair share" 

2006 
Eggert, Ulaga, 

& Schultz 
IMM 

Investigate value dimensions in function of the relationship 

life cycle. 

Sources of value creation: product quality, delivery 

performance, service support, personal interaction, supplier 

know-how, time-to-market 

2006 Moller IMM 
Types of value and value creation: exchange value, 

relational value and proprietary value 
Exchange value, relational value and proprietary value 

2003 Ulaga IMM Value appropriation: customer perspective 

Value drivers considered by buyers: product quality, service 

support, delivery, time-to-market, supplier know-how, personal 

interaction, price, process costs 
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Year Authors Journal Focus of the study Constructs 

2002 

Flint, 

Woodruff, & 

Gardial - 

Quali- 

Grounded 

Theory 

JMkt 

Customers' desired value change - explore the dynamic 

nature of value, exploring contextual conditions. 

Among Gassenheimer et al., (1998) recognize that 

economic and/or social value might change. 

Desired value is different from received value, that is evaluative 

judgments of the value received. Desired value refers to what 

customers want to have happen when interacting with a 

supplier. 

2001 
Flint & 

Woodruff 
IMM 

Explore the initiators of changes in customers' desired 

vlue 

Desire value refers to the value that customers want to receive 

from products/services and their providers. Received value 

refers to the value customers actually experienced through 

specific product-customer interactions. 

2001 
Walter, Ritter, 

Gemunden 
IMM Supplier's perspective value creation 

Direct functions: volume, profit, safeguard; undirected 

functions: innovation, market, scout and access. 

2001 
Ulaga & 

Chacour 
IMM 

Offer a measurement process of customer value and 

develop a tool called customer value audit. 
Customer-perceived value 

1998 

Gassenheimer, 

Houston, 

Davis 

JAMS Value deterioration in BSRs Relative relational distance, fairness 

1997 

Flint, 

Woodruff & 

Gardial 

IMM 
Customer value change - buyer perspective, explore the 

triggers of customer value change 

Trigger events=stimulus in the customer environment that is 

perceived by the customer to be relevant to his/her goals, which 

results in some form of change in values (personal and/or 

organizational), desired value, and/or value judgments 

 

Note: JMkt (Journal of Marketing); JBR (Journal of Business Research); JBIM (Journal of Business & Industrial Marketing); JAMS (Journal of the Academic Marketing 

Science); IMM (Industrial Marketing Management); EMR (European Management Review). 
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Appendix C – Literature Review – Operations Management journals 

Year Authors Journal Focus of the study Constructs 

2014 
Miguel, Brito, 

Fernandes, & Tescari 

IJPDL

M 

Identify a joint construct combining relational governance and resource 

complementarity on relational value creation 

Expected benefits for buyers, switching cost of 

buyers, expected benefits to suppliers, 

switching cost to suppliers 

2014 Wu, Chuang, & Hsu IJPE 
Propose a model based on SET of information sharing and collaborative 

behavior antecedents to explain firm performance. 

Trust, commitment, reciprocity, power as 

antecedents of information sharing and 

collaboration. 

2014 
Pulles, Veldman, 

Schiele, & Sierksma 
JSCM 

Explain the influences of power and trust on the supplier resource 

allocation (physical and innovation resources). 

Coercive power, reward power, goodwill trust, 

competence trust 

2014 Wagner & Bode JOM 

Link the level of a supplier’s relationship-specific investments to its 

sharing of innovative products and processes. Findings suggest that 

supplier's specific investments encourage process innovations but refrain 

from product innovations. 

Relationship-specific investments, safeguards  

(contract length, relationship age, cooperation) 

2014 Wang, Craighead, & Li JOM 

Examines the mitigation of damaged trust stemming from supplier-

induced disruptions through the supplier's selective use of appropriate 

justice approaches, fostering relationship continuity. Findings: PJ is the 

most effective mechanism, followed by DJ, IJ. 

Trust (ability, benevolence, integrity); Justice 

(procedural, distributive, interactional) 

2013 
Ramsay, Wagner, & 

Kelly 
IJOPM 

Framework for understanding the effects of buyer behavior on suppliers, 

offering 2 new concepts: "purchase offering quality"- refers to the 

collection of costs and benefits embodied in the characteristics that 

buyers present to suppliers - and "supplier behavioral intentions"- the 

responses of suppliers to these offerings. 

Supplier benefits: supplier value, supplier 

satisfaction, and relational elements. 

2013 
Leuschner, Rogers, & 

Charvet 
JSCM Meta-analysis of supply chain integration and firm performance 

Dimensions of SC Integration: information, 

operational, relational.  

2013 

Narasimhan, 

Narayanan, & 

Srinivasan 

JOM 
Authors develop the "constraining factor model" in order to examine the 

interaction of the 3 forms of justice. 
Justice (procedural, distributive, interactional) 

2013 
Nyaga, Lynch, 

Marshall, & Ambrose 
JSCM 

Examine how perceptions of power use in asymmetric relationships 

affect behavioral and operational outcomes, considering buyer and 

supplier views. Nonmediated power influence is suppressed in quality 

relationships. 

Power (expert, referent, legal, coercive, 

reward), adaptation, relational factors 

(communication, trust, collaborative behavior), 

transactional factors (uncertainty, adaptive 

behavior) 
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Year Authors Journal Focus of the study Constructs 

2012 
Liu, Huang, 

Luo et al. 
JOM 

Justice is not a direct determinant of BS performance but a critical 

conduit that nourishes mid-range coupling behaviors, which 

promotes a successful relationship. Recommendation of focusing 

on achieving a high level of perception of B and S in IJ and PJ. 

Justice (procedural, distributive, interpersonal, and 

informational), commitment, knowledge sharing, 

relationship-specific investment 

2012 
Lumineau & 

Henderson 
JOM 

Examine how and when contractual and relational governance 

dimensions interact, rather than whether they act as substitutes or 

complements. 

Relational norms, contractual governance 

2012 
Terpend & 

Ashenbaum 
JSCM 

Examine the effects of power, trust and supply base size on supplier 

performance (operational). 

Power (coercive, referent, legitimate, expert), trust, 

supplier network size 

2011 

Wagner, 

Coley, & 

Lindemann 

JSCM 
Examine intangible factors that affect BSR continuity: suppliers' 

reputation on the future of BSR. 
Trust, reputation, outcome fairness 

2010 

Ambrose, 

Marshall, & 

Lynch 

IJOPM 
Identify the antecedents of supplier and buyer perceptions of 

relationship performance 

For the buyer: credibility trust, adaptation, 

uncertainty (neg). For the supplier: communication, 

commitment, uncertainty (neg). 

2010 
Tangpong, 

Hung, & Ro 
JOM 

Examine 3 different perspectives on opportunism mitigation: 

organizationalist, individualist, and interactionist. 
Relational norms, opportunism 

2010 
Li, Xie, Teo 

et al. 
JOM 

Examine if formal and social are complements or substitutes in a 

long-term relationship, as well the antecedents of such controls 

form. In China, both forms are substitutes in domestics BSR, but 

are complements in international BSRs. 

Formal control, social control, institutionalization, 

length of cooperation. 

2009 
Ramsay & 

Wagner 
JPSM 

Conceptualize supplier decision-making, supplier value, buyer 

attractiveness, and sources of supplier value. Provide an empirical 

list of sources of supplier value. 

Supplier value: Finance (Revenue and cost elements, 

payment format and speed), efficiency (supplier 

learning opportunities, administrative flexibility), 

trading relations and communications, and staff 

access among others. 
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Year Authors Journal Focus of the study Constructs 

2009 
Ellegaard 

& Koch 
JPSM 

Explore the dyadic aspect of attraction, expectations and 

perceptions of attraction in BSRs. Propose "congruence" as the 

alligment of the key elements of attraction. 

Congruence in perceived attraction is similar expectations 

around different elements of attraction, such as cost 

reduction and support of the other party. Incongruence 

implies important differences in expectations about some 

key elements in behavioral constraints of attraction. Also, 

offers the concept of "mutuality of attraction" and "self- 

assessment of attractiveness". 

2009 Essig& Amann JPSM 

Explore the construct supplier's satisfaction as a factor of BSR 

quality. Supplier satisfaction is defined as a supplier's feeling 

of fairness with regard to buyer's incentives and supplier’s 

contributions within the BSR. 

Supplier satisfaction index = dimension 1 (Strategic level), 

dimension2 (Operative level: order, billing, delivery), 

dimension 3 (Accompanying level: communication, 

conflict mgt, general view). 

2009 Liu, Luo & Liu JOM 

Investigate different roles of transactional and relational 

mechanisms in hindering opportunism in BSRs in China, 

considering both buyer and supplier perspectives. Findings 

suggest that transactional mechanisms are more effective in 

preventing opportunism while relational mechanisms enhances 

relationship performance. A higher performance is achieved 

when both forms are used jointly. 

Transactional mechanisms (contract and transaction-

specific investments), relational mechanisms (trust and 

relational norms). 

2009 

Narasimhan, 

Nair, Griffith, 

Arljorn, & 

Bendoly 

JOM 
Examines a BSR characterized by a lock-in situation using SET 

framework. 
Power, dependence, justice (distributive justice) 

2009 
Ramsay & 

Wagner 
JPSM 

Conceptualize supplier decision-making, supplier value, buyer 

attractiveness, and sources of supplier value. Provide a 

empirical list of sources of supplier value. 

Supplier value: Finance (Revenue and cost elements, 

payment format and speed), efficiency (supplier learning 

opportunities, administrative flexibility), trading relations 

and communications, and staff access among others. 

2009 
Zhang, Henke, 

& Griffith 
JOM 

Investigate the moderating effects of relational stress on the 

ability of a buyer to influence a supplier's willingness to invest 

in technology that will be of benefit to the buyer. 

Relational stress, supplier willingness to invest in 

technology, buyer cooperative actions: buyer 

communication, buyer assistance, and supplier 

involvement. 
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Authors Journal Focus of the study Constructs 

Terpend, 

Tyler, 

Krause, 

Handfeld 

JSCM 
Review of papers published between 1986 and 2005 about the 

types of value extracted from BSRs. 

Authors classify four types of value derived from BSRs: operational 

performance improvements, integration-based improvements, supplier 

capability-based improvements and financial performance outcomes. 

Mortensen, 

Freytag, & 

Arlbjorn 

IJPDLM Propose a matureness model of attractiveness Seller and buyer perspectives of attractiveness 

Griffith, 

Harvey, & 

Lusch 

JOM 

Examine how PJ and PD policies of a firm influence its partner's  

attitude and behaviors within BSR. Findings indicate Pj and DJ 

enhance long-term orientation and relational behavior. 

Justice (procedural, distributive), conflict, satisfaction 

Kaufmann & 

Carter 
JOM 

From a buyer perspective, it examines the role of uncertainty and 

shadow of future on the formation of social bonds and non-

finantial performance. 

Social bonding (SET), uncertainty (RDT and TCE), shadow of the 

future (GT) 

Ramsay IJOPM 
Offer a meaning of the term value, exploring the differnce 

between the potential and realised versions of value. 

Potential value, realised value, resources specifications (technical, 

organisational, personal, and market elements), non-monetary 

resources, 

Note: IJPDLM (International Journal of Physical Distribution & Logistics Management); IJOPM (International Journal of Operations and Production Management); JOM 

(Journal of Operations Management); JPSM (Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management); JSCM (Journal of Supply Chain Management); IJPE (International Journal of 

Production Economics). 
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Appendix D – Literature Review: Strategic Management journals 

 

Year Authors Journal Focus of the study Constructs 

2011 
Adegbesan, 

Higgins 
SMJ 

Propose a bargaing framework for intra-alliance value 

appropriation 

VA proxy= pie-splitting control rights of alliance partners; scarcity 

of resources; RBV 

2010 Chatain SMJ Value creation and value added Added value, value capture 

2000 
Bowman, 

Ambrosini 
BJM Value creation and value capture 

RBV, source of new values is labour performed by members, 

perceived power determines value capture 

2011 

Cheung, 

Myers, 

Mentzer 

SMJ Value distribution Information sharing, joint sense making, knowledge sharing 

2011 
Wassmer and 

Dussauge 
EMR 

Value creation in alliance portfolios: benefits and costs 

of resource interdependencies, RBV 

Resource complementarity and supplementarity, complete and 

incomplete combination of network resources affecting value 

creation 

2007 
Lepak, Smith, 

Taylor 
AMR Multilevel perspective of VC and VA VC: source and target;   VA: competition and isolating mechanisms 

1996 
Brandenburger, 

Stuart 
JEMS Definition of value creation and value appropriation Willingness-to-pay, opportunity costs 

 

Note: SMJ (Strategic Management Review); BJM (British Journal of Management); AMR (Academy of Management Review); EMR (European Management Review); 

JEMS (Journal of Economics & Management Strategy). 
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Appendix E– Protocols 

 

Protocols used in the first round of interviews 

Protocol to the buyer-firm (main interviewed: purchasing manager) 

1 
Description of the firm (size, market, main products, industry), and of the respondent (previous 

experience, time in function, job description) 

2 
Description of the two suppliers (buyer perspective) about size, market, main products, industry 

3 Explore supply management policies of the firm: 

Features of the supplier base and bidding process 

Strategic suppliers follow different process? 

What happens when an agreement is not achieved with a strategic supplier? 

4 
Explore the relationships’ features with the strategic supplier (S1), concerning perceived trust, 

commitment, dependence, power, relationship-specific investments, reciprocity 

5 The same, concerning S2 

6 
Explore value exchange in general: 

Explore the perception of value creation among suppliers in general 

Explore the perception of value creation with a strategic supplier (explore different perspectives: from 

purchase, R&D, production, etc.) 

7 Explore value exchange in the strategic supplier relationship (S1) 

Explore how the buyer’s perceived value has evolved over time, related to the strategic supplier. What 

has changed? Explore context. 

If there was a change in the buyer’s perceived value, which functions have influenced? Explore the 

function’s perspectives. 

If the buyer’s perceived value has not changed, what has happen with the supplier? Explore the function’s 

perspectives, if applicable. 

In which extant the buyer is acknowledged about the supplier’s perceived value in this relationship? 

Check it with the supplier. 

8 
Explore value exchange in the second supplier relationship (S2) 

Use the guide of anterior section, when applicable. 

9 Explore integration practices (internal and external):  

Ask examples of joint decisions (multi-functional involvement in supply management decisions), and 

check information among involved functions. 

When and how other firm’s functions are involved in the selection or change of a new supplier? 

Explore how different functions contribute to the buyer’s expected value within a supplier relationship. 

Protocol to the supplier-firm (main interviewed: supplier's sales manager) 
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1 
Description of the firm (size, market, main products, industry) 

2 
Explore sales management policies of the firm: 

Conduct guide and other internal policies 

Relational and contractual mechanisms 

Relationship quality and communication 

3 
What happens when an agreement is not achieved? 

4 
Explore the relationships' features with the buyer-firm, concerning perceived trust, commitment, 

dependence, power, relationship-specific investments, and reciprocity. 

5 
Explore value exchange in general: 

Explore the perception of value creation with the buyer-firm in general 

Explore the perception of value creation with different functions within buyer-firm (from purchase, R&D, 

production, etc.) 

6 
Explore value exchange more deeply 

Explore how the supplier’s perceived value has evolved over time. What has changed? Explore context. 

If there was a change in the supplier’s perceived value, which functions in the buyer-firm have 

influenced? Explore context. 

In which extant the supplier is acknowledged about the buyer’s perceived value in this relationship? 

Check it with the buyer. 

7 
Explore value exchange within the second supplier relationship (S2) 

Use the guide of anterior section, when applicable. 

8 Explore integration practices (internal and external):  

Ask examples of joint decisions (multi-functional involvement in supply management decisions), and 

check information among involved functions. 

When and how other firm functions are involved in the selection of a new supplier? 

Explore how different functions (of the buyer-firm) contribute to the supplier’s expected value within the 

relationship. 

 

Protocol to managerial-functions 

1 Describe function and linkage with purchasing function 

2 Explore degree of direct involvement with suppliers 

3 Explore value perception relating to S1 and S2. 

4 Explore integration among other functions 
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Protocol used in the second round of interviews 

 

Protocol to buyer and supplier directors - findings validation 

1 

Presentation of the final theoretical model  

Ask feedback: explore agreements and disagreements regarding the model 

Ask for examples, if more clarity is needed 

2 

Search for evidence of dynamic capabilities in use 

Offer the example of "sensing, seizing, and transformation" in pharmaceutical industry 

Once the interviewed understood the concepts, ask for similarities 

Explore the offered examples to assure that "asset orchestration" is present. 
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Appendix F – Case-level display for partially ordered meta-matrix: Value-drivers from buyers’ and suppliers’ perspectives 

 

Buyer side value-drivers 

Furniture Graphic Design Glass Print Pumps Logistics 

TCO Total price ownership: 

price paid + logistic 

costs + maintenance 

costs  

Quality of 

the visual 

product 

Premium brands 

need high quality 

displays. 

TCO Total price ownership: price paid 

+ logistic costs + inventory costs  

Price and 

quality 

Value-driver that few firms can 

meet. Here, price + quality reflects 

the technological status of the 

supplier. 

Global 

footprint 

Global suppliers provide an 

uniform portfolio. 

Fragrances must be equal 

worldwide. 

Global 

footprint 

Global suppliers provide 

global (and better) 

negotiations. Local 

subsidiaries have fast access 

to information, and updated 

technology.  

Quality of 

service 

Critical POS (stores 

presenting higher 

ranking sales) need to 

receive a high quality 

service of furniture 

installation. 

Quality of 

service 

Critical POS (stores 

presenting higher 

ranking sales) need 

to receive a high 

quality service of 

visual 

communication. 

Quality Quality is a major requirement in 

fragrance and cosmetics products 
Delivery 

and 

flexibility 

Catalogs must be delivered in a due 

time to sales representatives, 

regardless the delays Delta has 

done. 

Agility Ability to enhance supply 

chain responsiveness, 

without incurring in 

additional costs. 

Agility Ability of a supplier to add on 

the buyer-firm's 

responsiveness. 

Information 

from 

market 

Suppliers are reliable 

source of market 

information regarding 

dynamics on specialty 

stores. 

TCO Total price 

ownership: price 

paid + installation 

costs 

Location Closer plants may reduce lead-

time and logistic costs 
Global 

footprint 

Global suppliers provide global (and 

better) negotiations. Local 

subsidiaries have fast access to 

information, technology and best 

management practices. 

    

High 

expertise 

Ability of providing the best 

technical solution at an 

affordable price. 

Quality of 

furniture 

Premium brands need 

high quality displays. 
Information 

from 

market 

Suppliers are reliable 

source of market 

information 

regarding dynamics 

on specialty stores. 

Financial 

strength 

Glass manufacturing is a capital-

intensive industry, requiring large 

financial resources, while 

requiring low levels of 

technology. 

Financial 

strength 

Printing is a capital-intensive 

industry, requiring large 

investments in more advanced 

equipment to provide high 

productivity, quality, and 

environmental safety. 
    

Commitment Ability to decide what is best 

for buyer-firm's business as a 

whole. 

Compliance  Compliance regarding 

environmental and 

social aspects. 

Compliance  Compliance 

regarding 

environmental and 

social aspects. 

Compliance  Formal codes of compliance 

regarding environmental, social, 

and anti-corruption aspects 

            

        

Global 

footprint 

Global suppliers provide global 

(and better) negotiations. Local 

subsidiaries have fast access to 

information, technology and best 

management practices. 
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Supplier side value-drivers 

Furniture Graphic Design Glass Print Pumps Logistics 
Price + 

Volume 

Price and volume 

are compensatory 

values. Suppliers 

need to assure their 

investments 

payback. 

Price  GraphDes_1 

presents low price 

elasticity, while 

GraphDes_2 

considers price 

and volume in a 

compensatory 

way. 

Volume Higher the volume's order, 

higher the supplier's 

margin, due to the high 

manufacturing setup 

Volume Higher the volume's 

order, higher the 

supplier's margin, due to 

the high manufacturing 

setup 

Global 

footprint 

Global buyers 

provide access to 

their subsidiaries, 

enhancing the 

potential of new 

business 

opportunities. Large 

MNCs are exigent 

and complex 

customers, providing 

stimuli to capabilities 

development.  

Global footprint Global buyers provide 

access to their 

subsidiaries, enhancing 

the potential of new 

business opportunities. 

Large MNCs are exigent 

and complex customers, 

providing a stimuli to 

capabilities development.  

Continuity Continuity assures 

some economies of 

scale and reduces 

the risk of new 

investments. 

Continuity Continuity assures 

some economies 

of scale and 

reduces the risk of 

new investments. 

Continuity Long-term contracts 

reduces the risk of new 

investments 

Continuity Long-term contracts 

reduces the risk of new 

investments 

Reputation Being a supplier of a 

large MNC means 

that high standard 

requirements are 

accomplished  

Reputation Being a supplier of large 

MNCs with complex and 

diversified operations 

works as a "certificate of 

excellence" to potential 

customers of any 

industry. 

Reputation Being a supplier of 

a large MNC means 

that high standard 

requirements are 

accomplished.   

Reputation Being a supplier 

of a large MNC 

means that high 

standard 

requirements are 

accomplished.   

Reputation Being a supplier of a large 

MNC means that high 

standard requirements are 

accomplished  

Reputation Being a supplier of a 

large MNC means that 

high standard 

requirements are 

accomplished  

New business 

opportunities 

Being a supplier of a 

large MNC make 

easier establish new 

business relationships 

with local firms.  

New business 

opportunities 

Being a supplier of a 

large MNC make easier 

establish new business 

relationships with local 

firms.  

New business 

opportunities 

Being a supplier of 

a large MNC make 

easier establish new 

business 

relationships, 

allowing economies 

of scale and scope.   

New business 

opportunities 

Being a supplier 

of a large MNC 

make easier 

establish new 

business 

relationships, 

allowing 

economies of scale 

and scope.   

New business 

opportunities 

Being a supplier of a large 

MNC make easier establish 

new business relationships, 

allowing economies of 

scale and scope.   

New business 

opportunities 

Being a supplier of a 

large MNC make easier 

establish new business 

relationships, allowing 

economies of scale and 

scope.   

    

Commitment Sophisticated sourcing 

processes need 

commitment to assure 

full exchange of 

information between 

firms. 

        

Global 

footprint 

Global buyers provide 

access to their subsidiaries, 

enhancing the potential of 

new business opportunities. 

Large MNCs are exigent 

customers, providing 

stimuli to capabilities 

development.  

Global 

footprint 

Global buyers provide 

access to their 

subsidiaries, enhancing 

the potential of new 

business opportunities.  

        

 


